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Executive Summary
A.

Introduction

The Emery Village Business Improvement Area (“the Emery BIA”) is located in the City of Toronto (“the
City”) in the northwest area that is generally defined by Highway 401 to the south, the Humber River to
the west, Steeles Avenue West to the north and Highway 400 to the east. The Emery BIA is seen as a
strategic logistical hub with convenient access to major transportation freeways for its business
operations, in particular for sectors with reliance on trucks for freight transport.
Emery BIA was formed in 2003 and is Canada’s largest Business Improvement Area with over 2,500
commercial, industrial and retail establishments employing approximately 25,000 people. The Emery BIA
is also part of the City’s Municipal Ward 7 – York West, which has a population of approximately 50,000
people1
Metrolinx, an extension of the Government of Ontario, is currently committed to a series of transit
expansion projects in the City, including plans for light rail transit (“LRT”) on Finch Avenue West (“Finch
West LRT”), from the York‐Spadina Subway to Humber College. In light of recent plans to implement LRT
tracks through the Emery BIA, there is particular interest from the BIA and its members to better
understand the recent initiatives by the Province, the City and TTC.
Part of the Emery BIA’s mandate is to initiate and oversee community improvements, and to advocate
and enhance the vitality and economic well‐being of the business environment. As such, “the BIA Board
of Management directed that a transportation study be undertaken to assess the potential impacts of
the proposed Finch West Light Rapid Transit on BIA Businesses with a particular concern for
maintaining, and enhancing where possible, truck traffic movement to, from and within the BIA”.

B.

Finch West LRT Project

On June 29, 2012, the Province of Ontario approved Metrolinx’s2 transit plan and construction timeline
for four LRT projects, including the Finch West LRT from Toronto‐York‐Spadina Subway extension to
Humber College. This announcement followed the special meeting held on February 8, 2012, in which
the Toronto City Council affirmed that LRT is the preferred rapid transit mode. On November 28, 2012,
Metrolinx, the City and TTC signed a master agreement for the Implementation of Toronto Light Rail
Transit Program (“the master agreement”). Metrolinx has assumed as the owner and developer that are
responsible for the overall implementation of the LRT program; TTC will be responsible for its operation.
At the time of this report, this has not commenced. Construction is scheduled to begin in 2015 and is
planned be completed by 2020.

1

City of Toronto Census Data for Ward 7 (2006)
The Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area Transit Implementation Act, 2009 was proclaimed in May 2009 to rename the Greater
Toronto Transportation Authority Act 2006 the Metrolinx Act 2006 and to create a single transportation agency responsible for
implementing transit and transportation projects.
2
The Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area Transit Implementation Act, 2009 was proclaimed in May 2009 to rename the Greater
Toronto Transportation Authority Act 2006 the Metrolinx Act 2006 and to create a single transportation agency responsible for
implementing transit and transportation projects.
2
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The overall framework establishes a centralized process for the next phase of implementation and
identifies Metrolinx as the main proponent that will be responsible for completing the LRT projects
including the Finch West LRT.
The master agreement also recognizes a commitment to public consultation and communication
throughout the process, as defined through the Public Communications and Public Engagement Protocol
(Schedule C of the master agreement). Metrolinx as the main proponent will be the point of contact for
any future communications regarding the Finch West LRT. Given the stated commitment to “continuing
consultation with the public, property owners and stakeholder agencies during the design of the LRT
alignment, stops/stations, terminals and ancillary facilities”, there will be opportunities for the BIA to
engage Metrolinx throughout the public consultation process.
Any comments received and responses given will have to be documented through the public process.

C.

Finch West LRT – Network Impact Assessment

The Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT Environmental Assessment Project Report (March 2010) and its
recommendations will help guide the next phase in the implementation process and thus was the
focus of our review. Based on our review of the Environmental Project Report, the following issues and
recommendations have been identified that will need to be addressed in the next phase of
implementation:
a) Road Capacity – The Environmental Project Report anticipates significant increase in delays and
travel time for motorists through the corridor. In some instances, the travel time may double. To
mitigate road capacity and delay impacts resulting from the LRT the following road capacity
improvements are recommended:
The design of the LRT should be reconsidered to include a tunnelled section from the CPR
bridge through the Weston Road intersection to east of Jayzel Road and potentially further
west toward Islington Avenue.
• the provision of an additional westbound lane from the Highway 400 southbound ramp
terminal to Signet Drive (functioning as a right‐turn lane) to accommodate a westbound right‐
turn traffic in order to reduce delays and queuing at the Finch Avenue / Signet Drive
intersection
• New Road 2A to be considered for implementation together with the LRT as mitigation of lost
road capacity.
b) Accesses and Intersection design – To accommodate the number of business and residential
properties that have direct access to Finch Avenue West and mitigate impacts associated with
restrictions to right‐in/right‐out access control due to the Finch West LRT, the following design
considerations are recommended:
•

•

•

A review of the geometry of the intersections during the detailed design stage for the Finch
West LRT in accommodating the current sized trucks that would have to make u‐turns at the
intersections. Note u‐turns are not recommended for tractor trailers (or vehicle size larger
than 11.5 m long).
A review of signal timing for u‐turn vehicles especially for trucks. Such details are not part of
the Environmental Project Report but should be assessed through the design of the signal
timing plans.
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The potential for introducing Long Combination Vehicle routes further increases the
importance of Finch, and – at the time that the design for the LRT takes place – the need to
accommodate LCV geometries should be revisited, taking into account the City of Toronto LCV
policy at that time
c) Transit – To allow for adequate pedestrian and vehicle access to the Emery BIA area the following
is recommended:
•

In addition to the construction of New Road 2A, the potential for another stop at the Finch
Avenue West / New Road 2A intersection needs to be confirmed through further reviews
during the implementation process.
• To accommodate pedestrians and transit users, a pedestrian bridge across Finch Avenue as
identified in the Emery Village TMP should be considered together with the planned LRT. A
pedestrian study will need to be carried out to confirm its needs.
d) Aesthetics and Branding – The BIA has established urban design and branding approaches. Given its
investments, it is recommended that the BIA adopt a proactive approach in communicating with
Metrolinx on the BIA’s visions. It is suggested that BIA prepares a formal request through the public
communication process.
•

e) Construction Staging – A traffic management plan will need be prepared to mitigate the impacts
and maintain continuing traffic flow through the work zone during construction. This may include
potential lane closure or alternative travel lane arrangements, temporary traffic control devices,
information signage, accesses for business, accesses for pedestrians. In addition, public engagement
will be an important component of the overall process in keeping the public informed.

D.

Next Steps

Given the stated commitment to “continuing consultation with the public, property owners and
stakeholder agencies during the design of the LRT alignment, stops/stations, terminals and ancillary
facilities”, there will be opportunities for the BIA to engage Metrolinx throughout the public
consultation process.
Overall, it is recommended that the Emery BIA:
a) Proactively engage and maintain contact with Metrolinx representatives and project manager
assigned to the Finch West LRT project, early and throughout the process about BIA‐specific issues.
While the project has not officially commenced, early engagement could help identify key contacts
of the project and identify key issues to be addressed at the outset.
b)

Continue to monitor the progress of the Finch West LRT and actively participate in the public
consultation process when the project commences. Any comments received and responses given
are documented as part of the implementation process and serves as record for any rationale to
decisions made. The BIA is encouraged to provide written comments on related issues.

c) Engage with MTO and Metrolinx with regard to opportunities to improve access for heavy truck
traffic to Emery Village from Highway 400, potentially mitigating the economic and traffic impacts
caused by truck traffic diverted to Weston Road, as well as road capacity and access issues on Finch
Avenue West as a result of the Finch West LRT.
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d) Seek advice from the City on the current status of the Environmental Assessment study for the new
road connection (Road 2A as designated in the Emery TMP). Given the timing of the projects, there
may be a need for coordination between the City and Metrolinx. Given that the new road is an on‐
going City initiative, Metrolinx may not be aware of the progress.
e) Monitor the progress and experience of the Eglinton‐Scarborough Crosstown project. This is one of
four LRT projects that are being implemented and will provide valuable lessons learnt through the
implementation process.
f)

Undertake a corridor operations study of Weston Road. There are truck issues as well as other pre‐
existing traffic issues identified through the consultation process. Given that this is not part of the
LRT study, a separate study should be carried out.
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The Emery Village Business Improvement Area (“the Emery BIA”) is located in the City of Toronto (“the
City”) in the northwest area that is generally defined by Highway 401 to the south, the Humber River to
the west, Steeles Avenue West to the north and Highway 400 to the east, as shown in Figure 1‐1. The
Emery BIA was formed in 2003 and is Canada’s largest Business Improvement Area with over 2,500
commercial, industrial and retail establishments employing approximately 25,000 people. The Emery BIA
is also part of the City’s Municipal Ward 7 – York West, which has a population of approximately 50,000
people3
Key business sectors within Municipal Ward 7 (in terms of labour force) include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

27% Manufacturing
10% Retail Trade
8% Construction
7% Administrative and support, waste management
6% Transportation and warehousing
6% Health care and social assistance

The Emery BIA is seen as a strategic logistical hub with convenient access to major transportation
freeways for its business operations, in particular for sectors with reliance on trucks for freight
transport. The Emery BIA is within a greater employment area that is bounded by Highway 400 to the
east, Highway 401 to the south, Highway 407 to the north and Highway 427 to the west:
•

•

Highway 400 is a north‐south freeway that runs along the Emery BIA; extending from Highway
401 northerly to Parry Sound. Within the Emery BIA, it has one interchange at Finch Avenue
West and one partial interchange at Steeles Avenue (providing access to and from the south
only). Therefore, Finch Avenue West is a major access route to and from Highway 400.
Furthermore, Finch Avenue West also has access to the Highway 427 interchange, another
major north‐south freeway.
Highway 407 is located just north of the Emery BIA, and there is direct connection via Fenmar
Drive‐Pine Valley Drive (full interchange), and Weston Road (partial interchange to and from
the west). Highway 401 is located south of the Emery BIA, and there is direct connection via
Weston Road. However, most accesses to Highway 401 are via Highway 400 given the
proximity of its interchanges to the Emery BIA.

Overall, the major freeways form a system of connections to airports, major intermodal facilities,
surrounding municipalities and regions, across Canada and parts of the United States.

3

City of Toronto Census Data for Ward 7 (2006)
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Metrolinx, an extension of the Government of Ontario, is currently committed to a series of transit
expansion projects in the City, including plans for light rail transit (“LRT”) on Finch Avenue West (“Finch
West LRT”), from the York‐Spadina Subway to Humber College. In light of recent plans to implement LRT
tracks through the Emery BIA, there is particular interest from the BIA and its members to better
understand the recent initiatives by the Province, the City and TTC. Part of the Emery BIA’s mandate is
to initiate and oversee community improvements, and to advocate and enhance the vitality and
economic well‐being of the business environment. As such, “the BIA Board of Management directed
that a transportation study be undertaken to assess the potential impacts of the proposed Finch West
Light Rapid Transit on BIA Businesses with a particular concern for maintaining, and enhancing where
possible, truck traffic movement to, from and within the BIA”

Figure 1‐1 Emery Village BIA
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The Study recognizes that there are pre‐existing issues within the study area, such as ongoing concerns
with truck operations and safety along Weston Road. The focus of this study, however, is on the impacts
of the Finch West LRT.

1.2.

Scope of Assignment

This study provides the BIA and its membership with:
a) A BIA‐specific status and assessment of the proposed Finch West LRT, including the review of the
completed Environmental Project Report, with an emphasis on reviewing and confirming the
projected impacts on truck traffic, transportation accessibility and capacity overall
b) Conclusions and recommendations to assist the BIA in the identification, of appropriate mitigations
of the introduction of higher‐order transit improvements on Finch Avenue and/or other corridors
within or adjacent to the BIA
c) A high‐level review of the potential impacts that other substantive transportation projects (e.g.
provincial highways), individually and in combination, may have on the BIA and trucking
movements.
Accordingly, this report is organized as follows:
Section 2.0 Survey and Status of Approved and Proposed Transportation Improvements: This section
provides an overview of the transportation improvements projects in the BIA. In addition to the LRT,
other plans, projects or proposals were identified to provide context on the interrelationships and the
potential competing, complementary and/or cumulative influences. With respect to the LRT project, this
section provides an update of the latest status as well as the governing structure for the implementation
and operation of the LRT.
Section 3.0 Finch West LRT Network Impact Assessment: This section provides a discussion of the
review of the documented findings from the Etobicoke‐Finch West Light Rail Transit Environmental
Project Report, March 2010. The discussion focuses on the findings with respect to the operational
impacts of the LRT on road network capacity and level‐of‐service, transportation accessibility, truck
traffic impacts, and potential gaps or mitigation needs that requires further consideration.
Section 4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations: This section summarizes the overall findings of the
study; in particular, identifies areas of focus in which the BIA may consider for future decisions.
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Approved and Proposed Transportation Improvements

This section encapsulates an overview of the planned and proposed transportation improvements that
could have associated impacts to the BIA. In addition to the Finch West LRT project, other plans, projects
or proposals were identified to provide context on the interrelationships and the potential competing,
complementary and/or cumulative influences, if any. On the Finch West LRT project, this section also
provides a status update on the latest plans for the Finch West LRT, including the governing structure for
the implementation.

2.1.

Status of Approved and Proposed Transportation Improvements

Overall, approved and proposed transportation improvements in the near‐to‐long term reflect an
increasing emphasis on public transit in concert with the policies of the City’s Official Plan, the Emery
Village Secondary Plan and the Emery Village Transportation Master Plan. Highlighted in Table 2.1 are
transportation improvement projects or studies planned for the short term (<5 years), medium term (6 –
10 years) and long term (11 – 20 years). The location for these transportation improvements are shown
graphically in Figure 2‐1 and the details of the projects or studies are described in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1 – Approved and Proposed Transportation Improvements
Timeframe
Short‐Term < 5 Years
a. Finch Avenue West Bus Route
Improvements

Status

Jurisdiction

To be introduced in 2014

TTC / City of Toronto

b.

Finch Avenue West Queue
Jumping Lanes (West of Highway
400 to Oakdale Road)

Feasibility Assessment Stage,
potential implementation in 2015

TTC / City of Toronto

c.

Proposed New Road 2A (in Emery
Transportation Master Plan.

Environmental Assessment stage,
scheduled for EA approval in 2013

City of Toronto

Design and Implementation stage,
scheduled to be constructed by 2020

Metrolinx / TTC / City of Toronto

Pending initiation of Environmental
Assessment

Metrolinx / GO

N/A

City of Toronto

Medium Term 5 – 10 Years
d. Finch West LRT
Long Term 11 – 20 Years
e. GO Station (in the vicinity of the
Emery Collegiate)
No schedule timeline or status
f. Roads 2C and 3B (Emery TMP)
g. New Road adjacent to Lindy Lou
(Emery TMP)
h. Pedestrian Bridges (Emery TMP)
Note. See Table 2‐2 for details.
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Figure 2‐1 Summary of Transportation Improvements
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Table 2.2 – Summary of Transportation Improvements
No.

Planned Transportation Improvements

SHORT TERM (<5 YEARS)
1
TTC Bus Route Service Improvement – Route
36 Finch West

Description / Status
Description: Introduce new fleet of higher‐capacity articulated buses (60 ft or 18 m long) to replace regular buses (40 ft or 12
m long) operating on Route 36 FINCH WEST.

Needs Addressed

Jurisdiction

1.

Improve efficiency and productivity by providing
greater ability to accommodate surge or uneven
passenger demand and will reduce the annual cost
of operating this route by $1 million

City of Toronto /
TTC

1.

The queue‐jump initiative would reduce delays to
buses by providing special signals to advance buses
at the intersection.

City of Toronto /
TTC / Metrolinx

Status: The plan is confirmed according to the TTC Commission Report subject re: Opportunities for Improved Bus Service on
Finch Avenue – Follow Up Report #2 (June 29, 2012)
Timeline: 2014
Source:
Toronto Transit Commission Report re: Opportunities for Improved Bus Service on Finch Avenue – Follow‐up Report #2 (June
29, 2012)
http://www.ttc.ca/About_the_TTC/Commission_reports_and_information/Commission_meetings/2012/June_29/Reports/O
pportunities_for_Im.pdf
2

Queue Jump Lanes on Finch Avenue West in
the vicinity of Highway 400

Description: A TTC initiative to assess potential for queue jump lanes on Finch Avenue, west of Keele Street, in advance of
the Finch West LRT. It is under consideration by the City of Toronto.
Note that TTC had acknowledged difficulty of implementing temporary queue jump lanes due to:
a) the time needed to undertake design and engineering work, acquire properties and then to construct and
implement the queue jump lanes;
b) potential throw away costs (as a result of the construction of the Finch West LRT)
Exception may be a queue‐jump lane on Finch Avenue West in the eastbound direction on the approach to the off‐ramp
intersection on the east side of Highway 400 that would continue east to Oakdale Road.
Status: The Public Works and Infrastructure Committee had referred the item to the Acting General Manager,
Transportation Services on November 14, 2012, for a report to the Public Works and Infrastructure Committee.
Timeline: N/A
Source:
i. Public Works and Infrastructure Committee Agenda on November 14, 2012 – Potential for Queue‐ Jump Lanes on Finch,
West of Keele, in Advance of LRT Construction (PW19.8)
http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaItemHistory.do?item=2012.PW19.8
ii. Toronto Transit Commission – Potential for Queue‐Jump Lanes on Finch, West of Keele, In advance of LRT Construction
(September 2012)
http://www.ttc.ca/About_the_TTC/Commission_reports_and_information/Commission_meetings/2012/September_27/Rep
orts/Potential_for_Queue‐.pdf
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Planned Transportation Improvements

MEDIUM TERM (5 – 10 YEARS)
Road 2A (as designated in the Emery Village
3
Transportation Master Plan)

Description / Status
Description: Proposed new road from Toryork Drive to Finch Avenue West in the northwest quadrant of Weston Road /
Finch Avenue West; this includes potential traffic signals at the Toryork Drive intersection and the Finch Avenue West
intersection.

Needs Addressed
1.

2.
Status: Proposed plan is under review as part of a Municipal Class EA study; the EA study is scheduled for completion in 2013
3.
Timeline: N/A (no official timeline but could potentially be in the short term (<5 years)
4.
Source:
i. City of Toronto – Emery Village Transportation Master Plan (2007)
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/emery_village/pdf/2009‐06‐04_proposed_transp_network.pdf

Jurisdiction

New street connections that provide alternatives to
travel through the Finch Avenue West and Weston
Road intersection
Access improvements for existing and future
developments
New/improved pedestrian crossing opportunities on
Finch Avenue West, west of Weston Road
Provision of improved cycling facilities in‐keeping
with the Toronto Bike Plan

City of Toronto

Faster travel between the major areas of the City of
Toronto, thereby offering competitive travel times
Reliable and frequent service in road space reserved
for transit customers eliminating the delays caused
by operating in mixed traffic
Alternative travel choice
Fully accessible design
Direct transit links to areas that are currently far
removed from higher order transit services,
including the north, west and eastern parts of
Toronto
Connections with the existing and proposed rapid
transit system, thereby adding further travel
opportunities and maximizing integration of the
new lines into the overall rapid transit network
Interconnections or connection opportunities to the
Greater Toronto Area regional transit network

Metrolinx / TTC /
City of Toronto

ii. City of Toronto Staff Report subject re: Emery Village Transportation Master Plan and Official Plan Amendment for
Proposed New Infrastructure – Request for Direction dated May 20, 2009 – Reference Number: pg09007tim
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile‐21347.pdf

4

Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT

Description: Finch West light rail transit from the York‐Spadina Subway to Humber College to be completed by 2020. The
Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT Environmental Project Report (March 2010) presented the following key components for the link:

1.
2.

•

Construction of LRT in the centre of the roadway on a raised median to separate the LRT from general vehicular
traffic, crossing signalized intersections at‐grade, with the exception of two underground subway transfer stations
and the off‐street approach to Humber College terminal.

•

Construction of 3.0m wide far‐side platforms at most stops, or a 4.0m wide centre platform at selected stops,
with a typical spacing of about 400‐600m.
Provision of a 1.6m delineated cycling lane on both sides of the street along Finch Avenue West and Highway 27.

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Provision of two general traffic lanes in each direction along the corridor, with the exception of the areas
between Jane Street and the CPR overpass east of Weston Road, where the existing three lanes in each direction
will be preserved.
Provision of left turn lanes at signalized intersections.
Provision of U‐turn opportunities at signalized intersections.
Selected lane reorientation of Highway 400 exit ramp lanes and through lanes on Finch Avenue West at the
Highway 400 interchange and a second left turn lane from westbound Finch Avenue west to southbound Arrow
Road to create room for the LRT alignment and to preserve the capacity and operational characteristics of the
interchange.
Two integrated underground connections to TTC subway stations: Finch Station at Yonge Street and Finch West
Station at Keele Street.
A track connection to the Jane LRT at Jane Street and Finch Avenue.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Source: Toronto Transit Commission / City of Toronto
Etobicoke‐Finch West Light Rail Transit Project
Assessment, March 2010

Status: The Etobicoke‐Finch West has been approved by the Ontario Minister of Environment in May 2010. On November
28, 2012, Metrolinx, the City of Toronto and TTC signed a master agreement for the implementation of the Toronto Light Rail
Transit Program. According to the agreement, Metrolinx will own the LRT line and the TTC will operate them.
Timeline: Planned Completion Date – 2020
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Planned Transportation Improvements

LONG TERM (11 – 20 YEARS)
5
GO Station

Description / Status
Description: Potential commuter/transit station in the Emery Village area (part of rail service from Union Station to Bolton).
Status: As part of the Government of Ontario’s MoveOntario 2020 initiative, Metrolinx completed a feasibility study in 2010
for a new commuter rail from Union Station to Bolton. The study determined that the rail service is feasible. Subject to the
environmental assessment process, a commuter/transit station may or may not be located in the Emery Village. The
environmental assessment study likely will not be initiated within the 10‐year priority timeframe.

Needs Addressed

Jurisdiction

1. A GO Rail station, as part of the Union‐Bolton line
would contribute to the modal shift toward transit.
Suburban Toronto GO rail stations draw in the range of
1,000 to 6,000 peak period trips. New GO Rail service on
the CP Rail Mactier Subdivision may be able to support
ridership comparable to other corridors.

Metrolinx

Timeline: N/A
Source:
i. Town of Caledon Staff Report – Bolton Commuter Rail Service Feasibility Study – Metronlinx (March 22, 2011)
http://www.peelregion.ca/council/agendas/pdf/rc‐20110414/communication‐pw‐e2.pdf
ii. York Region Council Meeting of May 19, 2011 – Report No. 5 of the Planning and Economic Development Committee
http://www.york.ca/NR/rdonlyres/j22pduaa53u6j47pqb3xeygblgxfz7p4vobxls4lhedlhlgxn6ywufgkcqdz4odqezw4yjpbgg24wk
4viq5flwizjg/rpt+5+cls+2.pdf
FUTURE STUDIES/PROPOSALS (NO COMMITTED TIMELINE)
6
Roads 2C and 3B (as designated in the Emery
Description: Recommended new roads in the southeast quadrant of Weston Road / Finch Avenue West, consisting of new
Village Transportation Master Plan)
connections:
 From Weston Road to Arrow Road (including link from Emery Collegiate to Lanyard Road intersection; link along
existing Emery Collegiate driveway and link from Emery Collegiate to Arrow Road)
 Extension of Rivalda Road to Deerhide Crescent

1.

2.
3.

Status: Recommend new roads are subject to completion of Municipal Class EA studies; there is however no timelines for EA
studies for the new roads.

4.

Timeline: N/A

5.

Source:
i. City of Toronto – Emery Village Transportation Master Plan (2007)
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/emery_village/pdf/2009‐06‐04_proposed_transp_network.pdf

6.

ii. City of Toronto Staff Report subject re: Emery Village Transportation Master Plan and Official Plan Amendment for
Proposed New Infrastructure – Request for Direction dated May 20, 2009 – Reference Number: pg09007tim
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile‐21347.pdf
iii. City of Toronto Staff Report subject re: Official Plan Amendment for Proposed New Infrastructure Associated with Emery
Village Transportation Master Plan – Final Report dated July 28, 2010 – Reference Number: pg10046 (10 151883 WPS 00 OZ)
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2010/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile‐32841.pdf
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New street connections that provide alternatives to
travel through the Finch Avenue West and Weston
Road intersection
Access improvements for existing and future
developments
New/improved pedestrian crossing opportunities on
Finch Avenue West, west of Weston Road
Provision of improved cycling facilities in‐keeping
with the Toronto Bike Plan
Accommodation of an LRT transit facility along Finch
Avenue and/or the Hydro corridor, and potential GO
Rail service on the CP Rail line.
An extension of Lanyard Road to potentially connect
with a future commuter rail station, and east of the
CP rail corridor, to provide a more direct link to
Highway 400 and bypassing the Finch Avenue /
Weston Road intersection
Eastward extension of Rivalda Road to Arrow Road
as an alternate route for industrial traffic to access
Highway 400
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No.
7

Planned Transportation Improvements
Potential New Road (adjacent to Lindy Lou
Park)

Finch West LRT and Transportation Network Impact Assessment Study
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Description / Status
Description: Potential new road from Finch Avenue West to Weston Road in the southwest quadrant of Weston Road / Finch
Avenue West.

Needs Addressed

Jurisdiction

1.

Access improvements for existing and future
developments

City of Toronto

1.

Improve pedestrian connections

City of Toronto

Status: The Transportation Master Plan does not recommend a new road through Lindy Lou Park due to impacts to
recreational uses; the City currently does not have plans for a new road but may investigate opportunities for a new public
road adjacent to Lindy Lou Park should lands within the southwest quadrant of Weston Road / Finch Avenue West
redevelop.
Timeline: N/A (development driven)
Source:
City of Toronto – Emery Village Transportation Master Plan (2007)
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/emery_village/pdf/2009‐06‐04_proposed_transp_network.pdf
8

Pedestrian Bridges – Finch Avenue West and
Weston Road

Description: Potential pedestrian bridges crossing:
 Finch Avenue West, west of Weston Road and east of Jazel Drive
 Weston Road, south of Finch Avenue West and north of Lanyard Road
Status: Potential bridges are subject to completion of Municipal Class EA studies; there is however no timelines for EA
studies.
Timeline: N/A
Source:
i. City of Toronto – Emery Village Transportation Master Plan (2007)
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/emery_village/pdf/2009‐06‐04_proposed_transp_network.pdf
ii. City of Toronto Staff Report subject re: Emery Village Transportation Master Plan and Official Plan Amendment for
Proposed New Infrastructure – Request for Direction dated May 20, 2009 – Reference Number: pg09007tim
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile‐21347.pdf
iii. City of Toronto Staff Report subject re: Official Plan Amendment for Proposed New Infrastructure Associated with Emery
Village Transportation Master Plan – Final Report dated July 28, 2010 – Reference Number: pg10046 (10 151883 WPS 00 OZ)
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2010/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile‐32841.pdf
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Discussion
Within the context of the Emery Village, the Finch West LRT will represent the most significant
infrastructure initiative. Environmental Assessment for this transit project was completed in May 2010
by TTC; and the design and implementation phase is scheduled to be completed by 2020, which falls
within the medium term timeline of 5 – 10 years.
Shorter term improvement(s) aimed to improve transit efficiency and capacity will be introduced in the
interim, prior to the operation of the Finch West LRT. It is confirmed that TTC will introduce a new fleet
of higher‐capacity articulated buses (60 ft or 18 m long) to replace regular buses (40 ft or 12 long)
operating on Route 36 FINCH WEST. Meanwhile, the City and TTC are also considering the possibility of
temporary queue jumping lanes on the eastbound approach from west of the Highway 400 northbound
off‐ramp intersection extending to Oakdale Road. The queue jump lane would allow buses to have
priority in advancing through the “congested” intersection. Such undertaking would involve widening of
this section of Finch Avenue West to the full width of the future right‐of‐way of the Finch West LRT.
Again, at the time of this report, there have not been any committed plans to implementing the queue
jump lanes.
In addition to the short‐term plans for transit, the City is undertaking and will be completing an
Environmental Assessment Study for a new road (“Road 2A” as designed in the Emery Village
Transportation Master Plan). The proposed new road will extend from Toryork Drive to Finch Avenue
West in the northwest quadrant of Weston Road / Finch Avenue West, and will include potential traffic
signals at the Toryork Drive intersection and the Finch Avenue West intersection.
In the medium term (11 – 20 year timeframe), a potential new commuter rail/transit station could be
located on the CP Rail line in the Emery Village (in the vicinity of the Emery Collegiate). As part of the
Government of Ontario’s MoveOntario 2020 initiative, Metrolinx completed a feasibility study in 2010
for a new commuter rail from Union Station to Bolton. The study determined that the rail service is
feasible. Subject to the environmental assessment process, a commuter rail/transit station may or may
not be located in the Emery Village. This project is not being considered within the 10‐year priority
timeframe.
In summary, there are a number of transportation improvements that are being considered over the
short, medium and long‐term horizons. Of the transportation improvements identified, the proposed
Finch West LRT is the only project with a committed budget and schedule for implementation (other
than TTC’s introduction of a new fleet of higher‐capacity articulated buses). The proposed New Road 2A
(in the Emery Transportation Master Plan) is subject to completion of the environmental assessment
and is anticipated to be completed in 2013.
While other road improvements identified in the Emery Village TMP are also subject to future
environmental assessment studies, there is currently no committed schedule for the undertaking of
these studies.
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Finch West LRT Project – Status and Project Team Structure

2.2.1. Status

On June 29, 2012, the Province of Ontario approved Metrolinx’s4 transit plan and construction timeline
for four LRT projects, including the Finch West LRT from Toronto‐York‐Spadina Subway extension to
Humber College. This announcement followed the special meeting held on February 8, 2012, in which
the Toronto City Council affirmed that LRT is the preferred rapid transit mode.
On November 28, 2012, Metrolinx, the City and TTC signed a master agreement for the Implementation
of Toronto Light Rail Transit Program (“the master agreement”). The master agreement formalizes the
process for the delivery and operation of the LRT program, under which, Metrolinx has assumed as the
owner and developer that is responsible for the overall implementation of the LRT program; TTC will be
responsible for its operation; and the City will have oversight of the City‐owned infrastructure.
Section 2.2.2 further discusses this agreement.
Of the four LRT projects, the Eglington‐Scarborough Crosstown is the only project that has begun
construction. The next phase for the Finch West LRT is the design and construction of its planned route.
At the time of this report, this has not commenced. Construction is scheduled to begin in 2015 and is
planned to be completed by 2020.
For the detail design, Metrolinx will rely on the Transit Project Assessment Study initially completed by
TTC/City of Toronto, including recommendations developed through the Etobicoke‐Finch West Light Rail
Transit Environmental Project Report, (“the Environmental Project Report”). The City Council approved
the study on January 26 and 27, 2010. Subsequent to the signing of the master agreement, Metrolinx
had assumed possession of the Environmental Study.
2.2.2. Project Structure for Implementation of LRT

Through the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area Transit Implementation Act, 2009, the Province of
Ontario developed a transit project delivery structure to enable a more centralized planning and
implementation process. Under this framework:
•
•
•

provincially funded projects will be owned and controlled by Metrolinx,
the Metrolinx Board will be responsible for final decisions on scope, budget and schedule, and
Projects are subject to agreements between Metrolinx and the TTC for delivery, operation and
maintenance.

4

The Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area Transit Implementation Act, 2009 was proclaimed in May 2009 to
rename the Greater Toronto Transportation Authority Act 2006 the Metrolinx Act 2006 and to create a single
transportation agency responsible for implementing transit and transportation projects.
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The “master agreement” for the implementation of LRT formalizes the process for the delivery and
operation of the LRT program between Metrolinx, City of Toronto and TTC, based on the following noted
principles:
•

•

•

•

•

“to describe generally the Parties’ roles, relationships, responsibilities, mutual expectations
and accountability mechanisms relating to the Program”;
“to identify and confirm the Parties’ commitment to work collaboratively and consult with
each other … in the delivery of the Program”;
“to provide processes and procedures with a view to minimizing disruption to the City and the
TTC, to facilitate relocation and restoration of the City Infrastructure and TTC Infrastructure,
to facilitate the construction of New City Infrastructure and New TTC Infrastructure, in each
case expeditiously, and to ensure that New City Infrastructure is built to the City Standard and
that New TTC Infrastructure is built to the TTC Standard”;
“to articulate the commitment of each Party to perform its obligations promptly and diligently
to facilitate completion of the Program on time and on budget …”; and
“To facilitate the terms upon which Metrolinx will acquire, own and control the assets of the
Program”.

Roles and Responsibilities
The following highlights the roles and responsibilities of each party as per the master agreement (for
details, see Appendix A for the master agreement):
Metrolinx

As the owner and program manager, “Metrolinx has ownership of, control over and
overall responsibility for delivering the Program, including: the determination of scope,
management of budgets, expenditures, timing and scheduling; and management of the
planning, design, engineering and construction of the Program; determining and acquiring
the property interests; developing public consultation and outreach programs and
communication with the public during the planning and construction of the Program;
consultation with the other Parties; and developing a plan for the operation of the
LRTs…”.
Role and Responsibility
a) Ownership and control
b) Cost of program, including costs for related City infrastructure and TTC infrastructure
c) Program scope
d) Environmental reports – Metrolinx to replace the City and TTC as sole proponent of
the Environmental Reports for the four LRT projects
e) Review and approvals by City and TTC – Metrolinx to adhere to and be bound by the
City Processes and Approval Protocol and the TTC Processes and Approval Protocol
f) Real property interests – Metrolinx to adhere to the Real Estate Protocol in acquiring
property interests, and will be responsible for, among other things, compensation as
required by the Expropriations Act, Ontario
g) Public Communications and Engagement – all parties will adhere to the Public
Communications and Public Engagement Protocol, which provide the basis upon which
Metrolinx will communicate with the media and the public, other agencies,
advertisers, community relations, and stakeholder engagement and consultation
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The City is the owner of the City Infrastructure, the municipal rights of way within and
adjacent to which Metrolinx intends to construct the Program Infrastructure and is the
municipal planning authority and has the following roles and responsibilities:
Role and Responsibility
a) Ownership and control over the City Infrastructure
b) Utilities – the City to coordinate with existing utility owners to facilitate development
and construction of the Program
c) City Infrastructure, New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure – “Metrolinx
will relocate, modify and protect City Infrastructure and build new infrastructure
required to facilitate development and construction of the program. Metrolinx will
construct new City infrastructure to the City Standard and coordinate with the City to
minimize impacts to the City; the City may request for additional infrastructure while
additional infrastructure costs will be paid by the city”
d) Public Realm Amount – the City may request “Metrolinx to construct Streetscape that
is in addition to the City Standard and may determine the location of such additional
Streetscape provided that: i) the aggregate cost of the additional Streetscape to
Metrolinx does not exceed the Public Realm Amount…”
e) Traffic Management Plan – Metrolinx to prepare Traffic Management Plan for the
City’s approval and the City has final responsibility
f) Real property interests – “the City to assist Metrolinx in acquiring real property
interests required for development, ownership and operation of the program…”
g) Advisory Services – “the City will provide resources, including staff and dedicated staff
to assist with the Program if required and as specified by Metrolinx on a fee for service
basis…”

TTC

The TTC is the owner and / or the operator of the TTC Infrastructure at the Interchange
Stations and the proposed future operator of the LRTs pursuant to a contract to be
entered into by Metrolinx and the TTC, and in those capacities TTC has the following roles
and responsibilities:
Role and Responsibility
a) Ownership and control over the TTC Infrastructure
b) TTC Infrastructure and New TTC Infrastructure– “Metrolinx will relocate, modify and
protect TTC Infrastructure and build new TTC infrastructure required to facilitate
development and construction of the program. Metrolinx will construct new TTC
infrastructure to the TTC Standard;
c) Advisory Services – “the TTC will provide resources, including staff and dedicated staff
to assist with the Program if required and as specified by Metrolinx on a fee for service
basis…”
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Program Committee and Executive Committee
For consensus building, the parties will establish a Program Committee and an Executive Committee,
which will meet at regular basis, on an as‐needed basis according to the master agreement. The
Program Committee, chaired by member of Metrolinx, will meet to identify and resolve issues and to
coordinate on public communications and engagement. The Executive Committee, chaired by the
President and Chief Executive officer of Metrolinx, will meet to discuss matters with respect to the
Program and the master agreement.
Project Coordination
Coordination and integration will be facilitated through project implementation working groups that
include representatives of relevant departments from TTC and the City. In this regard, it is important to
note that Metrolinx will establish a single point of contact for all projects. All non‐transit construction
activities that impact the delivery of specific LRT projects will be integrated within the LRT program for
implementation and schedule control, and coordinated by individual Project Managers. By centralizing
project management, the lines of communication for co‐operative decision‐making intend to be clearer.
Public Consultation
The need for consultation / communications program has been recognized. Metrolinx will be
responsible for all communications related to the LRT Projects. Communications and community
engagement and consultation have been defined through the Public Communications and Public
Engagement Protocol (Schedule C of the master agreement). The interpretation of the consultant is
that Metrolinx will promote a pro‐active liaison with residents, businesses and BIAs early in the final
design and construction stages.
Material Change
According to the master agreement, Metrolinx may propose a material change to the program. The
“Program Committee with the assistance of the Executive Committee, if required, will endeavour to
arrive at a mutually acceptable solution, without limitation, a possible revision to the description and
scope of the Program”. Under Section 3.1 (c[ii]), a material change to the program means:
•

•
•

•

•

the reduction or elimination of a station; included in the description of the Program set out in
Schedule E;
the reduction or elimination of any stop set out in the Environmental Project Reports;
any change to the below or above grade portions of a Project as set out in the Environmental
Project Reports;
any change to the distance between stops on a Project as set out in Environmental Project
Reports; and
Any change which requires an amendment to an Environmental Project Report.

In determining whether a change is material and will be referred to the Program Committee or requires
an amendment to the Environmental Project Reports, Metrolinx will consider the assessment criteria
identified in the Environmental Project Reports.
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Furthermore, under Section 3.1 (c[iii]) of the master agreement, in respect of a material change that is
comprised of the following:
•
•

The elimination of an underground or above ground station;
A significant increase or decrease to the length of any Project;

•

A significant increase or decrease to any tunneling;
Any significant change to the alignment of any Project; and

•

Any change which requires an amendment to an Environmental Project Report.

•

Metrolinx will prepare an amendment or an addendum to the Environmental Project Report, provide
Notice as required by the TPAP and undertake public consultation.
2.2.3. Summary of Structure and Process

The master agreement establishes a unique arrangement between multiple levels of government and
agencies in the execution of the LRT implementation and operations. The formal agreement outlines the
roles and responsibilities of each party as well as: their commitments, City’s and TTC’s processes and
approvals protocol, common standards and guidelines, public communications and public engagement
protocol, and dispute resolution protocol. The overall framework also establishes a centralized process
for the next phase of implementation and identifies Metrolinx as the main proponent that will be
responsible for completing the LRT projects including the Finch West LRT.
The master agreement also recognizes a commitment to public consultation and communication
throughout the process, as defined through the Public Communications and Public Engagement Protocol
(Schedule C of the master agreement). Metrolinx as the main proponent will be the point of contact for
any future communications regarding the Finch West LRT.
The master agreement also contains provisions to address changes to the program and amendments to
the Environmental Project Report (“EPR”). For instance, any new issues identified, which were not
addressed in the approved EPR, may necessitate an addendum to assess the potential impacts
associated with the new issues such as the change to the number of stops or new property constraints.
New issues may also arise during the detailed design phase that requires to changes to the original
concepts.
Given the stated commitment to “continuing consultation with the public, property owners and
stakeholder agencies during the design of the LRT alignment, stops/stations, terminals and ancillary
facilities”, there will be opportunities for the BIA to engage Metrolinx throughout the public
consultation process.
Any comments received and responses given will have to be documented through the public process.
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Finch West LRT Network Impact Assessment

This section provides a discussion of the findings of the transportation network assessment from the
Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT Environmental Assessment Project Report (March 2010). The discussion on the
findings is based on the transportation network recommended in the Environmental Project Report. As
shown graphically in Figure 3‐1, the roadway space along Finch Avenue West will be maintained at the
current number of general through lanes but realigned to accommodate the LRT right‐of‐way. Right turn
lanes or bus bays will be removed as a result of the realignments. Existing non‐signalized intersections
and driveways will be converted to right‐in/right‐out only; and nearby signalized intersections will
accommodate u‐turn opportunities for the affected movements. The following provides a summary
outlining the proposed transportation network:
Cross Section
• Construction of LRT in the centre of the roadway on a raised median to separate the LRT
from general vehicular traffic, crossing signalized intersections at‐grade, with the exception
of two underground subway transfer stations and the off‐street approach to Humber
College terminal.
• Provision of two general traffic lanes in each direction along the corridor, with the exception
of the areas between Jane Street and the CPR overpass east of Weston Road, where the
existing three lanes in each direction will be preserved.
• Conversion of Highway 400 on‐ramp and off‐ramp transition lanes to accommodate the
realigned through lanes (also to preserve the three general purpose through lanes in each
direction).
• Provision of a 1.6m delineated cycling lane on both sides of the street along Finch Avenue
West and Highway 27.
Intersections
• Provision of left turn lanes at the signalized intersections.
• Provision of U‐turn opportunities at the signalized intersections.
• Conversion of right‐turn lanes / bus bays to accommodate relocated through lanes (right
turn lanes will not be provided in the future in order to limit road widening impacts)
• Realignment of the Highway 400 northbound and southbound right turn off‐ramps so they
align with and are controlled by the intersection traffic control signals, and widening each to
two lanes
• Provision of a second left turn lane from westbound Finch Avenue west to southbound
Arrow Road to create room for the LRT alignment and to preserve the capacity and
operational characteristics of the interchange.
Stops and Connections
• Construction of 3.0m wide far‐side platforms at most stops, or a 4.0m wide centre platform
at selected stops, with a typical spacing of about 400‐600m.
• Two integrated underground connections to TTC subway stations: Finch Station at Yonge
Street and Finch West Station at Keele Street.
• A track connection to the Jane LRT at Jane Street and Finch Avenue.
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The discussion of the findings in this section focuses on the review of the LRT impacts on:
•
•
•
•
•

Truck Operations and Compatibility (See Section 3.1)
Network capacity within the Emery BIA (See Section 3.2)
Access and connectivity for businesses and residents within the Emery BIA (See Section 3.3)
Transit Access (See Section 3.4)
Construction Staging (See Section 3.5)

Figure 3‐1 Finch West LRT Basic Configuration
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Truck Operations and Compatibility

3.1.1. Findings of the Environmental Project Report

The industries and businesses of Emery Village are important goods movement generators. Although the
area is well served by the Canadian Pacific Railway, trucks are a key freight mode. As a result, the BIA is
concerned that trucks should continue to have good access with the Finch West LRT in place. There is
however limited information regarding the impacts on trucks documented within the Environmental
Project Report. The following represents an independent assessment of the existing condition based on
external sources of information and it is not part of the Environmental Project Report.
3.1.2. Discussion of Findings

This section analyzes truck traffic patterns and volumes, mainly along Finch Avenue West but also along
Weston Road. From this analysis, several conclusions are drawn.
Truck Routes
By definition, the City of Toronto’s Major and Minor Arterial road networks are generally accessible to
heavy trucks.5 According to the latest (2007) classification, Wilson Avenue, Sheppard Avenue West,
Finch Avenue West, Steeles Avenue West, Weston Road, Albion Road and Islington Avenue are all
designated as Major Arterials. Note that trucks are restricted from Weston Road between Albion Road /
Walsh Avenue and Finch Avenue West, and on Islington Avenue between Albion Road and Rexdale
Boulevard, from 7:00 pm to 7:00 am: these sections pass through residential areas.6 Clayson Road,
Bartor Road, Arrow Road and Signet Drive are designated as Minor Arterials: this ‘chain’ of roads
provides a north‐south access within the industrial areas parallel to Highway 400.7 The Provincial
expressway system – Highways 400, 401 and 427, and the 407 ETR – are all accessible to heavy trucks.
(Note that this discussion is focused on the major access to, from and through Emery Village. Hence,
restrictions on local streets are recognized but are not considered further.)
Emery Village enjoys direct connections to the Provincial expressway system at three locations. Two
locations support all movements: the Finch Avenue West interchange with Highway 400 and the Weston
Road interchange with Highway 401. The third location is the Steeles Avenue West interchange with
Highway 400, which allows only a southbound entry (from both directions on Steeles) and northbound
exit (to both directions on Steeles).
Just north of the Village, Weston Road and Pine Valley Drive are connected to the 407 ETR. West of the
Village, the Major Arterial Network has several connections with Highways 401, 409 and 427.

5

6

7

See Road Classification Criteria, adapted by City Council in February and March 2000. Downloaded

from http://www.toronto.ca/transportation/road_class/index.htm.
See Consolidated Schedule of Heavy Vehicle Prohibitions, Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 950,
current as of the end of December 2011. Provided by City of Toronto, February 4, 2013.
See Ward 7 – York West map for details. Downloaded from
http://www.toronto.ca/transportation/road_class/maps.htm#WardMaps.
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Long Combination Vehicle Routes
Of potential importance to Emery Village’s industries are Long Combination Vehicle (LCV) routes. LCVs
are trucks that have two trailers. The increased capacity offers carriers and shippers the potential to
reduce operating and fuel costs as well as reducing fuel consumption, greenhouse gas emission and
accident rates. Although LCVs have been used in several other provinces and US states, they are
relatively recent in Ontario, where the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO), working in
cooperation with local municipalities, oversees their permitting. Shippers and carriers must apply for an
LCV route. In Ontario, LCVs can operate only on designated divided highways (mainly 400‐series
highways), from which they can access a designated terminal within two kilometres of highway
interchanges: this access is designated (after careful assessment) and drivers cannot deviate from it.8
No LCV routes are approved currently on City of Toronto roads, although they exist at several locations
in neighbouring regions (notably, Peel). The only LCV route that passes through the City of Toronto is
Highway 401. Insofar as this study is concerned, then, LCVs are not a current issue. However, as their
use grows in the GTA and elsewhere in North America, it is possible that some industries in Emery
Village may wish to consider LCV routes in the future. Accordingly, as the Finch LRT comes closer to
implementation, the BIA may wish to revisit these needs – if any ‐ in light of City policy at that time.
Truck Traffic Patterns
Trucks of all sizes operate throughout Emery Village. These are engaged in activities ranging from the
delivery of mail to the Village’s residents and the collection of waste, to the pick‐up and delivery of
finished products and raw materials between the Village’s industries and origins and destinations across
North America. For the purposes of this analysis, the truck movements of interest are considered to be
those that are engaged in regional or inter‐regional travel. In part, this reflects the available data;
however, it also corresponds to the focus on access to, from and through Emery Village.
A single data source that describes truck patterns does not exist. Instead, truck traffic patterns must be
estimated from a compilation of several data sources. To this end, the Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario provided the consultant with two sources of information on regional and inter‐regional truck
patterns. These are:
•

•

8

Commercial Vehicle Survey (CVS). This dataset is a survey of heavy trucks. The survey is
conducted at selected locations on the Provincial highway network. The survey captures trip
origin, destination, vehicle type, the time of the trip and the date of the trip, among other
data. MTO provided data from the 2006‐2007 CVS, for trips originating in or destined to Emery
Village, as captured in surveys on the highways immediately surrounding the Village
(Highways 400, 401 and 427, and the 407 ETR).
Transportation Commodity Origins and Destination (TCOD). These data are collected by
Statistics Canada. They are expressed in terms of shipments, rather than in terms of truck
trips, although the latter may be estimated. Individual businesses are sampled, rather than the
actual truck drivers. Shipment origins and destinations are captured, among other data.
Although these data capture local, regional and inter‐regional shipments, it is important to
note that only firms of a certain size are sampled (at least $1.3 million in annual revenues).

For more information, see http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/trucks/lcv/programconditions/index.shtml.
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MTO, which is permitted to use these data, provided TCOD data for shipments originating in
or destined to Emery Village; that is, to / from Forward Sortation Areas M9L and M9M. 9
Note that no specific addresses or any other information that could identify the respondent were
provided to the consultant – thus survey confidentiality is maintained. Only aggregate results are
reported here.
The data were used to develop a profile of truck traffic moving to and from (but not through) Emery
Village. Together, these data indicate that although much of Emery Village’s freight activity is with
points elsewhere in Toronto and the GTHA, the Village also ships and receives a wide range of goods
to and from points all across North America. Thus, access to and from the 400‐series highways is
important.
As a result, several assumptions are required in the use of the CVS and TCOD data. Nonetheless, they
suffice for the purposes of this analysis. Notably, it was assumed that the regional and inter‐regional
truck trips derived from the CVS and TCOD would aim to use the 400‐series highways to the maximum
extent possible – meaning that drivers would use the closest and most direct route between their Emery
Village origin or destination and the 400‐series highways. This means, for example, that trucks starting in
M9L (north of Finch) would access Highway 400 at the Finch Avenue interchange or, depending on the
destination, the Steeles Avenue interchange. Similarly, trucks starting in the north half of M9M (north of
Sheppard) would use the Highway 400 / Finch Avenue interchange, while trucks starting in the south
half of M9M (south of Sheppard) would access Highway 401 at Weston Road. Thus, a truck travelling
from a terminal on Signet Drive to downtown Toronto is assumed to use the expressway system (via 400
at Finch or Steeles); and a truck from Montreal to Arrow Road similarly would access the Village via
400/Finch. Only local trips, to the areas immediately northeast and northwest of Emery Village, were
assumed to use the arterial road network – specifically, east or west on Finch Avenue or Steeles Avenue.
The resulting analysis suggests that, proportionately, the majority of regional and inter‐regional heavy
truck trips to and from Emery Village would enter or leave the Village via the 400 / Finch interchange –
55% of these trips by this estimate, with 40% using the 400 / Steeles interchange, and the remainder
divided among the 401 / Weston interchange, Finch Avenue West and Steeles Avenue West. This
proportion is an estimate only; moreover, it covers only to a portion of all the trucks that circulate
within Emery Village (e.g., into neighbouring Vaughan); and does not account for access via Highway 427
or the 407 ETR. The key message is that, although the proportions are indicative only, the analysis
demonstrates the importance of Finch Avenue as a key access point to and from Emery Village for
regional and inter‐regional trips; and the nature of inter‐regional activity suggests that a large
proportion of these trips are made by heavy trucks. Moreover, the potential future implementation of
LCV routes further emphasizes the importance of this access. Finally, although Weston Road provides
alternate outlets to Highway 401 and the 407 ETR, the longer distances to the expressway, the traversal
through residential areas to reach the former and the need to pay tolls on the latter (which may deter
some truckers from using it) suggest that the Finch / 400 access will continue to be important. In turn,
all this means the ability to accommodate heavy trucks (tractor‐trailer combinations and, potentially,
LCVs) on Finch Avenue will be important.

9

The Forward Sortation Area is the first three digits of the Postal Code. M9L is that portion of Emery
Village that lies north of Finch. M9M is that portion of the Village that lies south of Finch.
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Truck Volumes
The City of Toronto provided the consultant with turning movement counts at several intersections
along Finch Avenue West and Weston Road, notably including the intersection of these two arterials.
The counts are broken down by vehicle type: car, truck (all types of trucks) and bus. Thus, single and
multiple unit trucks are counted, but there is no distinction between the two. The consultant reviewed
the counts, in order to discern key patterns. Key points to note:
•

•

•

•

10

At Finch and Weston, over the 8‐hour counting period between 07:30 am and 18:00 pm,10
there were more trucks on Finch (682 trucks leaving the intersection eastbound and 555
westbound) than on Weston (549 northbound and 410 southbound). (These data are from a
count in October 2007: the dates of the counts vary.) Trucking activity on Weston is greater
north of Finch than south of Finch. Trucking activity on Finch is greater east of Weston than
west of Weston. There is significant through truck traffic in each direction (and this is the
dominant movement), with the westbound‐to‐northbound (right turn northbound onto
Weston) and southbound‐to‐eastbound (left turn eastbound onto Finch) also being significant,
each at just under 300 trucks over the count duration. The highest hourly volumes for these
turns are 40 and 43 trucks, respectively, during the average off‐peak hour.
At Finch and Arrow / Signet, trucking volumes are larger, which is consistent with the
proximity to Highway 400 and to the Emery Village industrial areas. Over the 8‐hour counting
period, there were 1,069 trucks leaving the intersection eastbound and 651 westbound on
Finch, and 587 northbound and 420 southbound on Signet and Arrow, respectively. The east‐
west through volumes along Finch were significant (and were the dominant movement),
though not the north‐south through volumes. The westbound‐to‐northbound (right turn onto
Signet) and the southbound‐to‐eastbound (left turn onto Finch) was significant, at 473 and
350 trucks respectively (and 75 and 60 turns, respectively, during the average off‐peak hour).
The northbound‐to‐eastbound (right turn onto Finch) and westbound‐to‐southbound (left
turn onto Arrow) also were significant, at 216 and 213 trucks respectively (and 33 and 32
turns, respectively, during the average off‐peak hour). (Data are from a December 2009
count.)
At Weston and Toryork Drive (the first intersection north of Finch), truck volumes are almost
equal north‐ and southbound (411 and 387 trucks leaving the intersection, respectively, over
the 8‐hour counting period). The northbound left turn volume is significant, at 174 trucks (24
during the average off‐peak hour). Data are from a June 2009 count.
Finally, at Weston and Fenmar Drive (the next intersection north of Finch), truck volumes are
greater southbound than northbound (408 and 351 trucks, respectively, over the 8‐hour
counting period). Data are from a January 2009 count. Left turn volumes range up to 59
vehicles northbound‐to‐westbound (onto Fenmar westbound) with the greatest hourly
volume occurring westbound‐to‐northbound during the AM peak hour, at 11 trucks. Right turn
volumes range up 86 vehicles, eastbound‐to‐southbound (onto Weston southbound), with the
greatest hourly volume occurring in this direction during the average off‐peak hour, at 12
trucks.

The AM and PM peak periods were counted, but not all the inter-peak hours were counted.
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Concerns have been raised by residents regarding truck volumes on Weston Road through north and
south of Finch Avenue. Within the Weston Road corridor there are a number of schools and residences
with direct frontage onto Weston Road. In a staff report dated June 2, 2011 council enacted a “No Heavy
Trucks” regulation between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on Weston Road between Albion road and Finch
Avenue.
The aforementioned review indicates that Finch Avenue between Highway 400 and Weston Road carries
high volumes of truck traffic, with significant truck turning movements at Signet Drive / Arrow Road and
at Weston Road. Truck volumes on Weston Road are not as great as those on Finch, but still are
significant and represent a concern to local residents. While not an operational or capacity analysis, this
review does indicate that there will be a need to accommodate significant truck turning volumes
(including heavy trucks) in the design for these intersections and furthermore, there is a need to
maintain adequate traffic operations to meet the delivery requirements of businesses within the BIA.
Summary
A review of current conditions and truck patterns and volumes indicates several key points regarding
truck access to Emery Village:
•

•

•

•

Emery Village ships goods to and from destinations throughout the GTA and across North
America. This very broad market area demonstrates the importance to the Village’s economic
activities of heavy trucks (tractor‐trailer combinations) and of access to the Provincial
expressway system (400‐series highways).
Although the Village is close to several 400‐series highways, Finch Avenue is the most direct
truck access between Emery Village and the Provincial expressway system, and this
importance can be expected to continue into the future – meaning, in other words, that while
trucks could be diverted from Finch Avenue to Steeles Avenue or Weston Road, this could
result in increased distances (hence, costs) and delays to shippers and carriers.
Regardless, Weston Road and accesses to the Village’s industrial areas also are important
truck routes (e.g., Signet and Arrow), and so there will be a need for any future LRT design to
accommodate heavy truck turns at their intersections with Finch.
Finally, the potential for introducing Long Combination Vehicle routes further increases the
importance of Finch, and – at the time that the design for the LRT takes place – the need to
accommodate LCV geometries should be revisited, taking into account the City of Toronto LCV
policy at that time.
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Network Capacity

3.2.1. Findings of the Environmental Project Report

The Environmental Project Report anticipates that the implementation of the LRT track along the
median of Finch Avenue West will result in an increase in congestion between Jayzel Drive and
Driftwood Avenue; including the section through the Emery Village BIA (between Highway 400 and
Milvan Drive). Table 3.1 below compares the level of congestion based on results from the traffic
simulation of vehicular travel time during the morning peak hour, with and without the LRT. As shown,
significant increase in vehicular travel time is anticipated. The noted overriding impetus for the transit
improvement initiative, however, will be an increased carrying capacity of people instead of
automobiles within the available road space and improved efficiency for transit users in terms of travel
time, as shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.1 – Vehicular Travel Time Along Finch Avenue (between Jazel Drive and Driftwood Avenue)
Finch Westbound

Existing Condition

Future with LRT (Constant
Cycle Length for Signal
Timing)

Future with LRT (Varying
Cycle Length for Signal
Timing)

Travel Time (min:sec)

6:25

19:01

13:37

Speed (km/h)

31

12

15

Finch Eastbound

Existing Condition

Future with LRT (Constant
Cycle Length for Signal
Timing)

Future with LRT (Varying
Cycle Length for Signal
Timing)

Travel Time (min:sec)

6:23

14:10

10:58

Speed (km/h)

31

16

19

Source: Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT Environmental Assessment Project Report (March 2010)

Table 3.2 – Transit Users Travel Time Along Finch Avenue (between Jazel Drive and Driftwood Avenue)
Finch Westbound

Existing Condition
(TTC)

Future with LRT (Constant Cycle
Length for Signal Timing)

Future with LRT (Varying Cycle
Length for Signal Timing)

Travel Time (min:sec)

11:21

9:10

8:36

Speed (km/h)

17

21

23

Finch Eastbound

Existing Condition
(TTC)

Future with LRT (Constant Cycle
Length for Signal Timing)

Future with LRT (Varying Cycle
Length for Signal Timing)

Travel Time (min:sec)

13:09

8:15

8:57

Speed (km/h)

14

24

22

Source: Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT Environmental Assessment Project Report (March 2010)
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Key intersections within the Emery Village BIA such as Weston Road, Signet Drive‐Arrow Road and
Highway 400 ramps will all have capacity constraints according to the Study. As shown in Table 3.3, even
before the construction of the LRT, a number of movements are already operating at capacity (v/c
equals to 1 or greater) according to the Environmental Project Report and this is anticipated to worsen
with the projected increase in left turns and u‐turns, the removal of permissive left turn movements and
the additional green time allocation required to accommodate the displaced traffic.
Table 3.3 – Study Area Signalized Intersection Operations – Existing Baseline Condition (Without LRT)
Intersection

Finch Avenue West /Weston
Road

Finch Avenue West / Signet
Drive

Finch Avenue West /Highway
400 Southbound Ramp
Finch Avenue West /Highway
400 Northbound Ramp

Weekday AM Peak Hour

Weekday PM Peak Hour

Movement

Volume over Capacity
Ratio, v/c

Volume over Capacity
Ratio, v/c

Overall

0.97

1.17

Eastbound Through

1.15

1.14

Westbound Left

0.92

1.10

Westbound Through

0.88

1.09

Northbound Left

0.53

1.35

Overall

1.19

1.71

Eastbound Through

0.88

1.24

Westbound Left

1.35

1.07

Westbound Through

1.50

1.32

Northbound Through

0.65

1.24

Northbound Right

0.12

2.89

Southbound Through

1.02

0.69

Overall

0.89

0.92

Southbound Left

1.11

1.54

Overall

0.67

0.71

Northbound Left

1.04

0.66

Source: Etobicoke‐Finch West LRT Environmental Assessment Project Report (March 2010)

Mitigating measures have been proposed in the Environmental Project Report to address the capacity
issues, and these measures include:
•

•
•

The reconfiguration of the Highway 400 ramp arrangements to preserve three general
purpose lanes in each direction east of the CPR bridge (removal of Highway 400 on‐ramp and
off‐ramp transition lanes to accommodate the relocated through lanes and the realignment of
the Highway 400 northbound and southbound right turn off‐ramps to the existing left turn off‐
ramps)
Signal timing improvements
Further review of traffic operations to optimize intersection treatments

According to the Environmental Report, “Fire/Police/Emergency services will continue to operate at
current service levels with LRT in place in the Etobicoke‐Finch West corridor. The track area of the LRT
will be paved and emergency vehicles can utilize this right‐of‐way to avoid traffic congestion”.
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3.2.2. Discussion of Findings

Overall, the analysis undertaken in the Environmental Project Report indicates existing operational
constraints, including the Finch Avenue / Weston Road and Finch Avenue / Signet Drive intersections.
The capacity analysis shows that current demand exceeds capacity in both the AM and PM peak hours.
Vehicle travel speeds along the corridor are low, but acceptable at 31 km/h.
For the Finch Avenue / West Road intersection, conditions will worsen with the implementation of the
LRT as a result of the loss of one eastbound and westbound vehicle lane. The signal phasing
requirements for transit priority and protected left turns will worsen traffic conditions at the Finch
Avenue / Signet Drive intersection. The LRT will substantially impact vehicle speeds, which are expected
to drop to 15 kph. These impacts will directly affect the accessibility to the Emery Village BIA area.
Other implications of the poorer traffic conditions resulting from the proposed LRT configuration
include:
•

•

•

Increased transportation costs of goods supplied by the area (due to potential rerouting of
trucks)
increased fuel consumption and vehicle emissions, which are impacts that have not been
adequately documented in the environmental assessment, and
Increased congestion on Finch Avenue West that could also lead to traffic diverting to other
parallel routes, including residential streets, south and west of Finch Avenue and Weston
Road.

3.2.3. Recommendations for Mitigation

Tunnelling of LRT
The impacts of the reduction of one lane in the eastbound and westbound directions through the
Weston Road intersection is not necessary if the LRT is provided below grade from east of Weston Road
to the west. The LRT could begin the underground section immediately west of the CP Rail crossing,
utilizing the existing depressed grade. The LRT could return to the road grade either east of Jayzel Drive
where the road profile is low or continue below grade to east of Islington Avenue.
The Environmental Project Report itself noted that “the lane constriction at the CPR structure (changed
from three traffic lanes to two traffic lanes both directions for the future scenario) is a key contributor
to congestion build‐up given its location east of Weston Road where significant traffic demand exists”
and that further physical improvements may still be necessary “such as the removal or modification of
the CPR constriction”. However, the CPR structure (built in 1853) has been identified as a “cultural
heritage resource”; any changes to the structure will be subject to additional research, structural
assessment and consultation. The cultural heritage report submitted as part of the Environmental
Project Report recommends that the LRT infrastructure be designed to avoid impact on this and other
cultural resources.
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The Environmental Project Report noted that the CPR Bridge and proposed lane reductions to be a
constraint, however, no mitigation was committed to address impacts of the LRT. Hence the design of
the LRT should be reconsidered to include a tunnelled section through the Weston Road intersection
and to the west. However, it is acknowledged that this would be a more complex and expensive
solution which would require further review of various engineering issues such as potential impacts to
the Highway 400 Bridge.
Additional Westbound Lane (Highway 400 to Signet Drive)
The operation of the Signet Drive / Finch Avenue intersection includes high volumes of westbound right
turns (700 vehicles per hour) including truck traffic from the southbound Highway 400 into the Emery
BIA area. The planned LRT operation will result in increased delays and queuing for these traffic
movements and the removal of the channelization for the “from the north to the west“ (N to W) ramp
will require traffic destined to the Emery BIA area to travel through an additional intersection.
To help mitigate these impacts, the provision of an additional westbound lane from the Highway 400
southbound ramp terminal to Signet Drive will accommodate westbound right‐turn traffic reduce
delays and queuing.
New Road 2A
There are no major road capacity improvements proposed in the Environmental Project Report. But as
mentioned in Section 2.1, the City is currently undertaking an Environmental Assessment study for a
new road to connect Toryork Drive and Finch Avenue West. This new road connection (designated as
Road 2A in the Emery Village Transportation Master Plan) would provide improved connectivity,
capacity and network flexibility for the Finch‐Weston intersection and will help improve traffic
conditions and offset the effects of the planned LRT. New Road 2A was not included in the
Environmental Project Report, but is recommended for mitigation of the planned LRT.

3.3.

Access and Connectivity for Business and Residential Properties

3.3.1. Findings of the Environmental Project Report

As documented in the to Environmental Project Report, there are a number of business and residential
properties that have direct full movements access to Finch Avenue West. With the LRT tracks, outbound
left turns from the existing driveways will instead have to:
•

•

Make a right turn onto Finch Avenue West to the nearby signalized intersections to then make
a u‐turn to continue on the intended direction; or
Make a left turn onto Finch Avenue West via another road (adjacent to the affected property),
if available, that intersects Finch Avenue West, where it is signalized.

Inbound left turns from Finch Avenue West to the business and residential properties will also have to
utilize u‐turns at Finch Avenue signalized intersections or access via an alternative road, if available.
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3.3.2. Discussion of Findings

In both inbound and outbound, traffic will require a more circuitous route following implementation of
the planned LRT. Furthermore it will be necessary to confirm that the intersection geometry and traffic
signal timing can accommodate u‐turning vehicles, in particular, trucks at these intersections. Trucks
will take additional time to negotiate u‐turn movements at the intersections in order to gain access
to/from sites with direct frontage driveways on Finch Avenue West. Trucks will also require a much
larger turning radius and roadway width.
3.3.3. Recommendations for Mitigation

The Environmental Project Report had provided a preliminary assessment of the potential traffic
operations. However, it is anticipated that additional operational analysis will need to be performed to
optimize the signal timing plans, which would reflect the up‐to‐date traffic conditions and latest
design options through the process. Key intersections include:
•
•
•
•
•

Finch Avenue West / Milvan Drive‐Rumike Road
Finch Avenue West / Jayzel Drive
Finch Avenue West / Weston Road
Finch Avenue West / Signet Drive‐Arrow Road
Finch Avenue West / New Road 2A

The geometries of the signalized intersections will need to be able to accommodate truck turning. Based
on the drawings provided as part of the Environmental Project Report (hard copies only), a preliminary
truck‐turning assessment was carried out to review the TTC’s design plan by applying vehicle‐turning
templates to confirm the turning radii and geometric requirements. The truck turning assessment
indicated the following:
•

•

Generally, there appears to be sufficient truck turning radii at the noted intersections to
accommodate up to WB‐20 (20 m) trailer lengths vehicles to negotiate conventional left and
right turns, enabling most trucks to access its destinations within the industrial areas through
the above‐noted intersections.
It is critical to confirm that the intersection geometries can accommodate u‐turning trucks at
these intersections as some trucks would have to negotiate u‐turn movements at the
intersections in order to gain access to/from sites with direct frontage driveways on Finch
Avenue West (such as MacDonald’s). Accordingly, Figure 3‐2 shows that:
–
At the Weston Road major intersection, the maximum sized trucks that can be
accommodated for u‐turns are the WB‐20 (20 m) trailer length vehicles; and at the Milvan
Drive intersection, the maximum sized trucks that can be accommodated are the HSU
(11.5 m long) trucks. As a result, not all sized trucks can be accommodated based on the
planned geometries. Sites (on Finch Avenue West with direct frontage access) that are
serviced by larger sized vehicles may be impacted as a result (i.e. some trucks may have
to use an alternative route as a result of the constraint). However, the number of sites
that could be impacted is not known based on available information on truck sizes that are
servicing the existing sites.
–
Considering the magnitude of the truck apron and the anticipated disruption on traffic
flow, it is not recommended that tractor trailers be permitted to make u‐turns. This
includes any truck sizes larger than HSU (11.5m).
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Note that this is a preliminary truck turning assessment as electronic copies of the design plans were not
made available. However, based on the preliminary truck turning assessment there is a need to
further review the geometry of the intersections during the detailed design stage for the Finch West
LRT in accommodating the current sized trucks that would have to make u‐turns at the intersections.

.
Figure 3‐2 Truck Turning Assessment
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Transit Access

3.4.1. Findings of the Environmental Project Report

The Finch West LRT service would replace the main part of the 36 Finch West bus route between Finch
Station and Highway 27; and according to the Environmental Project Report, part of the existing TTC
services would be retained:
•

•

36D Finch West (Finch Station‐Weston Road & Milvan) Branch, which provides limited service
on Toryork Drive and Milvan Drive.
309 Finch West (Finch Station‐Woodbine Racetrack) route, which provides overnight service

The Environmental Project Report recommended stop spacing in a range of 400 to 600 metres, “based
on the patterns of development, natural terrain and the spacing of cross streets.” Within the Emery
Village, stops are proposed at Milvan Drive‐Rumike Road, Weston Road and Signet Drive‐Arrow Road.
The spacing of the intersections is as follows:
•
•

Between Milvan Drive‐Rumike Road and Weston Road: 820 m.
Between Weston Road and Signet Drive‐Arrow Road: 510 m.

3.4.2. Discussion of Findings

The spacing between Milvan Drive‐Rumike Road and Weston Road is 820 m., which is longer than the
400 m to 600 m guideline for the LRT stop spacing. The Environmental Project Report acknowledged
that the distance between stops may be longer in undeveloped zones or locations with terrain issues.
The proposed spacing of the stop locations with a radial distance of 600 m around the stops is illustrated
in Figure 3‐3. It is noted that opportunities for pedestrian crossing is limited between Weston Road and
Jayzel Drive, a distance of 550 metres.
3.4.3. Recommendations for Mitigation

The City of Toronto is currently undertaking an Environmental Assessment study for a new road to
connect Toryork Drive and Finch Avenue West. This new road connection (designated as Road 2A in the
Emery Village Transportation Master Plan), is intended to connect Toryork Drive to Finch Avenue West,
approximately 250‐260 m west of Weston Road and to serve future development around this new road.
While, the Finch West LRT EA Study had not assessed the impact of the new Road 2A and potential
need for another stop at this location, it may be difficult to provide a stop at the new road connection
given that the westbound far side platform at Weston Road would end up being very close to the
eastbound platform at the new road and given the topography and grading within the area.
The potential for another stop at this location needs to be confirmed through further reviews during
the implementation process. The City has also identified a future pedestrian bridge across Finch
Avenue approximately 300 metres west of Weston Road. Depending on stop locations and timing of
the new Road 2A, mitigation of the planned LRT may also require the implementation of the
pedestrian bridge across Finch Avenue. This requires additional analysis of pedestrian volumes and
patterns within this section of the roadway.
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Figure 3‐3 Catchment Area

3.5.

Aesthetics and Branding

3.5.1. Findings of the Environmental Project Report

The Environmental Assessment does not address the specific elements of urban design, which is to be
addressed as part of the detailed design stage. However, the Environmental Project Report
acknowledged that the urban design work will conform with the Secondary Plans in effect (including
Emery Village) as well as citywide Avenues Study.
3.5.2. Recommendations

The BIA has established urban design and branding approaches. Given the investments, it is
recommended that the BIA adopt a pro‐active approach in communicating with Metrolinx on the BIA’s
visions. It is suggested that BIA prepares a formal request through the public communication process.

3.6.

Construction Staging

3.6.1. Findings of the Environmental Project Report

Existing bus transit service will be retained during the construction of the LRT, and according to the
Environmental Project Report, will be given road priority during the construction. However, it is
expected that there will be significant operational impacts as some service road lanes will be reduced. In
some sections, it may be reduced to one lane in either direction.
While drivers of automobiles may use alternative routes, in order to minimize impacts to business
operations, a traffic management plan will be required. Interim traffic control measures may include:

•

Potential lane closure, lane shift or other alternative lane arrangements
Traffic control devices, signage and pavement marking
Business accessibility and temporary access configurations,

•

Temporary pedestrian accessibility and emergency vehicle access

•
•
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3.6.2. St Clair Lessons Learned

A great risk with construction, however, is the risk of delays and cost overruns. According to the TTC
Report (January 20, 2010) regarding Transit City Implementation – the St. Clair Project Experience:
•

•

•

“The lack of ‘closure’ on the project derives primarily from failure to properly define the scope
of the project in its entirety before proceeding with detailed design and construction. In other
words, construction commenced in the absence of a comprehensive design of what was to be
constructed… Long after the start of construction, project scope definition continued almost
as a ‘moving target’, contributing, in the process, to cost escalation, schedule delay, and a
large number of complaints about community disruption from affected residents and
businesses.”
“Responsibility for managing all components of the project is distributed among several
agencies, each with their own procedures for project management, procurement, budgeting,
and schedule control.”
“The contracting strategy itself, notably, the large number of relative small individual
contracts, introduced a number of barriers to efficient project coordination and delivery.”

3.6.3. Recommendations for Mitigation

For the Finch West LRT, it can be seen that the intent of the project structure of having one single party
(Metrolinx) responsible for the implementation was to address some of the key lessons learned from
the St Clair experience. One of the stated goals of the strategy is “directly engage those immediately
affected by the project in meaningful dialogue early in the stages of design and construction”.
Furthermore there is a need to address all unresolved design issues and develop a clearly defined
construction staging strategy prior to construction in order to minimize construction delays.

4.0

Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1.

Conclusions

The master agreement establishes a unique arrangement between multiple levels of government and
agencies in the execution of the LRT implementation and operations. The formal agreement outlines the
roles and responsibilities of each party as well as: their commitments, City’s and TTC’s processes and
approvals protocol, common standards and guidelines, public communications and public engagement
protocol, and dispute resolution protocol. The overall framework also establishes a centralized process
for the next phase of implementation and identifies Metrolinx as the main proponent that will be
responsible for completing the LRT projects including the Finch West LRT.
The master agreement also recognizes a commitment to public consultation and communication
throughout the process, as defined through the Public Communications and Public Engagement Protocol
(Schedule C of the master agreement). Metrolinx as the main proponent will be the point of contact for
any future communications regarding the Finch West LRT.
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The master agreement also contains provisions to address changes to the program and amendments to
the Environmental Project Report (“EPR”). For instance, any new issues identified, which were not
addressed in the approved EPR, may necessitate an addendum to assess the potential impacts
associated with the new issues such as the change to the number of stops or new property constraints.

4.2.

Recommendations

Based on our review of the Environmental Project Report, the following issues and recommendations
have been identified to be addressed in the next phase of the implementation process:
a) Road Capacity – The Environmental Project Report anticipates significant increase in delays and
travel time for motorists through the corridor. In some instances, the travel time may double. To
mitigate road capacity and delay impacts resulting from the LRT the following road capacity
improvements are recommended:
The design of the LRT should be reconsidered to include a tunnelled section from the CPR
bridge through the Weston Road intersection to east of Jayzel Road and potentially further
west toward Islington Avenue.
• The provision of an additional westbound lane from the Highway 400 southbound ramp
terminal to Signet Drive (functioning as a right‐turn lane) to accommodate a westbound right‐
turn traffic in order to reduce delays and queuing at the Finch Avenue / Signet Drive
intersection
• New Road 2A be considered for implementation together with the LRT as mitigation of lost
road capacity.
b) Accesses and Intersection design – To accommodate the number of business and residential
properties that have direct access to Finch Avenue West and mitigate impacts associated with
restrictions to right‐in/right‐out access control due to the Finch West LRT, the following design
considerations are recommended:
•

A review of the geometry of the intersections during the detailed design stage for the Finch
West LRT in accommodating the current sized trucks that would have to make u‐turns at the
intersections. Note u‐turns are not recommended for tractor trailers (or vehicle size larger
than 11.5 m long).
• A review of signal timing for u‐turn vehicles especially for trucks. Such details are not part of
the Environmental Project Report but should be assessed through the design of the signal
timing plans.
• The potential for introducing Long Combination Vehicle routes further increases the
importance of Finch, and – at the time that the design for the LRT takes place – the need to
accommodate LCV geometries should be revisited, taking into account the City of Toronto LCV
policy at that time
c) Transit – To allow for adequate pedestrian and vehicle access to the Emery BIA area the following
is recommended:
•

•

•

In addition to the construction of New Road 2A, the potential for another stop at the Finch
Avenue West / New Road 2A intersection needs to be confirmed through further reviews
during the implementation process.
To accommodate pedestrians and transit users, a pedestrian bridge across Finch Avenue as
identified in the Emery Village TMP should be considered together with the planned LRT. A
pedestrian study will need to be carried out to confirm its needs.
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d) Aesthetics and Branding – The BIA has established urban design and branding approaches. Given its
investments, it is recommended that the BIA adopt a proactive approach in communicating with
Metrolinx on the BIA’s visions. It is suggested that BIA prepare a formal request through the public
communication process.
e) Construction Staging – A traffic management plan will need be prepared to mitigate the impacts
and maintain continuing traffic flow through the work zone during construction. This may include
potential lane closure or alternative travel lane arrangements, temporary traffic control devices,
information signage, accesses for business, accesses for pedestrians. In addition, public engagement
will be an important component of the overall process in keeping the public informed.

4.3.

Recommended Next Steps

Given the stated commitment to “continuing consultation with the public, property owners and
stakeholder agencies during the design of the LRT alignment, stops/stations, terminals and ancillary
facilities”, there will be opportunities for the BIA to engage Metrolinx throughout the public
consultation process.
Overall, it is recommended that the Emery BIA:
a) Proactively engage and maintain contact with Metrolinx representatives and project manager
assigned to the Finch West LRT project, early and throughout the process about BIA‐specific issues.
While the project has not officially commenced, early engagement could help identify key contacts
of the project and identify key issues to be addressed at the outset.
b) Continue to monitor the progress of the Finch West LRT and actively participate in the public
consultation process when the project commences. Any comments received and responses given
are documented as part of the implementation process and serves as record for any rationale to
decisions made. The BIA is encouraged to provide written comments on related issues.
c) Engage with MTO and Metrolinx with regard to opportunities to improve access for heavy truck
traffic to Emery Village from Highway 400, potentially mitigating the economic and traffic impacts
caused by truck traffic diverted to Weston Road, as well as road capacity and access issues on Finch
Avenue West as a result of the Finch West LRT.
d) Seek advice from the City on the current status of the Environmental Assessment study for the new
road connection (Road 2A as designated in the Emery TMP). Given the timing of the projects, there
may be a need for coordination between the City and Metrolinx. Given that the new road is an on‐
going City initiative, Metrolinx may not be aware of the progress.
e) Monitor the progress and experience of the Eglinton‐Scarborough Crosstown project. This is one of
four LRT projects that are being implemented and will provide valuable lessons learnt through the
process.
f)

Undertake a corridor operations study of Weston Road. There are truck issues as well as other pre‐
existing traffic issues identified through the consultation process. Given that this is not part of the
LRT study, a separate study should be carried out.
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4F METROLINX
‘%

An agency of the Government of Ontario
Line agence do gouvemement de It)ntano

IhdLToaoNTO
MASTER AGREEMENT

Dated as of the 28th day of November, 2012

AMONG:
METROLINX
AND

CITY OF TORONTO
AND

TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

For the
Implementation
of the
Toronto Light Rail Transit Program

MASTER AGREEMENT
Dated as of the 28th day of November, 2012

BETWEEN:
METROLINX
(“Metrolinx”)
-

and—

CITY OF TORONTO
(“Toronto” or the “City”)
-

and—

TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION
(“TTC”)

RECITALS

A.
The Province of Ontario proclaimed the Greater Toronto Tramportation Authority Act,
2006 (“GTFA Act”) to create a regional transportation entity (“Metrolinx”) to develop a Regional
Transportation Plan to identify and prioritize transportation and transit projects and create an
integrated transportation and transit system in tile Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area.

B.

The Greater Thronto and hamilton Area 7)ansit Implementation Act, 2009 was

proclaimed in May, 2009 to rename tile G11’A Act the Metrolinx Ac! 2006 (the “Act”) and to
create a single transportation agency responsible for implementing transit and transportation
projects.

C.

On November 28, 2008, Metrolinx adopted the regional transportation plan, called “The
Big Move”, which includes certain projects as 1a11 of Metrolinx’s list of “Top 15” priority prqpects.

D.
At its meeting held on Ju!y 15, 16 and 17, 2008 Toronto City Council approved the
Sheppard East LRT Environmental Assessment Study and at its meetings held on the following
dates, Toronto City Council approved the Transit Project Assessment Studies for:

F.

•

Eglinton Crosstown LRT on November 30, December 1, 2, 4 and 7, 2009

•

Etobicoke-Finch West LRT on January 26 and 27, 2010

•

Scarborough Rapid Transit on June 8 and 9,2010.

At a special meeting held February 8, 2012, Toronto City Council, in part, affirmed its

support for light rail transit (“LRT”) priority plan for Toronto and the early implementation of the
following projects: (1) Finch West LRT from the Spadina Subway extension to [lumber College,

(ii) Eglinton Crosslown LRT from Jane Street to Kennedy Station, and (iii) Scarborough RT
conversion to LRT from Kennedy Station to Sheppard Avenue, with an extension to Malvern Town
Centre as funds become available.

F.

At a special meeting of Toronto City Council held March 21 and 22, 2012, Toronto City
Council, in pall, confirmed that LRT iS tile preferred rapid transit mode for Sheppard East LRT as a
priority line.

-2G.
By bringing new LRT lines to neighbourhoods and areas of the City of Toronto which are
not currently served by rapid transit, the implementation of the Toronto Transit Expansion projects
will (i) support the achievement of policy objectives set out in the City of Toronto’s Official Plan
and the Province of Ontario’s Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, (ii) provide local
economic development benefits, (Metrolinx and Infrastructure Ontario will work with the City and
its agencies to maximize the benefit of the LRTs through linkages to development and land use
initiatives), and (iii) result in reduced greenhouse gas emissions.

1-I.
On April 25, 2012 the Board of Directors of Metrolinx authorized Metrolinx to proceed
with the implementation of the following Projects: Eglinton Crosstown LRT, the Scarborough RT
replacement and extension, the Finch LRT and Sheppard LRT, subject to any approvals required
from the Province of Ontario, and authorized staff to finalize and execute definitive legal
agreements with the City and TTC.
I.
At a meeting of the TTC held on May 30, 2012, the TTC considered a report entitled LRT
Projects in Toronto-Project Delivery, and recognized that Alternative Financing Delivery is a
viable model to deliver transit infrastructure. TTC directed staff to expedite the signing of a Master
Agreement.
J.
On June 29, 2012, the Province of Ontario approved Metrolinx’s transit plan and set
construction timelines for the following Projects:
•

‘fhe Eglinton Crosstown LRT from Black Creek to Kennedy Station, in respect of
which work is already underway and is to be completed by 2020.

•

The Scarborough RT replacement and extension to Sheppard Avenue, in respect of
which work is to begin in 2014 and be completed by 2020.

•

The Finch West LRT from the Toronto-York-Spadina Subway extension to Humber
College, in respect of which work is to begin in 2015 and to be completed by 2020.

•

The Sheppard East LRT from Don Mills station to east of Morningside Avenue, in
respect of which work is to begin in 2017 and to be completed by 2021.

K
The Parties wish to establish protocols and procedures that will lead to effective and
efficient delivery of this rapid transit program and optimize existing resources and expertise while,
at the same time, respecting the asset ownership and control provisions as set out in the Ac!.
L.
Sublect to the completion of positive value for money analysis, Metrolinx intends to
deliver the Program through the use of Alternative Financing and Procurement (“AFP”) (Design,
Build, Finance and Maintain model) with Infrastructure Ontario as its procurement agent.
M.
It is intended that TTC will operate for Metrolinx as owner, the LRTs pursuant to a
contract to be entered into between them.
N.
Each of the parties affirms its commitment to pioceed diligently and in good faith and in a
co-operative and collaborative manner in the interests of facilitating and expediting the
construction and completion of the Program.
NOW THEREFORE, the Parties hereby agree to the following:

ARTICLE 1 INTERPRETATION
-

1.1

Definitions

In this Agreement,

-3“Act” means the Metrolinx Act, 2006;

“Additional Infrastructure” means: (I) up-grades or changes and improvements to New
City Infrastructure that exceed the City Standard and/or (ii) replacements or upgrades to
City Infrastructure that does not require relocation and replacement by Metrolinx to
facilitate construction of the Program but which the City chooses to upgrade, relocate or
replace in connection with and during the process of construction of the Program.
“Agreement” means this Master Agreement and the schedules to it, as each may be
amended from time to time;
“AFP Documents” means the plans, specifications, documents and materials to be
included in the Alternative Financing and Procurement package to be provided by
Infrastructure Ontario to prospective bidders for a Project Agreement;
“Applicable Law” means any and all requirements under or prescribed by the common
law, and any and all applicable federal, provincial, regional, local or municipal laws,
statutes, codes, acts, permits, licenses, ordinances, orders, by-laws, rules, regulations and,
which may now, or at any time hereafter be applicable to and enforceable against the
Program or any work or activity pertaining to any of the Projects, including without
limitation, the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, Financial
Administration Act and the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act.

“Business Day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday, or statutory holiday in the
Province of Ontario;
“Capital Cost Eligibility Criteria” means the document pertaining to funding of the
Program from the Ministry of Transportation entitled Capital Cost Eligibility Criteria for
Metrolinx Owned Rapid Transit Projects dated September 21, 2010, a copy of which is
attached as Schedule_A
“City infrastructure” means any asset, improvement or infrastructure owned and
operated by or on behalf of the City that is affected by the development and construction of
the Program including but not limited to:
(i) water and wastewater assets such as watermains, storm and sanitary sewers,
appurtenances, attachments, apparatus, appliances, markers, fixtures, chambers,
surface maintenance holes, frames and covers, round tops, pipes and valves; and
(ii) “Streetscape”;
“City Processes and Approval Protocol” means the protocol that sets out processes,
procedures and timelines to deal with (i) reviews, consents and approvals required by
Metrolinx from ihe City in respect of City Infrastructure, and (ii) reviews required by
Metrolinx from the City in respect of Program Infrastructure, attached as Schedule B:
“City Standard” means the standard and service levels applicable to New City
Infrastructure as set out in the Basic Construction Requirements (defined in the City
Processes and Approval Protocol);
“Confidential Information” means (i) any information that a Party would not be required
to disclose under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Ontario) and
the Munic,val Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Ac!; (ii) the procurement
process pertaining to any component of the Program and any information relating to the
process and the solicitation documents, save and except wheme same is generally available
to the public without fault or breach by the recipient, but only after that information

-4becomes generally available to the public; (iii) any proprietary information from a third
party supplied in confidence, which may comprise trade secrets, or technical, commercial
or financial information, disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to prejudice
significantly the competitive position or interfere significantly with the contractual or other
negotiations of such third party or result in undue loss to such third party or undue gain to
others; (iv) any personal information as defined in the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act (Ontario) or in the Munic,a1 Freedom of Information and
Protection ofPrivacy Act; (v) any other information specifically designated in writing by a
Party as being confidential in nature or implied by its nature or treatment as being
confidential; (vi) any improvements, modifications, and enhancements or, and information
and things derived from or utilizing, any Confidential Information referred to in clauses (i)
through (vi);
“Dispute Resolution Protocol” means the protocol that establishes a process for dealing
with certain disputes between the Parties, attached as Schedule D;
“Effective Date” means the date as set out on page 1 of this Agreement;
“Environmental Reports” means collectively the following: (i) Eglinton Crosstown Light
Rail Transit, Transit Process Assessment Study, March, 2010, (ii) Sheppard East Light Rail
Transit Municipal Class Environmental Assessment, December 2008, (iii) Etobicoke-Finch
West Light Rail Transit, Transit Project Assessment, Environmental Project Report, March
2010, and (iv) Scarborough Rapid Transit Environmental Project Report, Transit Project
Assessment Study, August, 2010, updated October 2010;
“Executive Committee” means the committee to be constituted by the Parties pursuant to
Section 2.5, comprised of the President and Chief Executive Officer of Metrolinx, the City
Manager, and the Chief Executive Officer of the TTC;
“Incremental Costs” for the purposes of Section 2.7, means, in the case of the City, the
total cost difference between: (i) the cost to Metrolinx of designing, constructing and
commissioning New City Infrastructure as required by the City, and (ii) the cost of
designing, constructing and commissioning such New City Infrastructure in accordance
with the City Standard, as determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Protocol;
and, in the case of the TTC means, the total cost difference between: (i) the cost to
Metrolinx of designing, constructing and commissioning New TTC Infrastructure as
required by the TTC, and (ii) the cost of designing, constructing and commissioning such
New TTC Infrastructure in accordance with the TTC Design Standard, as determined in
accordance with the Dispute Resolution Protocol;
“Infrastructure Ontario” means Ontario Infrastructure and Lands Corporation, a
corporation established by the Province of Ontario;
“Interchange Stations” means collectively: (i) the Eglinton Crosstown LRT/Eglinton
West Subway Station: (ii) Eglinton Crosstown LRT/Yonge Eglinton Subway Station; (iii)
Eglinton Crosstown LRT/ Kennedy Subway Station; (iv) Sheppard East LRT/Don Mills
Subway Station; and (v) Finch West LRT/Finch West Subway Station and includes both
the existing stations and the stations to be constructed as part of the Program, and
“Interchange Station” means any one of them;
“LRTs” means the light rail transit systems described in the Program Description attached
as Schedule E to this Agreement and “LRT” means any one of them;

“New City Infrastructure” means City Infrastructure that is built to replace City
Infrastructure that must be relocated to facilitate construction of the Program;

-5“New TTC Infrastructure” means TFC Infrastructure that is built to replace
Infrastructure that must be relocated to facilitate construction of the Program;
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“Parties” means Toronto, Metrolinx and T1’C and “Party” means any one of them;
“Program” means collectively: (I) Sheppard East LRT; (ii) Finch West LRT; (iii) Eglinton
Crosstown LRT; (iv) Scarborough Rapid Transit (“RT”); (v) Transit Expansion Light Rail
Vehicles; (vi) Maintenance and Storage Facility (for Sheppard East LRT and Scarborough
Rapid Transit); (vii) Maintenance and Storage Facility (for Finch Vest LRT); (viii)
Maintenance and Storage Facility (for Eglinton Crosstown LRT), as set out and described
in the description of the Program attached as Schedule Ez
“Program Budget” means $8.4 Billion (in 2010 Cdn.dollars) provided by the Province to
fund the Program, and includes any designation and allocation of such funds or any portion
thereof for specific components of the Program and any restrictions as to Eligible Costs, as
set forth in the Capital Cost Eligibility Criteria and the funds committed by the
Government of Canada, in the amount of $333,000,000 in respect of the Sheppard East
LRT;
“Program Committee” means the committee to be constituted by the Parties pursuant to
Section 2.4, comprised of the Executive Vice-President of the Rapid Transit Division of
Metrolinx, the Senior Vice-President of Infrastructure Ontario with responsibility for the
Projects, the Deputy City Manager, Cluster B and the TTC Chief Capital Officer;
“Program Infrastructure” means any asset, improvement, facility or infrastructure to be
constructed by or on behalf of Metrolinx and to be owned by Metrolinx in connection with
the Program;
“Project Agreement” means an agreement or agreements between Metrolinx, and/or
Infrastructure Ontario and Project Co to design, build, finance, deliver and/or maintain the
Program or a Project or Projects or any component thereof;
“Project Co” means a company or entity that enters into the Project Agreement with
Metrolinx and/or Infrastructure Ontario;
“Projects” means the four LRTs described in the Program, and “Project” means any one
of them;
“Public Communications and Public Engagement Protocol” means a communications
protocol dealing with communications with the media and the public, inter—agency
communication and advertising, and a public engagement protocol dealing with
community relations, and stakeholder engagement and consultation, in each case for
matters pertaining to the Program, attached as Schedule C to this Agreement;
“Public Realm Amount” means the budget established by subtracting Ten Million DoHars
($10,000,000) intended to be spent by Metrolinx on public amenities at the below-grade
stations of the LRTs from 1.5% of total construction costs of the Program. For purposes of
the foregoing, “total construction costs”: (i) excludes the costs of vehicles, preliminary
design, costs of acquiring real property and interests therein acquired by Metrolinx for the
Program, and Program management costs, and (ii) includes the contingency amount but
only to the extent actually spent on the Program (other than on the exclusions set forth
above);
“Real Estate Protocol” means the protocol dealing with real estate acquisitions,
(including easements) and ownership for the real estate components of the Program,
attached as Schedule F to this Agreement;

-6“Schedules” means the following Schedules to this Agreement and any other Schedules

that are subsequently added to it, as each may be amended from time to time, and form a
part of this Agreement:
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
Schedule D
Schedule E
Schedule F
Schedule G
Schedule I-I

Capital Cost Eligibility Criteria
City Processes and Approval Protocol
Public Communications and Public Engagement Protocol
Dispute Resolution Protocol
Program Description
Real Estate Protocol
TIC Operating and Maintenance Agreement Principles
TTC Processes and Approval Protocol

“Streetscape” means sidewalks, paved surfaces, pavement structures, curbs, boulevards,
public areas, payers, trees, plantings, landscaping, specialized lighting, street furniture,
decorative signage, paint markings, traffic signals, loop detectors, traffic calming devices,
retaining walls and seat walls;
“Term” means the term of this Agreement, which begins on the Effective Date and ends
on the earlier of: (i) two years after commencement of revenue service on the last of the
Projects to be completed, and (ii) the date agreed upon by the Parties for termination of this
Agreement. Notwithstanding termination or expiry of this Agreement, any provision
expressed in this Master Agreement or its Schedules to survive termination, the Real Estate
Protocol attached as Schedule F, and the TTC Operating and Maintenance Agreement as
contemplated in Section G will survive any such termination or expiry and will terminate
or expire in accordance with their terms.
“TPAP” means the Transit Project Assessment Process as set out in Ontario Regulation
231/08 under the Environmental Assessment Act.
“Traffic Management Plan” means a management plan to deal with teml)Orary
interruption and intended to minimize disruption to pedestrian and vehicular mobility,
transit mobility and parking during construction of the Program.
“TTC Infrastructure” means any asset, improvement, facility or infrastructure owned by
the TTC or owned by the City and operated by the TTC relating to the transit system,
including but not limited to subway stations, subway tunnels, terminals, signals and
electrical equipment, entrances, exits and fire ventilation shafts that are either required to
be relocated or modified by reason of or affected by the development and construction of
the Program;
“TTC Processes and Approval Protocol” means the protocol that establishes processes,
procedures and timelines to deal with consents and approvals required from ‘ETC in respect
of ‘FCC Infrastructure and New TTC Infrastructure, attached as Schedule H;
“TTC Standard” means the standard and service levels to which New TIC Infrastructure
is to he built, as set out in the ‘ETC Design Standards (as defined in the ‘[TC Processes and
Approvals Protocol).

ARTICLE 2- PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES

2.1

Purpose and Principles of the Agreement

‘[lie purpose and fundamental principles of this Agreement are:

-7..
(a) to describe generally the Parties’ roles, relationships, responsibilities, mutual
expectations and accountability mechanisms relating to the Program;
(b) to identify and confirm the Parties’ commitment to work collaboratively and consult
with each other to develop and build top-quality public transit for the people of the
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area and to deliver the Program in an efficient and
professional manner consistent with the unique nature of the Parties’ roles in the delivery
of the Program;
(c) to provide processes and procedures with a view to minimizing disruption to the
City and the TTC, to facilitate relocation and restoration of the City Infrastructure and
TIC Infrastructure, to facilitate the construction of New City Infrastructure and New TTC
Infrastructure, in each case expeditiously, and to ensure that New City Infrastructure is
built to the City Standard and that New TTC Infrastructure is built to the TTC Standard;
(d) to articulate the commitment of each Party to perform its obligations promptly and
diligently to facilitate completion of the Program on time and on budget and with a view
to avoiding or minimizing delays that result in additional costs (by way of penalties and
otherwise), thereby jeopardizing the funds available to complete the Program, and
potentially necessitating a change to the scope and description of the Program;
(e) to define generally the working arrangements between the Parties to ensure that
each is able to carry out properly its operational roles, responsibilities and obligations
including responsibilities set out herein or as further defined and agreed to by the Parties
in separate documents subsequently entered into and delivered; and
to facilitate the terms upon which Metrolinx will acquire, own and control the assets
of the Program.

(0
2.2

Authority for Master Agreement

Each Party makes the following representations in favour and for the benefit of the other Parties:
(a) Metrolinx represents and warrants that it has obtained the consent of its Board of
Directors to enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations under it, that no other
consent or approval is required, and that it has duly executed and delivered this
Agreement;

(b)

the City represents and warrants that it is properly authorized by City Council or its
delegated officialsto enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations under it, that
no other consent or approval is required, and that it has duly executed and delivered this
Agreement; and
(c) the TTC represents and warrants that it has obtained the consent of the Commission
of the TTC to enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations under it, that no
other consent or approval is required, and that it has duly executed and delivered this
Agreement.
2.3

Derogation and Waiver

Nothing in this Agreement is intended to waive, amend or derogate from the rights and privileges
accorded to:
(a)

Metrolinx as owner of the Program Infrastructure with overall control of the
development of the Program, and as an agent of the Crown;
(b)

the City, as owner of the City Infrastructure; and

(c)

the TIC as owner of the TIC Infrastructure,

unless stated to the contrary.
2.4

Program Committee

The Parties will establish the Program Committee, which will meet at regular intervals, on an as—
needed basis and if requested by any Party to meet: (I) to discuss and endeavor to resolve issues
and problems related to the implementation of the Program on a consensual basis, (ii) to co
ordinate communications and approval of major announcements in accordance with the Public
Communications and Public Engagement Protocol; (iii) to identify emerging problems and develop
proposed solutions for such problems, and (iv) to provide a forum for the resolution of disputes, all
in order to ensure completion of the Program on time and on budget;. The Program Committee is
not intended to circumvent or override the pre—eminent right and authority of Metrolinx as owner
and developer of the Program or the right and authority of each of the City and the TTC as owner
of the City Infrastructure and the TTC Infrastructure respectively. Each Party may designate a
reasonable number of additional representatives, if required, to attend and participate as requested
in meetings and deliberations of the Program Committee with respect to specific issues. The
Metrolinx member shall act as the Chair of each meeting.
2.5

Executive Comniittee

The Parties will establish the Executive Committee which will meet on an as-needed basis to
discuss matters pertaining to the Program and this Master Agreement, including without limitation,
with a view to pre-empting and resolving disputes. The Executive Committee is not intended to
circumvent or override the pre-eminent right and authority of Metrolinx as owner and developer of
the Program or the right and authority of each of the City and the TTC as owner of the City
Infrastructure and the TIC Infrastructure respectively. The President and Chief Executive Officer
of Metrolinx will act as Chair at meetings of the Committee.
2.6

Notification

Each Party shall immediately notify the other Parties of any development relating to the Program,
the effect of which may reasonably be expected to affect the completion of the Program on a timely
basis in accordance with the completion schedules, the functionality of the Program, or the cost of
the Program to Metrolinx.

2.7

I)ispute Resolution

If a dispute arises between the Parties with respect to this Agreement or any matter included in a
Schedule to it, the Parties shall work cooperatively together in good faith to resolve the dispute
through the Program Committee and, if required, the Executive Committee.
Disputes that are not resolved by the Program Committee and the Executive Committee that pertain
to the attribution of Incremental Costs, if any, resulting from the interpretation of the City Standard
and the TIC Standard, as the case may be shall only be resolved pursuant to Dispute Resolution
Protocol and in accordance with Subsections (a) and (h) below:
(a)

City Standard

Metrolinx will construct New City Infrastructure to the City Standard, as prescribed by the
City, acting reasonably and in accordance with the approvals provided by the City pursuant
to the City Processes and Approvals Protocol but if Metrolinx is of the view that the
requirements Prescribed by the City exceeded the City Standard, Metrolinx’s only recourse
is to invoke the Dispute Resolution Protocol to determine whether construction has

exceeded the City Standard and to apportion the Incremental Costs incurred by Metrolinx
as between Metrolinx and the City.

-9(h)

TTC Design Standard

Metrolinx will construct New TTC Infrastructure to the TTC Design Standard, as
presccribed by the TTC, acting reasonably and in accordance with the approvals provided
by the TTC pursuant to the TTC Processes and Approvals Protocol but if Metrolinx is of
the view that the requirements prescribed by the TTC exceeded the TTC Standard,
Metrolinx’s only recourse is to invoke the Dispute Resolution Protocol to interpret the 1]’C
Design Standard and to apportion the Incremental Costs incurred by Metrolinx as between
Metrolinx and the TTC.
Decisions of the Dispute Review Board are final and binding and construction and other work and
activities shall continue during the subsistence and pending the resolution of disputes.
ARTICLE 3: ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1

Metrolinx

Metrolinx is the owner and developer of the Program and has the following roles and
responsibilities:
(a) Ownership and Control
Metrolinx has ownership o1 control over and overall responsibility for delivering the
Program, including: the determination of scope, management of budgets, expenditures,
timing and scheduling; and management of the planning, design, engineering and
construction of the Program; determining and acquiring the property interests; developing
public consultation and outreach programs and communication with the public during the
planning and construction of the Program; consultation with the other Parties; and
developing a plan for the operation of the LRTs, and nothing herein is intended to derogate
from its rights or fetter its discretion in that regard.
(b) Cost of Program
(I) Melrolinx will pay for the Program subject to the terms of this Agreement and only to
the extent of and in accordance with the terms of the Program Budget and the limitations
and restrictions pertaining to Eligible Costs, and any covenant of Metrolinx herein to pay
or incur costs is subject to the provisions of the Program Budget and Eligible Costs.
Subject to the foregoing, Metrolinx will pay for the costs to relocate, modify and l)rotect
City Infrastructure and TTC Infrastructure and for the cost of New City Infrastructure and
New TTC Infrastructure including:
•
the cost to locate and determine the location of City Infrastructure and TTC
Infrastructure;
•

the cost to decommission and remove City Infrastructure and TTC Infrastructure;

•
the cost to design, co-ordinate, construct and commission New City Infrastructure to
the City Standard and to design, co-ordinate, construct and commission New TTC
Infrastructure to the TTC Standard;
•
the cost to restore City service networks and connections to ensure seamless and
uninterrupted services provided by and between City Infrastructure and New City
Infrastructure;
•

the cost to restore the Streetscape to the City Standard;
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the cost of all authorizations, licenses, permits and approvals for work on the Program
as required by and in accordance with the City Processes and Approvals Protocol; and
•
the incremental operating costs incurred by the TTC attributable to disruption to
normal service as a result of and during construction of the Program.
(ii) Neither the City nor the TTC will be responsible for paying any costs associated with
the Program other than those which it has agreed to pay pursuant to this Agreement or
otherwise, nor will it, at any time be responsible for the completion of the Program, but this
shall not infer or be deemed to require Metrolinx to complete the Program.
(iii) Metrolinx will consult with the City and the TTC with a view to developing and
constructing the Program so that the direct or indirect impact on the City’s or the TIC’s
operating or capital budgets or any unspecified financial liabilities for the City and the
TTC as a result thereof are minimized to the extent possible and practicable, having regard
to the Program Budget including the limitations and restrictions pertaining to Eligible
Costs.
(c)

Piogram Scope

(i)
Metrolinx intends to construct the Program in full as described in the attached
Schedule E. If Metrolinx proposes a material change to the Program, Metrolinx will
provide particulars of the proposed change to the Program Committee on a timely basis.
The Program Committee with the assistance of the Executive Committee, if required, will
endeavour to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution including, without limitation, a
possible revision to the description and scope of the Program. Any such effort to achieve a
resolution by the Program Committee and the Executive Committee shall not in any way
derogate from or waive Metrolinx’s right, as owner of the Program, in its discretion to
effect such change to the scope and description of the Program. Notwithstanding any
change to the scope and description of the Program, each of the City and the T’TC shall
have all rights accorded to it in this Agreement in respect of the City Infrastructure and the
TTC Infrastructure, as the case may be.
(ii) For the purposes of this subsection (c), a material change to the Program means a
change to the Program as set out and described in Schedule E consisting of any one of the
following:
• the reduction or elimination of a station; included in the description of the
Program set out in Schedule E;
• the reduction or elimination of any stop set out in the Environmental Project
Reports;

• any change to the below or above grade portions of a Project as set out in the
Environmental Project Reports;
• any change to the distance between stops on a Project as set out in
Environmental Project Reports; and
•

any change which requires an amendment to an Environmental Report.

In determining whether a change is material and will be referred to the Program Committee
or requires an amendment to the Environmental Reports, Metrolinx will consider the
assessment criteria identified in the Environmental Reports.
(iii)

In respect of a material change that is comprised of the following:
•

the elimination of an underground or above ground station;
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a significant increase or decrease to the length of any Project;

•

a significant increase or decrease to any tunneling;

•

any significant change to the alignment of any Project; and

•

any change which requires an amendment to an Environmental Report.

Metrolinx will prepare an amendment or an addendum to the Environmental Report,
provide Notice as required by the TPAP and undertake public consultation.
(d)

Environmental Reports

Metrolinx will take steps: (i) to have the City and TTC as co-proponents replaced by
Metrolinx as sole proponent under each of the following Environmental Reports: Eglinton
Crosstown Light Rail Transit, Transit Process Assessment Study, March, 2010; Etobicoke
Finch West Light Rail Transit, Transit Project Assessment, Environmental Project Report,
March 2010; and Scarborough Rapid Transit Environmental Project Report, Transit Project
Assessment Study, August, 2010, updated October 2010; and (ii) to obtain a TPAP for the
Sheppard East LRT, if necessary. The City and the TI’C will facilitate each of the
foregoing by providing required consents and undertaking such other actions as may be
necessary or desirable. Notwithstanding the intent to obtain a TPAP for the Sheppard East
LRT, if having regard to the completion time and costs, or for other material reason,
Metrolinx determines that it is preferable to proceed under the existing Environmental
Assessment, the Parties vill consult, liaise and determine how to proceed accordingly.
(e)

Reviews and Approvals by the City and 1TC

The City Processes and Approval Protocol sets out the processes for review, the
requirements for approval and the City Standard applicable to New City Infrastructure and
the processes for review of Program Infrastructure. The TTC Processes and Approval
Protocol sets out the processes for review, the requirements for approval and the TTC
Standard for New TTC Infrastructure. Each of the Parties agrees to adhere to and be bound
by (and Metrolinx agrees to cause Project Co to adhere to and be bound by) the City
Processes and Approval Protocol and the TTC Processes and Approval Protocol.
(1)

Real Property Interests

Metrolinx will own all real property interests required for the Program, will acquire such
interests in accordance with the Real Estate Protocol and will be responsible for, among
other things, compensation as required by the Expropriations Act, Ontario.
(g)

Public Communications and Engagement

Metrolinx, the City and the TTC will adhere to the Public Communications and Public
Engagement Protocol, developed and arrived at by them collaboratively, which provides
for the basis upon which Metrolinx will communicate with the media and the public, other
agencies, advertisers, and provides for a public engagement protocol which sets out the
basis upon which Metrolinx will deal with community relations, and stakeholder
engagement and consultation, in each case for matters pertaining to the Program.
(ii)

Principles for Future Operations Agreement

Two years before the anticipated launch of revenue service on the LRTs in 2020, the
Parties will develop an operating and maintenance agreement that will be based upon the
Agreement in Principles between Metrolinx and the TTC attached as Schedule G.

-
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City of Toronto

The City is the owner of the City Infrastructure, the municipal rights of way within and adjacent to
which Metrolinx intends to construct the Program Infrastructure and is the municipal planning
authority and has the following roles and responsibilities:
(a)

Ownership and Control

(i)
The City has ownership of and control over the City infrastructure. In respect of
City approvals, reviews and other matters required for the City Infrastructure (including
relocation of or modification to the City Infrastructure and construction of the New City
Infrastructure) and for the Program Infrastructure, the Parties will adhere to the City
Processes and Approval Protocol and to the timelines set out therein. Metro(inx will
require Project Co to adhere to and be bound by the City Processes and Approval Protocol
and the City agrees to perform its covenants and obligations thereunder for the benefit of
Project Co as well as Metrolinx.

(ii) The Parties acknowledge that nothing in this Agreement shall fetter the discretion of
Toronto City Council or its officials in exercising any statutory powers.
(iii) The City will not be liable to Metrolinx for delay in completion of the Program if the
City adheres to the provisions, including the timelines, in the City Processes and Approval
Protocol.
(b)

Utilities

If utilities are required to be relocated to facilitate development and construction of the
Program, the City will use reasonable efforts to provide Metrolinx with copies of its
agreements with utilities and if and to the extent that such agreements require utility
owners to remove and/or relocate utilities at their own expense, the City will exercise the
rights accorded to it in such agreements to compel the utility owners to remove and/or
relocate their utilities at their own expense on the terms of the applicable agreements.
(c)

City infrastructure, New City infrastructure aiid Additional infrastructure

(i)
Metrolinx will relocate, modify and protect City infrastructure and build New
City Infrastructure required to facilitate development and construction of the Program.
The costs ‘viII be paid by Metroiinx as set out in and subject to the provisions of
Section 3.1.
(ii) Metrolinx will construct New City Infrastructure to the City Standard. Metrolinx
will consult with the City with a view to constructing the New City infrastructure so
that tile direct or indirect impact on tile City’s maintenance, operating and capital
budgets and any unspecified financial liabilities for the City as a result thereof are
minimized to the extent possible and practicable.

(iii)

The City, in its discretion, from time to time, may request Metrolinx by notice iii
writing to build Additional infrastructure in the course of constructing the Projects and
to include the construction of such Additional Infrastructure in the Project Agreement.
The costs to design, construct and commission the Additional infrastructure (the
“Additional Infrastructure Costs”) will he paid by the City. For purposes of the
foregoing, Additional

Infrastructure Costs means the total cost of designing,

constructing and commissioning the Additional Infrastructure, and in the case of
Additional Infrastructure that is an upgrade or otherwise ancillary to New City
Infrastructure, means the incremental cost beyond the cost of the New City
Infrastructure attributable to designing, constructing and commissioning such
Additional Infrastructure.
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To the extent that it is able to do so, the City will notify Metrolinx in sufficient time
and in sufficient detail in order to permit Metrolinx to include plans for the Additional
Infrastructure in the AFP Documents. If Metrolinx in its discretion, determines that
the work required to construct the Additional Infrastructure can be performed under the
Project Agreement within a time frame that does not materially adversely affect
scheduling, completion dates and completion costs, Metrolinx will request Project Co
to provide it with an estimate of the Additional Infrastructure Costs and will provide
copies of the estimate to the City. The City may review the estimate with its cost
consultants to determine whether the estimate is fair, reasonable and competitive. At
the request of the City Metrolinx and the City will communicate (including face to face
meetings) with Project Co to discuss and/or revise the estimate and/or any component
of it. If the estimate is satisfactoiy to the City, the City shall notify Metrolinx in
writing that it elects to have Project Co proceed with the Additional Infrastructure at
the City’s expense. Provided that Metrolinx in its discretion, is still of the opinion,
acting reasonably, that the work required to construct the Additional Infrastructure can
be performed under the Project Agreement within a time frame that does not materially
adversely affect scheduling, completion dates and completion costs, Metrolinx will
cause the Additional Work to be performed as part of the Project Agreement and prior
to commencing construction of the Additional Infrastructure Metrolinx and the City
will enter into a separate agreement, confirming a payment mechanism and schedule
for payment to Metrolinx of the Additional Infrastructure Costs.
(iv) Notwithstanding Section 3.2(c)(i) above, if City Infrastructure is scheduled for
repair and/or upgrade and/or replacenient by the City as reflected in the City’s five (5)
capital expenditure budget for 2013 to 2017 approved subsequent to the date of this
Master Agreement, the City will reimburse Metrolinx for the costs of the New City
Infrastructure or for the cost of modification to City Infrastructure undertaken by
Metrolinx, either in the amount allocated in the City’s budget in respect of such repair,
upgrade and replacement, as the case may be, or in a reasonable and equitable amount
as determined by Metrolinx and the City, each acting reasonably.
(d)

Public Realm Amount

Metrolinx will replace Streetscape that has been removed or damaged during
construction of the Program to the City Standard. The City, in its discretion, may
request Metrolinx to construct Streetscape that is in addition to the City Standard and
may determine the location of such additional Streetscape provided that: (i) the
aggregate cost of the additional Streetscape to Metrolinx does not exceed the Public
Realm Amount, (ii) the additional Streetscape is constructed in the immediate vicinity
of below-grade stations and along the at-grade sections of the LRTs, and (iii)
Metrolinx has approved the additional Streetscape, acting reasonably. Subject to the
foregoing, Metrolinx will accommodate a request to effect and complete the additional
Streetscape during the course of construction of the Projects as jart of the Project
Agreement, having regard to timing, scheduled completion dates and effect on overall
costs of the Program, and the City will provide Metrolinx with particulars of the
additional Streetscape in sufficient time and in sufficient detail in order to permit
Metrolinx to include plans for the additional Streetscape in the AFP Documents.

(e)

Traffic Management Plan

As the owner of the City Infrastructure, the City has final responsibility for traffic
management and the provision of City services. A Traffic Management Plan or plans will
be prepared by Metrolinx in consultation with the City, submitted to the City for the City’s

-
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approval, in accordance with the provisions of the City Processes and Approval Protocol
and included in the AFP Documents.

(0

Real Property Interests

The City will assist Metrolinx in acquiring real property interests required for the
development, ownership and operation of the Program by: (I) granting property interests in
accordance with the Real Estate Protocol, and (ii) making the services of the City’s
Property Acquisition Unit available to Metrolinx for such purpose and in this capacity, will
act as the agent of Metrolinx if Metrolinx requires it to do so.
(g)

Advisory Services:

The City will provide resources, including staff to assist with the Program if requested and
as specified by Metrolinx on a fee for service basis or as contained in any existing
agreement between Metrolinx and the City with the intent that the City’s costs of providing
such services will be passed on to and paid by Metrolinx. The City will provide Metrolinx
annually in conjunction with the City’s budget, with a three year forecast of its anticipated
staffing requirements (including for consultants) to provide the review and approvals under
the City Processes and Approvals Protocol and the other services requested by Metrolinx
from time to time, for the approval of Metrolinx.
(h)

Access to Information

Subject to any legal limitations including any limitations under the Municipal Freedom of
the City will provide Metrolinx with access to
such information as Melrolinx may reasonably require from time to time in conjunction
with the design and construction of the Program, including without limitation, the location
of the City Infrastructure and the City’s requirements in respect of relocation, in order that
such information and requirements are available for inclusion or reference in the AFP
Documents for the whole or any part of the Program.
Information and Protection of Privacy Act,

3.3

TTC

The TTC is the owner and/or the operator of the TTC Infrastructure at the Interchange Stations and
the proposed future operator of the LRTs pursuant to a contract to be entered into by Melrolinx and
the TTC, and in those capacities TTC has the following roles and responsibilities:

(a)

Ownership and Control

TTC has ownership of and control over the TTC Infrastructure and New TTC
Infrastructure. In respect of appiovaIs, reviews and other matters required from it by
Metrolinx pertaining to the Interchange Stations, Metrolinx and TTC will adhere to and
comply with the terms of the TTC Processes and Approval Protocol set out in Schedule II
and to the timelines set out therein. Metrolinx will require Project Co to be bound by the
TTC Processes and Approval Protocol and the TTC agrees to perform its covenants and
obligations thereunder for the benefit of Project Co as well as Metrolinx. Subject to the
provisions of this Agreement and the covenants and agreements of the TTC as set out
herein, nothing herein shall be construed to fetter the discretion of TTC, as owner of the
TTC Infrastructure.
(b)

TTC Infrastructure and New TTC Infrastructure

Metrolinx will relocate, modify and protect TTC Infrastructure and build New TTC
Infrastructure required to facilitate development and construction of the Program. The
costs will be paid by Metrolinx as set out in and subject to the provisions of Section 3.1.
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TTC Property and Assets

If in the course of construction, Metrolinx becomes aware of a defect in the property or
assets of the TTC (that is not TTC Infrastructure that Metrolinx is replacing as part of the
Projects), Metrolinx will notify the TTC as soon as possible. TTC may request Metrolinx
to repair such defect or defects in coijunction with construction of the Projects, with the
incremental costs of such repairs to be paid for by the TIC including the design,
construction and commissioning costs. If Metrolinx, in its discretion, determines that the
work required to repair the defect or defects can be performed under the Project Agreement
within a time frame that does not materially adversely affect scheduling, completion dates
and completion costs, Metrolinx shall ascertain and notify the TIC of the cost to construct
or repair such defect or defects and the TIC, in its discretion, may elect to proceed to have
Metrolinx effect such repairs. Prior to commencement of the work to effect such repairs
Metrolinx and the TIC will enter into a separate agreement, confirming a payment
mechanism and schedule for payment of the costs referable thereto.
(d) Contribution to Costs
Notwithstanding Section 3.3(b) above, if TIC Infrastructure is scheduled for repair
and/or upgrade and/or replacement by the TIC as reflected in its five (5) capital
expenditure budget for 2013 to 2017 approved subsequent to the date of this Master
Agreement, the TTC will reimburse Metrolinx for the costs of the New ‘FTC
Infrastructure that replaces such TTC Infratructure or for the cost of modification to the
TTC Infrastructure undertaken by Metrolinx, either in the amount allocated in the ‘FTC
(or the City) in its budget in respect of such repair and/or upgrade and/or replacement
or in a reasonable and equitable amount as determined by Metrolinx and the TIC,
acting reasonably.
(e)

Advisojy Services

The TTC will provide resources, including staff and dedicated staff to assist with the
Program if requested and as specified by Metrolinx on a fee for service basis with the
intent that the TTC’s costs of providing such services will be passed on to and paid by
Metrolinx. Metrolinx will pay for the costs charged by the TIC for its review and
approval of any submittals to it by Metrolinx, including the Technical Reviews (as defined
in the TTC Processes and Approval Protocol), and the costs charged by the TTC for its
monitoring and inspections services, including the Interim Inspections, Final Inspections
and Commissioning (as defined in the ‘FTC Processes and Approval Protocol).
(1’)

Access to Information:

TTC will provide Metrolinx with access to such information as Metrolinx may reasonably
require from time to time in conjunction with the design and construction of the Program,
including without limitation, information pertaining to the Interchange Stations and the
TTC’s requirements in respect thereo1 in order that such information and requirements are
available for inclusion or reference in tender documents for the whole or any part of the
Program.
(g)

Principles for Future Operations Agreement

‘Iwo years before the anticipated launch of revenue service on the LRTs in 2020, the
Parties will develop an operating and maintenance agreement that will be based upon the
Agreement in Principles between Metrolinx amid the TTC attached as Schedule G.
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ARTICLE 4- CONFIDENTIALITY
4.1

Confidentiality

During and following the Term, all Parties shall:
(I)

keep all Confidential Information confidential and secure;

(ii) limit the disclosure of Confidential Information to only those persons who have a
need to know it and who are bound by agreement or otherwise to keep the Confidential
Information in confidence substantially on the terms of this Article IV;
(iii) not directly or indirectly disclose, destroy, exploit or use any Confidential
Information (except for the purpose of delivering the Program, or except if required by
order of a court or tribunal), without first obtaining the written consent of the disclosing
part)’ and in respect of any Confidential Information about any third—party, the written
consent of such third-party;
(iv)

provide Confidential Information to disclosing party on demand; and

(v) return all Confidential Information to disclosing party before the termination or
expiry of the Term, with no copy or portion retained.
4.2

Disclosure of Confidential Information

If the receiving party or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or advisors
become legally compelled to disclose any Confidential Information, the receiving party will
provide the disclosing party with prompt notice to that effect in order to allow disclosing party to
seek one or more protective orders or other appropriate remedies to prevent or limit such
disclosure, and shall co-operate with disclosing party and its legal counsel to the fullest extent.
Notwithstanding and subject to the foregoing, the receiving party shall disclose only that porlionof
the Confidential Information that it is legally required to disclose.

4.3

Survival

The provisions of this Article 4 shall survive termination of this Agreement and remain in full force
and effect.

ARTICLES- GENERAL MATTERS

5.2

Notices

Any notice or other communication with respect to this Agreement (the “Notice”) shall be
effectively given if delivered or sent by letter, facsimile, or e-mail addressed:
in the case of Metrolinx to:
Executive Vice President, Rapid Transit Implementation
Metrolinx
20 Bay Street, Suite 901
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2N8
Tel: (416) 874-5904
Fax: 416-874-5901

Email: jack.co1linsmetrolinx.com
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Metrolinx General Counsel
20 Bay Street, Suite 600
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2W3
in the case of Toronto to:
Deputy City Manager, Cluster B, City of Toronto
Toronto City Hall
100 Queen Street West, 24° Floor, East Tower
Toronto, ON M5H 2N2
Tel: (416) 338-7200
Fax: (416) 392-4540
E-Mail: jlivey@toronto.ca
With a copy to:
City Solicitor
Metro Hall, 26th Floor, Stn 1260
55 John Street
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6
in the case of TTC to:

Chief Capital Officer
Toronto Transit Commission
1900 Yonge Street
‘l’oronto, ON M4S I Z2
Tel: (416) 393-6530
Fax: (416) 393-3854
E-Mail: sameh.ghalyttc.ca
\Vith a copy to:
Senior Solicitor. Legal Department
Toronto Transit Commission
1900 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4S I Z2
Tel: (416) 393-3854
Fax:(416)338-0117
Email: Michael.atlas@ttc.ca
or to such other address, facsimile number, email address or addressed to such other individual as
TTC, Toronto or Metrolinx may from time to time designate in writing to the other Parties. Any
Notice that is delivered will have been received on delivery; any Notice sent by facsimile will be
deemed to have been received one working day after having been sent; any Notice sent by e-mail
will be deemed to have been received on the date that the email is sent, and any Notice mailed by
regular mail will be deemed to have been received eight (8) days after being mailed.
5.3

Counterpart Execution

This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, each executed counterpart shall be
deemed to be an original, and the counterparts together shall constitute one and the same
instrument.
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Time of the Essence

Time shall be of the essence in this Agreement.
5.5

Written Approvals

Any approval, authorization, consent, waiver, or condition by a Party under this Agreement is
effective only if given in writing and only in accordance any terms and conditions stipulated in
connection with such approval. Any such approval, authorization, consent, waiver or condition is
not effective in respect of any similar or other act or omission.
5.6

Applicable Law

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario.
5.7

Successors and Assigns

This Agreement is binding upon the successors and permitted assigns of the Parties. No Party may
assign its interest in this Agreement in whole or in part without the written consent of the other
Parties, except that Metrolinx may, without the consent of the City or the TTC, transfer or assign
this Agreement or any component of it to the Government of Ontario or to a Crown Agency as
defined by the Crown Agencies Act, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter C.48 or to a third paiy acquiring
Metrolinx’s interest in all or part of the Program provided such third party owns and/or operates the
LRTs, but, on any transfer or assignment to a third party who acquires Metrolinx’s interest in all or
part of the Program, Metrolinx: (i) may not transfer or assign the Easement (as defined in the Real
Estate Protocol) or any real property interest therein without the consent of the City, not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed, and (ii) may grant contractual rights and licences to use the
Easement without the consent of the City. Subject to the foregoing, there are no restrictions on
Metrolinx’s right to deal in any manner with the Program assets and rights.
5.8

Amendment to Agreements

The Parties may amend this Agreement from time to time. Except as expressly contemplated in this
Agreement, no amendment to this Agreement shall be effective unless it is in writing and signed by
the Parties.
5.9

Headings

The headings and divisions into paragraphs in this Agreement are for convenience only and do not
affect the substance.
5.10

Joint and Several Liability of the City

The City is jointly and severally liable and responsible for all the obligations of the TTC under this
Agreement.
5.11

Survival of Certain Provisions

Despite the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement
expressed to survive termination shall remain in full force and effect indefinitely to the extent
necessary to give effect to those provisions, and shall continue to bind the Parties unless otherwise
expressly agreed in writing.
5.12

No Partnership

This Agreement does not create any agency, partnership, joint venture, employment, or
independent contractor relationship between the Parties.
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Further Assurances

Each Party will do such act or thing and will enter into, execute and deliver such documents as may
reasonably be required by any other Party in furtherance of and to give effect to the provisions of
this Agreement.
5.14

Entire Agreement

This Agreement is the entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter described
herein. This Agreement supersedes all earlier understandings and agreements between the parties
relating to the Project.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Master Agreement through their duly
authorized officers.
METROLINX

By:
Name:
Title: President and Chi

Executive Officer

By:
\
Name: JEe1 Collins)
Title: Executive Vice—President, Rapid Transit Implementation
We have the authority to bind the corporation
CITY OF TORONTO

AØrhD AS TO FORM
—_

Pennachetti
City Manager

By:
Name:
Title
1/We have the authority to bind the corporation

For ANNA KINASTOWSKI
City Solicitor

/uthorized by Report No

;.L2Jot

adopted in Council on the
day

Marilyn M.

Name:
Title
I/We have the authority to bind the corporation
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-21. Definitions

When used in these Guidelines, the words set out below that import the singular include
the plural and vice versa.
“Guidelines” means this document entitled “Capital Cost Eligibility Criteria for
Metrolinx-Owned Rapid Transit Projects”, as may be amended from time to time in
accordance with the Guidelines.
“Indirect Costs” means a cost that cannot be identified specifically with, or traced to, a
given cost object in an economically feasible way.
“Median Transitway” means fixed route for light rail transit or bus rapid transit vehicles
along the median of a street that is separated from regular traffic and employs transit
prioritization techniques such as exclusive traffic signal phases.
“Metrolinx” means the Corporation established by the Metrolinx Ac 2006.
“Ministry” and “Minister” respectively means the Ministry of Transportation and the
Minister responsible for the Ministry.
“Municipality” means a municipality as defined in the Municipal Act, 2001 (Ontario).
“Project” means any transit project funded, in whole or in part by Metrolinx, and
implemented by a Provincial crown agency, a Municipality, municipal transit authorities
and/or the private sector. GO Transit infrastructure projects funded through Metrolinx’s
annual budgets shall be subject to a separate guideline and excluded from application
of this guideline.
“Province” or “Provincial” means the Province of Ontario including the Ministry,
Metrolinx and other Provincial ministries and agencies.
“Revenue Service” means the point in time when a Project is ready to accept paying
customers.
2. Purpose
The purpose of the Guidelines is to introduce capital cost eligibility criteria for funding
for Metrolinx-owned rapid transit capital projects, designed and constructed through
agreements with others including municipal transit operators.
The Guidelines shall not be construed as a Provincial or Metrolinx commitment to fund
any particular Project or the budget or budget allocations for any Project, the details of
which will be included in specific Project Charters relating to each funded Project.
Activities or costs identified as ineligible for Metrolinx funding under the Guidelines may
still be undertaken at the expense of a non-Provincial funding partner provided such
activities or costs do not directly or indirectly impact the Metrolinx-funded works.

3. Date of Effect

This Guidelines document takes effect on April 1, 2009.

-34. Principles of Funding

Metrolinx funding for a Project will be applied to cover costs that are: defined as capital
expenditures under the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) in Canada,
or meeting the criteria identified in Section 6.A; directly attributable to a Project; and
necessary to bring a Project into Revenue Service.
5. Appropriation by the Legislative Assembly of Ontario
Despite any other provision in this Guideline, annual funding for individual Projects
being implemented will be subject to annual appropriations of such funds by the
Legislative Assembly of Ontario.
6. Eligible Costs
A. Studies
Metrolinx will fund the cost of Metrolinx-approved studies that are undertaken to meet
Provincial regulatory requirements or demonstrate the technical and economic
feasibility of a Project. Studies eligible for funding include but are not limited to
Metrolinx-approved:
Environmental assessment (EA) studies to satisfy the requirements of the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act;
Technical Studies (e.g. benefits case analysis, financial analysis, ridership forecasts,
and land value capture studies, environmental, geotechnical and soils investigations,
and noise studies);
Planning, design and engineering (POE); and Value for money study undertaken by
either lnfrastwcture Ontario (10) or Metrolinx to determine whether an alternative
financing and procurement approach to project delivery can generate a value for money
advantage over traditional procurement; and
Any study deemed required by the Ministry or Metrolinx prior to the finalization of a
funding commitment to a Project.
B. General Expenses

Expenditures incurred which are authorized by Metrolinx and which are directly related
to the construction of a Project or that must be incurred in order to bring the Project into
Revenue Service, will be eligible for Metrolinx funding. These expenditures include but
are not limited to:
Project management;
Salaries and benefits of municipal staff (including contract positions) assigned or
seconded to the Project on a full time basis;
Salaries and benefits of Metrolinx staff (including contract positions) assigned to the
Project on a full time basis;
Salaries and benefits of new staff retained to work exclusively on a Project;
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Salaries and benefits of municipal staff and Metrohnx staff (including contract positions
assigned or seconded to the Project) working on a task-specific basis or providing
technical services, that are directly related to the implementation of a Project, provided
that; (a) such staff provide detailed dockets of actual time spent and identifying the
services provided and tasks undertaken; (b) such tasks and services require the
application of specific technical skills such as legal services, appraisal services, survey
services, realty negotiations; and (c) such tasks or services are not senior level
management or oversight functions.
Rental and office costs directly attributable to staff referenced in B (i) to (iv) inclusive,
including training, supplies, taxes, rent (including rental costs of municipal office space
used by municipal staff assigned or seconded to the Project, provided such rent does
not exceed market rents for comparable space);
Fixed guideway infrastructure;
Rolling stock, including but not limited to heavy rail, light rail and bus rapid transit (BRT)
buses;
Acquisitions of interests in land as determined by Metrolinx, including purchases,
easements, land leases, licences and other interests in real property required to bring a
Project into Revenue Service,
Infrastructure costs related to incorporating the PRESTO Fare system on the Projects,
excluding software licensing fees;
Land transfer and other applicable taxes relating to property acquisitions referenced in
B ix;
Expropriation compensation as required by the Expropriations Act, except claims for
injurious affection where the statutory authority does not acquire part of the land of an
owner (which claims will be considered by Metrolinx for eligibility of cost recovery on a
case-by-case basis);

The following administration costs and out-of-pocket expenses relating to property
acquisition referenced in B ix:
(a)
(b)
(C)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
and

appraisal, environment and other service provider costs;
expert witness services (including reports) relating to
expropriation matters;
registration costs;
title search disbursements, including Teraview fees;
off title search enquiry disbursements;
photocopies, long distance charges and other disbursements;
courier/process server costs;
special examiner and other reporting costs e.g. discoveries, and court reporter
transcripts (relating to expropriation matters).
—

Works related to structure demolition or construction;
Safety and security equipment;
Computer, electronics and communication devices;
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Transit stops, stations and terminals;
Garages and facilities;
Teraview licenses;
Commercial and other necessary Insurance;
Utility relocations generated primarily as a result of the Project and not associated with
any other municipal repair and/or utility replacement or expansion program;
Standard grass landscaping at construction sites;
Hording and signage at Project construction sites;
Project corridor and urban design enhancements up to 1.5% of total construction cost;
Project operating expenses needed to bring a Project into Revenue Service including:
Testing
Safety inspection:
Other costs deemed by Metrolinx as capital expenditures necessary to bring the Project
into Revenue Service;
Communication costs related to Projects, including expenses related to community
relations, Project websites and public information; and
Indirect Costs incurred to the extent authorized and necessary to bring a Project into
Revenue Service will also be eligible for Metrolinx funding.
7. Municipal Expenditures
Municipalities shall be responsible for the following expenses:
Any cost which does not qualify as an Eligible Cost, including Ineligible Costs which a
Municipality wishes to incur;
Project corridor and urban design enhancements beyond 1.5% of total construction
cost;
Upgrades to materials beyond pre-existing municipal standard.
8. Ineligible Costs
Except as otherwise specifically set out in these Guidelines Metrolinx will not fund
expenditures that are not directly related to bringing a Project into Revenue Service.
These ineligible costs include:
Any expenses which are the responsibilities of municipalities under section 7;
Subject to section 6(B)(v), salaries and benefits of staff whose full-time services are not
dedicated to the implementation, management or oversight of the Project;
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municipal transit assets;
Carrying costs incurred on the funding share of any funding partner other than the
Province;
Legal or litigation costs brought by municipalities in proceedings against Metrolinx or
the Province, including cross- claims by municipalities against Metro)inx or the
Province; and
Municipal upgrades not expressly approved by Metrolinx. Metrolinx may agree to fund
upgrades or additions to Projects which support the operational effectiveness of the
Project.
B. Metrolinx will not fund expenditures related to activities that may be undertaken as
part of the Project, but which are over and above the Project’s defined scope. These
costs include, but are not limited to:
Upgrading of municipal services and utilities that are over and above relocation or basic
replacement needs;
Project corridor and urban design enhancements over and above a maximum
allowance of 1.5% of total Project costs;
Expansion or upgrades to a Municipality’s or private sector partner’s existing computer
and communication systems that may be undertaken as part of, or simultaneous to, the
implementation of the Project;
Expansion or upgrades to existing transit garages and facilities owned by municipalities
that are over and above the Project’s needs;
Software license fees and other non-infrastructure expenses relating to the Presto
implementation.
C. Metrolinx funding of any cost or expenditure is without duplication to other sources
of funding provided by Metrolinx. Metrolinx will not fund costs or expenditures which are
the subject of any municipal, Federal or Provincial funding agreement or other
reimbursement arrangement including development charges.
9 Amendments
The Ministry may change these Guidelines from time to time provided that no such
changes will render previously eligible costs ineligible where such costs were either
incurred or, through the execution of binding legal agreements, committed to prior to the
effective date of such amendment.

SCHEDULE B
CITY PROCESSES AND APPROVAL PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE B
CITY PROCESSES AN]) APPROVALS PROTOCOL
1.

General Principles:

This Schedule is intended to:
(i)
identify the work to be performed by Metrolinx for construction, commissioning and co
ordination of City Infrastructure that must be relocated, modified, constructed or protected in order to
complete the Program;
(ii)
establish a process to be followed by Metrolinx, Project Co, the Contractor and the City to review
and approve the design, construction, commissioning and co-ordination of City Infrastructure in a timely
manner;
(iii)
establish a process to be followed by Metrolinx, Project Co, the Contractor and the City to
facilitate City review of Program Infrastructure being constructed within and adjacent to City Lands and
the lands that will be transferred by the City to Metrolinx and impacting City Infrastructure or city
services, in a timely manner; and
(iv)
establish a process with the intent to minimize interruptions to City services, inconvenience to
City residents and disruption to neighbouring communities and businesses during construction to the
greatest extent possible, and with a view to maintaining city services following completion of
construction.
The City covenants not to unreasonably withhold any approval sought by Metrolinx or required to be
obtained by it from the City.
Metrolinx shall require Project Co and the Contractor to perform and be bound by the covenants and
obligations of Metrolinx under this City Processes and Approval Protocol, and the City acknowledges and
agrees that performance by Project Co or the Contractor of any such covenant and obligation shall satisfy
Metrolinx’s obligations in that regard.
2.

Definitions:

For the purposes of this Schedule B, City Processes and Approval Protocol, words with initial capitals
have the meanings ascribed to them in the Master Agreement or as follows:
“Approvals and Review Appendix” means the chart dated November 27, 2012 and provided by the City
to Metrolinx setting out the agreed upon process for permits, review and approvals for City Infrastructure
and the review process for Program Infrastructure attached as Appendix 1.
“Basic Construction Requirements” means the design standards applicable to New City Infrastructure
in respect of the physical and functional components thereof as set out in the City Standards and
Guidelines attached as Appendix 2 to this City Processes and Approval Protocol, and supplemented by
the Design Criteria Manual for the Program issued September 2012, but only those parts of it that pertain
to City Infrastructure (and not to anything else, including without limitation, standards or other matters
referable to light rail transit), a copy of which Design Criteria Manual for the Program has been provided
by the City to Metrolinx, receipt of which Metrolinx hereby acknowledges, all as the same may be

updated or consolidated for inclusion in the RFP Documents; and with respect to service levels means the
service level capacity of Existing City Infrastructure.
“Certification” means a letter signed and stamped by a Professional Engineer certifying that all New
Infrastructure has been constructed in accordance with the approved designs, drawings, good engineering
practice and City Standards and that all Additional Infrastructure has been constructed in accordance with
the approved designs, drawings and good engineering practice;
“City Lands” means lands owned by the City and used by Metrolinx in connection with construction of
the Program or any part of it other than lands or interests therein that will be transferred to Metrolinx by
the City;
“Commission” means the process of achieving and verifying the functional and operational criteria of
New Infrastructure and of systematically bringing New Infrastructure into an operational mode as
required to be fully operational, and “Commissioning” has a corresponding meaning;
“Contaminant” has the same meaning as that contained in the EPA, and shall include any substance
designated as a ‘contaminant” in any guidelines or policies issued by the Ministry of the Environment or
the Ministry of Labour;
“Contract” means an agreement or agreements between Metrolinx and a Contractor for the design and/or
construction of a Project or a component thereof and “Contractor” means a company or entity that
enters into a Contract;
“Environmental Law” includes, but is not limited to, all applicable federal and provincial statutes,
municipal and local laws, common law, all deed restrictions, all by-laws, regulations, codes, licenses,
permits, judgements, orders, directives, guidelines and decisions which are legally binding and which are
rendered by any governmental authority relating to the protection of the environment, natural resources,
occupational health and safety or the manufacture, processing, distribution, use, treatment, storage,
disposal, packaging, transport, handling, containment, clean-up or other remediation or corrective action
of any Hazardous Material, in each case having the force of law.
“EPA” means the Environmental Protection Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E. 19, as amended from time to time.
“Existing Infrastructure” means City Infrastructure as it exists immediately prior to the commencement
of relocation, removal or modification by Metrolinx to facilitate construction of the Program;
“Final Inspection” means an inspection performed by or on behalf of the City within ninety (90) days
following receipt of notice from Metrolinx of completion of the New City Infrastructure or Additional
Infrastructure or a component thereof for the purpose of: (i) ensuring that the New City Infrastructure and
the Additional Infrastructure or such component thereof, as the case may be, has been constructed in
accordance with the approved designs, drawings, good engineering practice and in the case of New City
Infrastructure, City Standards, and (ii) for the purpose of identifying any defects or deficiencies that must
be corrected by or on behalf of Metrolinx before such New City Infrastructure and Additional
Infrastructure is commissioned to facilitate handover of operation and responsibility to the City;

“Hazardous Material” means any Contaminant, pollutant, dangerous substance, noxious substance,
toxic substance, deleterious substance, hazardous waste, biological materials and organisms (including,
without limitation, viral agents, mould, fungus and bacteria), flammable material, explosive material,
radioactive material, urea formaldehyde foam insulation, asbestos, poly-chlorinated biphenyls and
radiation, in each case as regulated under any Environmental Law, whether natural or man-made, and
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dangerous to public health, crops, water supplies or soil quality, and including, without limitation, any
quantity or concentration of any substances declared to be hazardous or toxic and any other substance
defined to be hazardous, toxic or a pollutant in or pursuant to any Environmental Law.
“Interim Inspection” means an inspection of New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure or
component thereof in the course of construction performed by or on behalf of the City for the purpose of
ensuring that the New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure or component thereof is in
accordance with the approved designs, drawings and specifications.
“Municipal Infrastructure Agreements” means agreements entered into with the City which relate to
the relocation, modification, construction, reconstruction or protection of City Infrastructure or the
construction of New City Infrastructure or Additional Infrastructure;
“Public Utilities” has the meaning ascribed to it in the Municipal Act
“Submissions Checklist” means the documents and other materials to be included in any submission by
Metrolinx to the City for review and approval to be mutually agreed upon by the Parties and when agreed,
to be attached as an Appendix to this Agreement;
“Warranty Inspection” means an inspection performed by Metrolinx and the City in the final month of
a Project Agreement or in of a component thereof or of a manufacturer warranty period following
completion of any New City Infrastructure or Additional Infrastructure or component thereof for the
purpose of identification of all defects and deficiencies in such New City Infrastructure or Additional
Infrastructure or component thereof to be corrected at Metrolinx’s expense.
3.

Staff Contacts:

The City and Metro linx shall each make its staff available in accordance with the Master Agreement and
shall take all other appropriate steps and actions to ensure that all deliverables, reviews, decisions and
approvals required to be provided, delivered or made by it are provided, delivered and made in a timely
manner. The City and Metrolinx will establish or continue a series of staff working groups to deal with
review, approvals, communications, consultation, operational and financial matters arising out of the
Master Agreement and this City Processes and Approvals Protocol.
çj All communication with the City in respect of matters dealt with in this City Processes and
Approval Protocol, including inquiries for information pertaining to permits, approvals and general
information related to City Infrastructure and notices submitted under Notice and Reporting sections shall
be sent to the following City designate:
Director, Major Capital Infrastructure Coordination
City of Toronto
100 Queen Street West, 21St Floor, East Tower
Toronto, ON
M5H2N2
Attention: Jeffrey Climans
Phone: 416.397-4649
Fax: 416.338-0808
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All requests for other agreements related to the Projects. including in respect of Project Infrastructure and
a copy of notices under the Notice and Reporting sections shall also be sent to the Director, Major Capital
Infrastructure Coordination, with a copy to:
City Solicitor
th
26
Floor Metro Hall
55 John Street
Toronto, ON
M5V3C6
Attention: Patricia Simpson
Director, Transit Expansion Unit
Phone: 416.392-8057
Fax: 416.397-0600
Metrolinx:

All inquiries shall be sent to:

Executive Vice-President, Rapid Transit Implementation
Metrolinx
20 Bay Street, Suite 600
Toronto, ON M5J 2N8
Attention: Jack Collins
Phone: 416.874-5904
Fax: 416.874-5901
4.

Appendices:

Immediately following the execution of the Master Agreement, Metrolinx and the City will work
expeditiously, diligently and in good faith:
(i)
to settle the dates for insertion in and completion of the Approvals and Review
Appendix. .When the dates have been mutually agreed upon, the Approvals and Review Appendix
will be amended by inserting such dates and will supersede and replace Appendix 1 to this City
Processes and Approvals Protocol;
(ii) to compile a submissions checklist setting out the matters to be provided to the City in
conjunction with a request by Metrolinx for review and approval of City Infrastructure or
construction on City Lands and for review of Program Infrastructure. The submissions checklist
as mutually agreed upon will be attached as Appendix 3 to this City Processes and Approvals
Protocol.
5.

Compliance:

Metrolinx will design, construct, commission into service and certify that all New City Infrastructure has
been constructed to Basic Construction Requirements as reflected in engineering drawings and standards
approved by the City pursuant to and in accordance with the Approvals and Review Appendix. In
particular and without limiting the foregoing, Metrolinx will ensure that:
(i)
All New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure and all work on City Lands is
planned and performed in accordance with Applicable Laws;
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(ii)
All work on the Projects will proceed in accordance with a detailed project management
schedule that will be developed and updated at regular intervals by Metrolinx and communicated
to the City to enable the City to advise Metrolinx of the scope and timing of any Additional
Infrastructure;
(iii)
Metrolinx will ensure that each of Project Co and the Contractor, as applicable, retains a
professional engineer, competent in the municipal engineering field to carry out all the necessary
engineering requirements in connection with reviews and approvals for New City Infrastructure
and Additional Infrastructure and to serve as the primary engineering contacts between the City
and Metrolinx and Project Co or the Contractor, as applicable;
A Municipal Infrastructure Agreement, in a form mutually agreed to by Metrolinx and
(iv)
the City, each acting reasonably, is executed prior to commencement of any relocation,
modification construction, reconstruction or protection of City Infrastructure, construction of
New City Infrastructure or Additional Infrastructure or work on City Lands. Such Municipal
Infrastructure Agreement shall not require security deposits or other security from Metrolinx,
Project Co a Contractor or otherwise as long as Metrolinx provides evidence to the City,
satisfactory to the City, that it has security from Project Co or the Contractor for the performance
of its obligations under the Project Agreement or the Contract, and
(v)
All necessary permits and approvals for City Infrastructure, New City Infrastructure,
Additional Infrastructure and work on City Lands will be obtained from the City or other
agencies in accordance with the Approvals and Review Appendix prior to commencement of
construction of the relevant component.
6.

Review and Approval by the City of Design Plans for City Infrastructure:

Metrolinx shall submit and the City shall review and approve all plans for New City Infrastructure and
Additional Infrastructure in accordance with the provisions of the Approvals and Review Appendix,
including without limitation, the timelines set out therein Metrolinx shall submit to the City the plans and
other documents and materials required in the Submissions Checklist (in sufficient detail and with all
ancillary materials in order to enable the City to make an informed assessment) pertaining to the design
for comment by the City at the following intervals:
(i)

at 10% completion,

(ii)

at 30% completion,

(iii)

at 60% completion, and

(iv)

at 100% final design.

provided however that the parties may agree, acting reasonably to revise the number of reviews and
completion percentages required.
The City shall notifS’ Metrolinx as expeditiously and promptly as possible whether the information
package submitted to it is complete. If it is not complete, the City will advise Metrolinx of the
deficiencies. The City will not commence its review and the timelines for review will not commence until
a complete information package is received. Once the information package submitted is complete, the
City will provide its comments within the time for review and approval identified in the Approvals and
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Review Appendix unless the City notifies Metrolinx that it reasonably requires a longer period for reply
based on the particular circumstances. The City will also consider any reasonable request by Metrolinx to
expedite the timelines set out above.
7.

Review by the City of Design Plans for Program Infrastructure

Metrolinx will adhere to the review process outlined in the Approvals and Review Appendix for all
Program Infrastructure and will provide the City with the plans in sufficient detail and with all ancillary
materials pertaining to the design for Program Infrastructure at reasonable intervals as identified therein in
order to enable the City to undertake an informed review and to provide comments to Metrolinx.
The City shall notif’ Metrolinx as expeditiously and promptly as possible whether the information
package submitted by Metrolinx or its Contractor is complete, having regard to the Submissions
Checklist. If it is not complete, the City will advise Metrolinx of the deficiencies. The City will not
commence its review and the timelines for review will not commence until a complete package is
received. Once the information package submitted is complete, the City will provide its comments within
the time for review and approval identified in the Approvals and Review Appendix unless the City
notifies Metrolinx that it reasonably requires a longer period for reply based on the particular
circumstances. The City will also consider any reasonable request by Metrolinx to expedite the timelines
set out above.
Metrolinx will consider the City’s comments and implement them if it is able to do so having regard to
overall completion dates and costs, but nothing herein shall in any way amend or derogate from or waive
Metrolinx’s right to proceed with Program Infrastructure without the City’s consent and approval and
neither Metrolinx, Project Co, the Contractor or any other person acting on behalf of Metrolinx will or is
required to enter into agreements with the City including Municipal Infrastructure Agreements or Site
Plan Agreements.
8.

Other Approvals

The City will process all other approvals and requests made to it in respect of Program Infrastructure, City
Infrastructure, TTC Infrastructure and New TTC Infrastructure, in an expeditious manner in accordance
with the Approvals and Review Appendix having regard to overall completion dates and costs.
9.

Liability

The review and approval of designs, plans, reports, records or any other matter by the City shall not have
the effect of waiving or transferring any liability or obligation in respect of the design and construction of
the Program from Metrolinx to the City.

10.

Procurement

Metrolinx shall be responsible for the preparation, issuance and award of the Project Agreement and the
Contracts. The City will have the right to review and provide in-put and comments on those components
of the AFP Documents that pertain to City Infrastructure, including in respect of output and performance
specifications and urban design guidelines. For this purpose a representative or representatives of the
City will be included in any review team assessing responses to any proposal calls and tenders as they
pertain to City Infrastructure, including attending at commercially confidential meetings that may be
convened by Infrastructure Ontario and/or Metrolinx pertaining to City Infrastructure. Metrolinx will
ensure that the City retains the right to approve, acting reasonably:
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whether modifications to City Infrastructure, and construction of New City Infrastructure,
(i)
and Additional Infrastructure comply with the Basic Construction Requirement and meet the
City. Standard;
(ii)

where New City Infrastructure and Additional City Infrastructure will be located; and

(iii)
the manner of integration of New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure with
Existing Infrastructure to ensure continuity of service to the public during the construction period
and following completion of construction.

11.

Traffic Mana2ement Plan

Metrolinx and the City shall work together and collaborate in preparing pedestrian, parking and traffic
management plans (or a single traffic management plan that addresses all elements) intended to be inforce during construction across the entire length of each Project. It is intended that the Traffic
Management Plan or Traffic Management Plans will be submitted to the City for review, comment and
approval within a timeframe that will permit the Traffic Management Plan or Traffic Management Plans
to be included in the AFP Documents. Prior to commencing work on any segment of the Program that
involves disruption to pedestrian, parking and traffic, the City’s approval is the Traffic Management Plan
or Traffic Management Plans with respect to such segment is required.
Acknowledging the potential for disruption to pedestrian and vehicle mobility, transit movements and
parking, Metrolinx, Project Co, the Contractor and the City agree to work closely together to ensure that
impact is mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
12

Construction

Metrolinx is responsible for managing and supervising all construction activity related to the Program,
including all construction activity relating to City Infrastructure save and except that if any Additional
Infrastructure requested by the City to be constructed by Metrolinx requires an environmental assessment
or public consultation or other legislative or regulatory authority or amendment, the City shall be
responsible to obtain and comply with any such requirements, at its expense, before Metrolinx undertakes
the work in respect of the Additional Infrastructure. In connection therewith:
(I)
The City shall not be the constructor in respect of City Infrastructure for the purposes of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act;
(ii) Metrolinx shall be responsible for management and oversight of construction of the Program
and public consultation and communications for all work relating to the Program;
(iii) Metrolinx shall be responsible for the timely and complete performance of Metrolinx’s
obligations under each Municipal Infrastructure Agreement relating to the City Infrastructure, New
City Infrastructure, Additional Infrastructure or other work relating to the Program carried out on
City Lands;
(iv) Metrolinx shall be responsible for developing and monitoring a safety and security plan for
all work on City Lands and all work relating to the City Infrastructure;
(v) Metrolinx shall be responsible for developing and monitoring a quality assurance plan in
respect of New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure and, for correcting work that, in
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the case of New City Infrastructure does not meet the City Standard, and in the case of Additional
Infrastructure has not been constructed in accordance with the approved designs, drawings and
specifications;
(vi) Metrolinx shall have the right to access, occupy and use City Lands as may be reasonably
required to facilitate the construction of the Program, subject to Metrolinx obtaining such permits
and approvals from the City in accordance with the Approvals and Review Appendix or such other
permits and approvals as Metrolinx is legally required to obtain and, for City Lands other than the
right-of-way, upon such other terms as may be reasonably required by the City, acting reasonably.
Upon termination of such right, Metrolinx shall repair any damage caused by its occupation and
use of the City Lands and shall restore the City Lands to the condition they were in immediately
prior to entry by Metrolinx;
(vii) Metrolinx shall be responsible for developing, implementing and monitoring construction
mitigation plans to minimize disruption to City programs and services, inconvenience to City
residents and impacts on local businesses during construction of the Program;
(viii) Metrolinx shall co-ordinate all construction activities relating to City Infrastructure with the
City through the Major Capital Infrastructure Coordination Office, including the provision of
detailed construction schedules so the impact on City operations and services provided by the City
to the public can be minimized to the greatest extent possible and the construction activities are in
compliance with all site specific or work specific conditions included in the City’s comments or
approval of any design and in any permit issued by the City and in any license for use of or work
on City Lands;
(ix) With respect to design and construction plans previously approved by the City, where
Metrolinx proposes a material change to such previously approved design and construction plans
or proposes a material change which impacts City Infrastructure or New City Infrastructure or the
provision of services by the City to the public, Metrolinx shall, in advance of any work being
carried out and in sufficient time for the City to undertake its review, provide to the City for
approval particulars of and plans relating to any such proposed material change and the City shall
respond within the timelines identified in the Approvals and Review Appendix;
(x) The City shall receive reasonable notice of all pre-construction and construction site
meetings and will be entitled to attend any such meetings relating to work on the Program which
impacts City Infrastructure, work on City Lands or the provision of Public Utilities or the
following City services: fire, emergency medical services, police, garbage collection, transit and
snow removal;
(xi) The City shall have the right to perform Interim Inspections related to City Infrastructure,
New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure and for this purpose Metrolinx shall at all
reasonable times, and upon reasonable notice, allow the City, its representatives, agents, advisors,
contractors and consultants to have access to the construction site, provided the City and its
representatives, agents, advisors, contractors and consultants comply with the requirements set out
in Subsection (xii) below;
(xii) The City shall notify Metrolinx of any defects and deficiencies it identifies in any Interim
Inspection conducted by it as soon as reasonably possible but no later than 3 business days
following such Interim Inspection, unless additional testing is required, in which case the City
shall notify Metrolinx within 3 business days of receiving the test results and Metrolinx shall be
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responsible for correcting all identified defects and deficiencies to the City Standard and to the
satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably;
(xiii) Either Metrolinx, Project Co or the Contractor shall notify the City as soon as it finds a
defect or deficiency in any Existing Infrastructure that requires repair to enable the City to
determine if it will correct such defect or deficiency in the course of construction of the Program,
provided that Metrolinx will not be required to facilitate the correction of such defect or deficiency
in the course of construction of the Program if it materially adversely impacts completion dates or
Metrolinx’s completion costs of the Program.
(xiv) All City inspectors and site visitors will adhere to the security
imposed by Metrolinx at each specific job site attended by them,
construction office and will be liable for damage caused by the City
responsible at law as a result of acts on such site visit by the City
Metrolinx’s insurance policy. Any special training required to access
Metrolinx;

and safety requirements
will sign in at the site
or those for whom it is
that are not covered by
the Site will be paid by

(xv) Any Interim Inspections, Final Inspections or Warranty Inspections carried out by the City
shall not have the effect of waiving or transferring any liability or obligation under this Agreement
from Metrolinx to the City.
13.

Suspension of Work

If the City, acting reasonably, has reason to believe that work on the Program is contrary to the terms of
any required permits or approvals provided by the City and as a result is having or will have a material
detrimental impact on the City Infrastructure or the provision of Public Utilities or the following City
services: fire, emergency medical services and police or if public safety is at risk, then upon receipt of
notice from the City, Metrolinx shall at its own cost temporarily suspend any work identified in the City’s
notice for such reasonable time as may be necessary to protect, remedy or restore the City Infrastructure
or the impacted Public Utilities or the following City services: fire, emergency medical services and
police services, or to remove the risk to public safety, to the satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably.
The City agrees to work diligently with Metrolinx to resolve the City’s concerns giving rise to the
suspension of work, having regard to scheduled completion date(s) and overall costs of the Program.
14.

Environmental Matters

Metrolinx shall not use, store or deposit upon City Lands any Hazardous Material other than in strict
compliance with Environmental Law. Any environmental contamination of City Lands contrary to any
applicable Environmental Laws including, but not limited to, soil or ground water contamination,
resulting from the use or occupation by Metrolinx of such City Lands, shall be remediated or dealt with in
accordance with Environmental Laws as soon as practically possible at the sole expense of Metrolinx and
to the satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably. If Metrolinx fails to comply with its obligations under
this Section, the City upon notice to Metrolinx may carry out such measures and may recover from
Metrolinx the reasonable costs incurred by the City in doing so. Metrolinx and the City shall immediately
notify each other of all notices, orders or requirements of governmental or administrative authorities or
other third parties which Metrolinx or the City, as the case may be, is or becomes aware with respect to
City Lands or City Infrastructure on which work is conducted for the Program and Metrolinx shall advise
the City of any environmental contamination on City Lands caused or discovered by Metrolinx while

undertaking work on the Program.
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15.

Commissionin2 and Acceptance

The City and Metrolinx shall conduct a joint Final Inspection of the New Infrastructure and Additional
Infrastructure, if any. Metrolinx shall be responsible for correcting all defects and deficiencies identified
in the Final Inspection to the satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably. Metrolinx shall Commission the
New Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure in accordance with a commissioning process developed
by the City in consultation with Metrolinx. Before acceptance of New City Infrastructure and Additional
Infrastructure by the City, Metrolinx shall deliver the Certification and as-built drawings to the City.
16.

Warranties

Metrolinx, Project Co, the Contractor or the applicable manufacturer shall warrant to the City that all New
Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure is free of defect and shall function as intended and continue to
meet its design specifications for a period of not less than two (2) years from the date the City accepts
operational responsibility following successful commissioning of such New Infrastructure and Additional
Infrastructure. Joint City-Metrolinx warranty inspections or City-manufacturer warranty inspections, as
the case may be, shall be conducted prior to the expiry of the applicable warranty period. Metrolinx or
Project Co, the Contractor or the applicable manufacturer, as the case may be, shall rectify or cause to be
rectified all defects and deficiencies identified in any warranty inspection conducted pursuant hereto to
the satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably.
17.

Notices and Reporting

Each of Metrolinx and the City shall as soon as it becomes aware of same, notify the other of the
following:
(i)
Any injuries to persons on City Lands or damage to City Infrastructure or City Lands that
occurs in the course of Metrolinx undertaking work on the Projects;
(ii) any extension to or other variation of the schedule for the Projects that varies the time
contemplated in the AFP Documents, Project Agreements or Contracts for relocation of the
Existing Infrastructure or work on the City Lands;
(iii) All significant developments during the construction of the Projects that affect City
Infrastructure or City Lands;
(iv) any omission or other act constituting a material default or event of default on the part of a
Contractor in relation to work on City Infrastructure or work on City Lands;
(v) Any proposed decision where the effect thereof may reasonably be expected to affect the
design, functionality, safety or integrity of any part of the City Infrastructure or the budget for the
Projects as it relates to the New City Infrastructure, or that relates to Additional Infrastructure; and
(vi) Any notice of lien under the Construction Lien Act received by the City in respect of City
Lands referable to work performed by or on behalf of Metrolinx, which shall be the obligation of
Metrolinx.
Where Metrolinx receives notice relating to any of the following areas in relation to a Project Agreement
or Contract, it shall immediately notify and provide the City with a copy of the Notice and advise the City
as to the timeframe within which a response must be provided: a notice of commencement of
Commissioning of New City Infrastructure, a notice of substantial completion of New City Infrastructure
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and Additional Infrastructure, and a certificate of completion for work related to the City Infrastructure,
New City Infrastructure and Additional Infrastructure.
18.

Metrolinx Insurance

In respect of the Projects and unless the parties agree to otherwise amend the provisions set forth below,
Metrolinx will obtain and maintain or cause to be obtained and maintained from the commencement date
of construction of any component of a Project and until the substantial completion date of such
component the insurance for the minimum coverage specified below, and all such policies shall be
primary and not in excess to, or contributing with, any insurance maintained by the City:
(i)

Commercial General Liability or Wrap-Up General Liability Insurance:
General Provisions

(a)

Commercial General Liability or Wrap-Up General Liability insurance coverage for a combined
single limit in accordance with the requirements of Subsection (i)(c) below (as applicable) per
occurrence and in the aggregate with respect to products and completed operations, against claims
for bodily injury (including death), personal injury, property damage (including loss of use). The
policy shall contain the standard sub-limits and exclusions. Such policy shall include the
following coverages:
•

extended products and completed operations liability for a period of not less than twentyfour (24) months from the date of substantial completion of the applicable component.
The provision of this element of coverage can be provided by the subsequent renewal of
an annual liability policy for two (2) policy periods post substantial completion of a
component of the work;

•

written contractual liability;

•

owner’s and contractor’s protective liability;

•

contingent employer’s liability;

•

employer’s liability (as applicable);

•

non-owned automobile liability including legal liability for damage to hired autos (SEF
#94) and contractual liability (SEF #96);

•

cross liability/severability of interests;

•

no XCU exclusion (explosion, collapse and underground)(if applicable);

•

contingent incidental medical malpractice;

•

broad form property damage;
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•

sudden & accidental pollution liability subject to a minimum scope equal to IBC 2313,
time element pollution; and

•

tenants legal liability.

If coverage is placed on a Wrap-up basis, such policy shall include as insureds, Project Co, the
Contractor, any other contractors, subcontractors, consultants, sub-consultants, engineers and
architects (but not for professional liability purposes) working on a Project and suppliers to a
Project who provide materials or perform construction or installation work or other services at a
Project site.
(b)

Term of Policy

The commercial general liability policy or wrap-up general liability policy shall be effective from
the date of the commencement of construction on a Project until the date of substantial
completion of such Project or from the commencement date of construction of any component of
a Project until the substantial completion date of such component.
(c)

Limits to Coverage

If the work for any component of a Project involves or is defined under a specific contract or
contracts as pertaining to tunnelling and related construction or construction of Interchange
Stations, either below, at or above grade, coverage shall be placed on a wrap-up basis and the
limit shall be Two Hundred Million Dollars ($200,000,000) per occurrence and in the aggregate
with respect to completed operations.
If the work for any component of a Project does not involve, or is not defined under a specific
contract or contracts as pertaining to tunnelling and related construction or construction of
Interchange Stations, either below, at or above grade, coverage shall be placed on a Wrap-up
basis and the limit shall be One Hundred Million Dollars ($100,000,000) per occurrence and in
the aggregate with respect to completed operations.
If the work for any component of a Project involves neither of the above, and is limited only to
non-construction service operations such as geotech studies, soil testing, architecture and
engineering services and similar activities, coverage shall be placed on Commercial General
Liability policy basis and the limit shall be Fifty Million Dollars ($50,000,000) per occurrence
and in the aggregate with respect to completed operations.
(ii)

Builders’ Course of Construction Insurance
(a)

General Provisions

Course of construction insurance including boiler and machinery (if applicable) in the form of an
“all risks” builders risk policy written on a replacement cost basis with a limit equal to the
replacement value of the work. Such policy shall provide coverage for direct physical loss of or
damage to property in course of construction while at the location of the construction site and
owned by the insured and used or to be used as part of the construction. Such policy shall contain
the standard sub-limits and exclusions.
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(b)

Term of Policy

For each component of a Project, if applicable, a Builders’ all risk course of construction
insurance policy shall be effective from the date of the commencement of construction work for
such component of the Project until the date of substantial completion of the construction work
for such component of the Project and acceptance by Metrolinx (in respect construction work
being perfomed on infrastructure that will be owned by the City, such insurance shall be
maintained until the date of acceptance by the City).
(iii)

Automobile Liability Insurance
Third party liability insurance coverage for bodily injury, death, damage to property and statutory
accident benefits coverage with respect to all vehicles owned, licensed or leased by the Insured
with limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) inclusive per occurrence. If the
policy is issued pursuant to a government-operated automobile insurance system, the Insured
shall provide the parties with confirmation of automobile insurance coverage for all automobiles
registered in the name of the Insured.

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions under any insurance policies required to be maintained by
Metrolinx shall be the responsibility of Metrolinx. In respect of the wrap-up general liability insurance
required under (i) and the builders’ all risks course of construction insurance under (ii) above, the City
shall be included as an additional named insured and such policies shall provide a waiver of subrogation
in favour of the City. In respect of the commercial general liability insurance required under (i) above, if
maintained, the City shall be included as an additional insured. Each of the insurance policies required to
be maintained hereunder shall be subject to reasonable deductibles, payable by Metrolinx in the event of
an insurance claim.
Metrolinx shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the City evidence of the insurance required to be
maintained pursuant to the above prior to the commencement of construction of any component of a
Project and thereafter within 15 business days following the renewal or replacement of such policy(ies),
until substantial completion of construction of such component, without notice or demand. If Metrolinx
fails to provide or maintain or cause to provided and maintained insurance as required following 30
business days’ notice in writing to Metrolinx, the City shall have the right to provide and maintain such
insurance at Metrolinx’s cost and Metrolinx shall pay the cost thereof on demand. This shall not be
interpreted to relieve Metrolinx of its responsibility to maintain or cause Project Co or the Contractor to
maintain the insurance required by this Agreement.
All owner-controlled project-specific insurance policies acquired by Metrolinx or Project Co for
construction of the Projects shall be placed with insurers licensed to underwrite insurance in the
jurisdiction of the Province of Ontario and have affirmed a Best Financial Strength Rating of at least Aat the time of placement of such insurance. The policies required in (i) and (ii) above shall contain an
endorsement requiring the insurer(s) to notify the City in writing, by registered mail, at least sixty (60)
days, (fifteen (15) days if cancellation is due to non-payment of premium), prior to any cancellation of
the insurance stated herein.
(iv)

Professional Liability (Errors & Omissions) Insurance

Metrolinx will cause Project Co, the Contractor or other contractors, subcontractors, consultants,
subconsultants and others engaged in the design and engineering work for a Project to obtain and
maintain professional liability (Errors & Omissions) insurance for claims alleging from an error, omission
or negligent act in the performance of a professional service. Such insurance will have a limit of not less

13

than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per claim limit and in the policy aggregate, and shall continue in
force for a period of not less than twenty-four (24) months from the date of the substantial completion of
the work. Such policy shall contain the standard sub-limits and exclusions.
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Loma Day,
Manager. BSC
Planning Study

Same as above

Loma Day.
Manager. BSC
Planning Study

Same as above

Official Plan Amendment

Heritage Preservation Approval

Stage II Archaeological
Assessment Sign-oft

Al .6

Al.?’

Al .8

Issued: November27, 2012

Page 1 of 5

Denise Rundle,
Manager. C of A

Manager, C of A

Consent to Serve Property

Al.5

Same as above

Lnma Day,
Manager, ESC
Planning Study

Anile McLeod,
Manager,
C of A

Lorna Day,
Monager, ESC
Planning Study

Anite McLesd,
Manager.
C of A

Same as above

LG,, . .,,
Manager, ESC
Planning Study

Susan Hughes, Susan Hughes,
Supervisor uf
Supervisor of
Archaeology, City Archaeology,
Planning
City Planning

Loma Day,
Manager. BSC
Planning Study

Loma Day,
Manager, ESC
Planning Study

Zoning By-Law Amendment

A1.4

Susan Hughes,
Supervisor of
Archaeology, City
Planning

Denise Rundle,
Manager, C of A

Manager, C of A

Minor Variance

Same as above

Same as above

Al.3

-

Site Plan pre-consultation
documents

Al .2

Loma Day,
Manager, ESC
Planning Study

Loma Day,
Manager, BSC
Planning Study

Susan Hughes,
Supervisor of
Archaeology,
City Planning

Same as above

Lorna Day,
Manager, ESC
Planning Study

Susanne Pringle,
Manager,
C of A

Lorna Day.
Manager. ESC
Plansing Study

Susanne Pdngle
Manager,
C of A

Same as above

Manager, ESC
Planning Study

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
-

x

x

X

x

x

.

A

As per Building Toronto Together: A
Development Guide
http:/I.toronts.ca/developing
toronto/developmentguide.htm

As per Building Toronto Together A
Development Guide
http://vA.torontu.caIdeveloping
tsronto/development_guide.htm

As per Building Toronto Together: A
Development Guide
http://s.toronto.caIdevelspingloronto/development_guide.htm
Additional review requirements.
As per Building Toronto Together: A
Development Guide
hltp:llueaw.torosto.ca/developing
toronto/developmenl_guide.htm

Development Guide
hSp://.tsronto.caldeveloping
toronto/developmest_guide.htm

If a proposal wishes to use, alter, or develop a property in such a As per Building Toronto Together A
way that does not conform with the Official Plan, you must apply Development Guide
hltp:Ywv.tomnto.caldeveloping
fore site specific official plan amendment.
tsronto/development_guide.htm

If a proposal wishes to divide an existing lot into mom than one
property, the Consent to Serve Property is required. Application
process is the same as Al.2.

If a proposal to alter a property does not conform with the zoning
bylaw, you must apply for an amendment (via zoning bylaw
amendment or minor variance). Zoning bylaw amendments are
used for major revisions to the bylaw such as land use changes
or significant increases in permitted building heights and
development densities.

if a proposal to alter a property does not conform with the zoning
bylaw, you must apply for an amendment (via zoning by law
amendment or minor variance). Minor variances are used for
issues ouch as small changes to building setback or parking
requirement

,

,....,.,,,.urided to afl..., ..
property is subject Is site plan control appmnal and that the
proposal complies with zoning b -law.
Plan Review Distribution List:

I

I

Included in fees for planning
epplicatiuns.

Included in fees for planning
applications.

http:/Iwww.loronto.ca1plsnsisfpdfh
prill planninn fees slun.pdf

tttp:/.tOfOntO.ca/ptanninWEdfIi
prttlptanninu fees sian.pdf

‘rnp:/lv.tcronto.CaIotansina1pdf/i
Prill planniuo fees aian.odf

ittp.thwrotorontu.ca/planninulpdfli
prillolannino fees sipn.pdf

No charge.

I

I
,_..__

.1

1. Based on complete application and amendments.
2. Fees are subject to change.
3. Errors and omissions excluded. The City reserves the right to request additional information.

Heritage Impact Statement,
Approval from Heritage Preservation Services (HPS). City
Planning is required when a property is listed on the City’s
Properties
or
been
identified
as
a
Inventory of Heritage
if it has
cultural heritage resource lhrough the Environmental Assessment
process. HPS advises City Council and other City departments
on development applications such as building permits, Site Plan
Approval, Zoning Bylaws, and Ike Official Plan. Ifs property is
designated under Part IV or Part V ot the Ontario Heritage Act,
proposed alterations or demolition may require a decision from
City Council nia HPS staff reports written for the Toronto
Preservation Board, Community Council and Council. (Heritage
Preservation Approvals will be handled through the Site Plan
Process.)
Required when a Stage I Archaeological Assessment specifies
Stage II Archaeological Assessment,
the need for a Stage II Assessment. This would be identified in
the Bovironmental Assessment. (Both the City Heritage
Preservation Services anfi me Province review these
assessments, when they are required. The Cits review is part of
the Site Planning process.)

I

I

Required for new drains, catch bauinn and other site service moth itto:/lome.toronto.cif/buildino/indec.hlm
proposed for new buildings or new service Is ecisling baildiogn
located on private pmperly. It a portion at these nervicen are
located on City propady. including cnnnecbons to the City’s
sewers and water supply, the owner in required lo mahe
application to Ihe Toronto Water Services Dloision, affer the uric
servicing plan is accepted by Technical Services and pay for the
installation of City service connncbans from the property lina to
the City malen.
roo.//vnon.toronto.cu/bvildinn/indev.htm
A permd in generally required tor heating, ventilation and air
conditioning work proposed for new buildings and
additionatrenonuti000 to enisting buildings.
A pnrmil in gnnerally required for prnponnd plumbing wnrb in new l’SnJ/anrw.tnrovto.calbuildinn/indvc.htm
buildings and additiovu/renovaboca to ac/sting buildings.
l’ttp I/anew toronts ca/buildinn/indev.htm
For nC trot party signs (i.e. station or flC related sign) and
constroctian aigna, Ihey are eoempt from the sign by-laws. A sign
permit is required for any third party sign ouch an fancia and/sr
ground/pylon oignn localad on buildings andtor private property.
A sign variance permit iu required when a proposed/desired sign
does nol meet by-law requirements. Depending on the size ot a
proposed sign, a building permit may be required (ie. till has a
foam/allan or is anachnd to a building).

x

x
x
x

Same as above

Same as above

Same no above

Ted Van Vtiel
Manager. Sign
Unit

Same as above

Same an above

Sama as above

Ted Van Vtint
Manager. Sign
Unit

Same an abase

Same an above

Same as above

Tad Van Vtiet
Manager. Sign
Unit

Same as above

Same us aboon

Some an above

Ted Van Vt let
Manager. Sign Unit

Site Servioen Permit

Heating, Ventitation, Air
Conditioning Permit

Plumbing Permit

Sign PormittSlgn Varianca
Permit

A2.5

A2.6

A2.7

AZ8

‘cruovu,r’v

I
frtvov

raru000.’sou

I
Icw,,a.,r

arusroarmme

I

ciouewn.ae

-

Iroroevusw

1. Based on Complete application ond amondmentn.
2. Fooo are nubjoct to change.
reserves the right to request addihonol inforn’iobon.
City
The
3. Errors and omissions excluded.

When demolition of residential building is occunieg, lead time for ‘iltn://.toronls.ca/buildinu/indev.htm
permit-in-hued mill be mach longer as the application must be
approved by Community Council since the building will not be
replaced a/iS aoother residential baildiog. The bme line become
even lunger if the number of dwelling units proposed to be
demolished is h or more an a staff report needs to be done by
Planning and 0 would need to be approved by Council.

x

Same as above

Same as abooe

Same as above

x

x

Same an aboee

x

Demolition Permit

x

A2.4

X

Same as ahsse

Same as ahsve

Same as absve

Same as above

Preliminary Project Review
(PPR) or Zoning Compliance
Certificate(ZCC)

FSp://awe loronts.ca/buildinnliriden hIm
Required fsr any above ground facility (55ff, Entrance,
Secondary entrance), and underground stahons. Also required
fsr LRT sheller if roof is larger than 15 m2. The Buildings
Div/sloe has ns involvement in csmmiSing Is lam arssnd lime in
pre-permit ssbmissisnn.
These reviews mill determine whetherthe proposal csmplies with tSy./Mewn.tsrsnts.ca/buildinn/indes him
the Zosisg By-lam asd ether applicable lam and whether it is
sahject Is Site Plan Csntml apprssal. Strongly suggested prior ts
‘she plae application submission. The Sal/diego Division has no
involvement in commining 101am around lime in pm-permit
subetissinns

A2.3

x

Same as above

Same as above

Same as absve

Same as ahsve

x

stractare under the Ontario Building Code — Division A, Article
1.3.1,1. A Shoring permit to a/na required for Iha cnnntnsctiun at
any nab grade ntations. Thn Buildings Division bus no
involvement in committing to tam around time in pro-permit
aobm/ssionn.

Building Permit

loosed: November27, 2012

Page 2 of S

Manager, P/an
Review —
Etobicoke York
District

Manager, Plan
Review or Wade
Tam - Managnr,
Plan Review —
Toronto & East
Yorh District

—

Munagar, Plan
Rev/nw Nurlh
Yorh Distdcl

Manager, Plan
Review —
Scarborough
Dtulrict

-

A2.2

Shoring Permit

L
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I__i

Remove Healthy City-Owned
Tree Permit

Injure or Destroy Trees on
Private Property Permit

Parka Access Agreement

A3.2

A3.3

A3,4

Issued: November 27, 2012

page 3 of 5

L_J

L_J

L_

-

Harold Moffatt

Mark Ventreuca

-

-

Peter Dymtrusz

-

Contact the Parts Supervisor for spechc park: Telephone 416-392-1918
(toronto & East York District), 416-394-2477 (Etobicoke York District), 416392-7256 (North York District), 416-396-4861 (Scarborough District) or
Access Toronto (416-338-0338).

Michael McClellan

-

Harold Moftalt Mark Ventresca Peter Dymtrasz
Michael McClellan
Supervisor-Tree
Supervisor
Supervisor- Tree -Supervisor -Tree
Tree Protection Protection and
Protection and Plan Protection and
Plan Review
and Plan Review
Plan Review
Review

-

Supervisor -Tree
Supervisor
(Arborist Report including Tree Supervisor Tree -Supervisor -Tree
Tree Protection Protection and
Protection and Plan Protection and
Protection Plan)
Plan Review
and Plan Reviea
Plan Review
Review

L__J

‘L.

x

x

x

x

Depends ov when proponent needs access to the park.

L__J

.

..

2. Fees ore subject to change.
3 Errors and omissions excluded. The City reserves the right to request additional informatios.

1. Based on Complete application and umendments.

No Applicatinn Fee, but
Performance Bond andlsr Damage
Deposit maybe requested. Value
determined by potential damage to
parkland as a resut of occupation
and use.
Park Access Agreement form provided by Park
Supervisor Proof of insurance must be provided
as part of submission Park Supervisor provides
Confirmation Letter, including special conditions
and requirements as part of approval.
Required for any preliminary work located in City of Toronto parks
property (i e borehole, stage II archaeologica. Proponent
responsible for all utility locates in parka. Estimated time for
review of application and issuance of permit is the same at all
stages.

I

An application to destroy or injure
private trees that meet the criteria
of the City’s Tree Bylaw (trees that
are a minimum of 30cm in diameter
at 1.4 metres in height) is $300 per
tree
http:II.toronto.caltrees/pdfs/Priv
ateTreethy
lawlnfoaheetandPermitApplication.
pitt

Pu

1..

Tree protechon plan:
Street tree planting plan;
Drawings; and
Technical support documents,

fan
Arhorist Report
http://w.toronte.caItrees/pdfu/arboristreportgui
delines.pdt);
Tree prutection plan.

.

Permit required to remove or injure trees that are 30cm dbh and
greater on private property. Requires satisfactory hrborist Report
(Urban Forestry will review AsbOrist Report once it’s available
even If team is not ready to apply for permit) This report will
show appropriate Tree Protection Zooes around trees being
preserved is accordance with the City’s Tree Protection Policy
and Specifications for construction Near Trees. A proposed
street tree planting plan will also he required. As agreement for
Contractors to perform Arboricusural Services on City owned
trees is required to be completed for each of the sites where there
will be removal of City-owned trees and any necessary pruning by
qualified Arborists to facilitate equipment or building structures.
Posting of signage for no less thav 14 days and Cuancillor
consultation is also a requirement.

—.

x

—

application to remove healthy
citytrees (all diameters) is $300
per tree.
ftp://wssw.loronto.ca/trees1udfs)Cit,
treeapplicationform.pdf

——

Tree protection plan:
Street tree planting plan;
Drawings: and
Technical support documents.

—.

Permit required to remove or injure any city-owned trees
(including Parkiand). Requires satisfactory Arbonst Report
(Urban Forestry will review Arbotist Report once it’s available
even if team is not ready to apply for permit). This report will
show appropriate Tree Protection Zunes around trees being
preserved in accordance with the City’s Tree Protection Policy
and Specifications fur Construction NearTrees. A proposed
Street tree planbng plan will also be required. An agreement tor
Contractors to perform Avbortcultural Services on City owned
trees is required to be completed for each of the sites where there
will be removal of City-owned trees and any necessary pruning by
qualified Athorists to facilitate equipment or building structures.
Posting ot uignnge for no less than 14 days and Csuncillor
consultation is also a requirement.

—

i’

x

I

LJ

Turonto Technical Services (Sewer

M.1.9

Temporary Street Occupancy
Permit

Permanent Closure of a Public
Thoroughfare

Site Access Permit

Traffic Impact Assessment and
Management Report

8,4,2

8,4,3

8,4.4

8,4,5

loosed: November 27, 2012

Page 4 of 5

AOStream

8,4.1.8

m.d Wt.,,- W,,&\

Rogers Communication Inc.

A4.1.5

Cogeco Data Services

Bell 360 Networks

A4.1.4

W4.1.7

Tetas

A4.1.3

A4.1.6

toronto Hydre

Bell Canada

8,4.1.2

Enbridgn Gas Distribution

-

Road Cut Permit Major
Construction (Civil Works and
Utility Relocations)

A4.1.1

8,4.1

A4.OA

injure or Destroy Trees andlor
Alter Grade in Ravine and
Natural Features Protection
bytaw area

I

—

—

-

Martin Maguire, Manager Transit Projects

-

Martin Maguire, Manager Transit Projects

-

Laurie Robertson, Coordinator Public Lanes

Joe Medeiros -Supervisor- Rignt-of-Woy Utility Cut Repair

—____________

-

Joe Medeiros, -Supervisor Right-nt-Way Utility Cut Repair

n
Ni
n
‘i
DeFraeye,
DeFraeye,
DeFraeye,
DeFraeye.
Supervisor,
Supervisor,
Supervissr,
Supervisor, Ravine
Ravine
& Natura
& Natural Feature Ravine & Natural Ravine S Natural
Feature
Feature
Feature
Protection
Protection
Protection
Protection

I

x

x

CITY OF TORONTO
-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

I

I

.

-

-

I

I

0689.O4lapplication.

No charge

,,ie permit application under
Chapter 658 (Ravine and Natural
Feature Protection).
‘top it tururrtn.ca/treeslravines
htm
.toruntO.CaItrees

I

1. Based on complete application and amendments.
2. Fees are subject to change.
3. Errors and omissions excluded. The City reserves the right to request odditionol information.

Additional review requirements.

-

Fitequired for any Work to be completed within City of Toronto
madways that does sOt cut the road (i.e. lane closers required to
conduct survey wudc invert elevations). The appropriate District
Work Zone Coordinator must be consufted prior to permit
issuance.
Submission package should include:
Require an approval from City Council to “stop up and close” a
public lane (permanently) when a property in needed for a station a written request from the applicant outlining
the proposed development of the site,
facility. A preliminary meeting with staff is required before a
a fully dimensioned aketchidrawing showing
formal application is submitted for processing.
the public lane lands required to be closed.

completed under the GC awarded the contract. This is better for
the schedule an GC then arranges timing of utility relocation work
to be completed by each sub-contractor.

major construction works (utility relocation, excavation, etc.) The
appropriate District Work Zone Coordinator must be consulted
prior to permit issuance.
All utility companies that are affected by any specific contract are

Cut permit required for preliminary work (boreholes) and also

imnp
or alter grade of land within Ravine and Natura Seature Protected Planting or natoralisation plan;
areas. Requires satisfactory Arborint Report for all trees, so both Drawings; and
Technical supped documents.
public and private property, within 12 m of any construction
activity (Urban Forestry will review Arboriot Report once it’s
available even if team is not ready to apply for permit). This
report will show appropriate Tree Protection Zones around trees
being preserved In accordance with the City’s Tree Protection
Policy and Specifications for Coostructon NearTreeu.’A
proposed compensation planting plan will also be required.
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A7.3

A7.2

Watermain Approval (Drinking
Water Works Permit)

A6.3

Hydrant Use Permit

3r
Discharge of Groundwater in
Sewer
Water and Sanitary Sewer
Connestions

Sewage Works Approvat
(Transfer 0
f Review Program)

A6.2

iil:II[g:1t4’4[.4—

Design Submission Review

!*

A6.1

Noise Bylaw Amendment

55.2

-

-

—

-.

-

‘

—

-

Rob Of lis
Manager, Distdct
Operations
Scarborough
Oisldct 1W
Distdct Operuliono

.

—

-

Derek Thomas
Manager, Diuldct
Operationo North
York Diutdct TW
Diutdct
Opemti005

—

-

Elm Buccella
Manager, Disldct
Operations
Toronto & East
York Oistdct
TW Disldct
Operations

—

-

Joe Cirillo
Manager, District
Operut ions
Etobicoke York
District—lW
District
Operalionn

Envimvmeff Monitoring & Protection -TW Business Operations
Management
Frenk Tdnchini Manager Cosiract Services -1W Dioldct Operations

-

Aol Buchar Manager. Third Party Review Portfolio Management and
Support

-

Aei Bachor Manager, Third Party Review Portfolio Management and
Support

I

Aoi Bachar- Manager, Third Party Review Portfolio Management and
Sopport

x

x

CITY OF TORONTO
-

N1A

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

—

-

i.

-

Submission package should include:
Plans and drawings.

.1

Application pius lb sets of approved site plans
indicating all required water and sewer service
connections: mlocatiuns and disc000ections
affected by new works,

r

-

No charge.

I.—

1. Eased on complete opplicut ion and amendments.
2. Foes are subject to Change.

$150 fee per hydrant: $100 flat rate
if using <50m3 or Minimum $500
deposit for metering of hydrant.

2012 Fees based on actual cost of
work to be prsvided by TW as
obtained via RFO pros tS%
administration fee plus applicable
permanent mad restoration
charges.

(no application fee).

$2,300/apylication

c:px.e,us .,,O
r5flutacss,)ume

I___I

3. Errom and omissions excluded. The City reaerven the right to request additional informsf ion.

No design submission required.
Hydrant use dudng cunstmction may be limited during winter.
Applicant to make an application at the North York Civic Centre.
TW distdcl staff will work with the applicant to ensure appropriate
connection and metering, it required

.

Application for Sewer connection only.

Technical Services Third Party Review must review the
ayplication package pdurlo sending to City’s Transfer Review
Secbon for review and to issue the permd If direct submission in
requimd, the applicatien shall be submitted to MOE directly once
the applicabon package bun been reviewed and the appmpdate
section of the application in signed by Third Party, if mqoired. If
should he noted that 2hdayn in the target In review and retum a
submission.

-

Submission puckage should include
Technical Services Third Party Review must review the
PIano and drawings.
applicahon package prier to sending to Cdyn Transfer Review
Section for reoew. Upon complehon of the reniew by the City, the
opplicahon is nubmitted to the MOE tor review and apyroval. It
direct submission is required, the application shall be submitted
to MOE directly once the application package has hues reviewed
and the apprupdate oection or the application is signed by Third
Party, if required. It should he noted that 2odayo in the target to
review and return a submission.

-

-

-

-

No submission required.

b_.l

Through staff cost recovery mndel.
Submission package should include:
Technical Servicen Third Party Review must review the station
Eogineedng drawiogu and reports in
and tunnel design nuhmiunion peckegn tn assess impact ot
design
standardu
and
intrantructurn.
accordance
the
City’s
c000tmctioo
within
with
the ROW on the City
proposed
It should be noted that 2sdays is the target to review and mtorn a cntena tor relocation and protection ot all City
ntrastmctum impacted hythe proposed third
submission.
party works.
I-lydrology/Stmnnwater management
Response to the previouu review co
Addihonal review requirements.

Obtained for TYSSE and Trannt City.

TYSSE and nC LRT pmgram bat may be required on case by
case basis.
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Metrolinx Rapid Transit Program
Municipal Standards
Cfty Planning
a)

Streetscape Manual
http://www.toronto.calplanning/urbdesign/streetscape/instructions. htm
http:IIwx.toronto.calinter/planlstreetscape. nsf/ViewS l?OpenForm&Start=5

b) Toronto Green Standard
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environment/greendevelopment. htm
(Low-Rise Non-Residential)

December 2012

Green Standard
http:/Jwww.toronto.ca/planninglenvironmentlpdf/lrnonres_tech.pdf
Checklist
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environmentlpdf/checklist_lr_nonrespdf
Site Statistics Template
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environment/pdf/template_lr_nonres_22march. pdf
(Low-Rise Residential)
Green Standard
http://www.toronto. ca/planning/environmentlpdf/lr_resjech pdf
Checklist
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environmentlpdf/checklist_lr_res. pdf
Site Statistics Template
http://www.toronto.calplanning/environmentlpdf/template_lr_res_22march pdf
.

(Mid-High Rise

—

any use)

Green Standard
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environment/pdf/mrhr_tech. pdf
Checklist
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environmentlpdf/checklist_mid-high. pdf
Site Statistics Template
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environment/pdf!template_mid-high_22march .pdf
c) Vibrant Streets

d)

—

Toronto’s Coordinated Street Furniture Program (adopted by Council)

http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/streetfurniture/pdf/vibrant streets. pdf

July 2012

Design Guidelines for Greening Surface Parking Lots (Draft)

November 2007

http://www.toronto.ca/planning/urbdesign/pdf/greeningparking_lots_dgupdatej6novO7.pdf
e) City of Toronto Accessibility Design Guidelines
http://www.toronto.ca/diversity/pdf/accessibilitydesign_guidelines. pdf
f)

April 2004

Percent for Public Art Program Guidelines
http://www.torontoca/plann ing/urbdesign/public_art_guidelines. htm

g) Avenues & Mid-Rise Buildings Study
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/pdf/m idrise-FinaiReport. pdf
DRAFT Page 1
-

May 2010

h) Tall Building Guideline (Yonge/Eglinton Intersection)
http://wwwioronto.calplanning/urbdesign/pdf/tatlbuildings_udg_augl 7final.pdf
i)

Shade Guidelines
http://www.toronto.calhealth/resources/tcpc/pdf/shade_gu delines. pdf

j)

July 2010

Official Plan
http://www.toronto.ca/plann ng/offical_plan/pdf_chapterl -5lchaptersl _5_dec20 10. pdf

k)

June 2006

December 2010

Secondary Plan
Scarborough ScDistrict

1) Agincourt Secondary Plan

—

(Sheppard LRT, to be resumed)

Etobitocke District
2)

Etobicoke Centre Secondary Plan

-

(Kipling Mobility Hub)

http://www.toronto.calplanning/official_plan/pdf_secondary/1 2_etobicoke_centre_dec2Ol 0. pdf
3) Etobicoke Centre Public Space & Streetscape Plan

-

(Kipling Mobility Hub)

http://app.toronto.caltmm is/viewAgendaltemHistory.do?item=201 1. EY1 1.8
4)

Emery Village Secondary Plan (Finch LRT)
-

http://www.toronto.ca/planningfofficial_plan/pdf_secondary/26_emery_village_dec2Ol 0. pdf
5) Weston 2021 Revitalization Initiative (Eglinton Crosstown LRT, Mount Dennis Mobility Hub)
-

http://app.toronto.ca/tmmis/viewAgendaltem H istory.do?item=20 12. EY1 3.3
North York District
6) York University Secondary Plan

—

Draft (York University, Steeles West) April 2009

http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/ny/bgrd/backgroundfile-20805. pdf
7)

North York Centre Secondary Plan

-

(North York Centre, Yonge Sheppard, Yonge Finch)

10.pdf
8)

North York Centre (North Yonge Street Land Use Study currently underway)
-

http://www.toronto.ca/planning/yonge north. htm
9)

North York Center (South Service Road EA to be initiated this year: consultant selection stage)
-

10) Central Don Mills Secondary Plan (Don Mills LRT)
-

http://www.toronto.ca/planning/official_plan/pdf_secondary/24_central_don_millsjune2006.pdf
11) Sheppard Subway Secondary Plan

-

(Don Mills and Sheppard, Sheppard East LRT,)

http:llwww.toronto.calplanning/official_plan/pdf_secoridary/9_sheppard_subway_dec2Ol 0. pdf
12) Parkway Forest Context Plan (Sheppard East LRT)
-

http://wwwtororito.ca/legdocs/mmis/2007/ny/bgrd/backgroundfile-4953. pdf
13) Central Finch Secondary Plan

-

(Finch LRT)

http://www.toronto.ca/planning/official_plan!pdf_secondary/22 central_finch area dec2010. pdf
Toronto East York District
I)

Heritage Study

m) Infill Townhouse Guidelines
http://www.toronto.calplanning/urbdesign/infilltownhousing. htm
n) Guidelines for the Design and Management of Bicycle Parking Facilities
http://www.toronto.calplanning/pdf/bicycleparking_guid&ines_final_mayo8.pdf
DRAFT Page 2
-

May 2008

Technical Services
a) The City of Toronto’s Standard Construction Specifications & Drawings for Sewers, Watermains and Roads
http://www.torontoca/calldocuments/conspecs_roads. htm

November 2010

(Standard Construction Specifications & Drawings for Roads)
Ti

Toronto Construction Specifications for Roadworks

-

T2 Toronto Standard Drawings for Roadworks
-

T3 Adopted OPS Specifications for Roads
-

T4 Adopted OPS Drawings for Roads
-

http://wwwtoronto.ca/calldocuments/conspecs_water. htm

November 2010

(Standard Construction Specifications & Drawings for Sewers and Watemiains)
Wi

Toronto Construction Specifications for Sewers and Watermains

W2 Toronto Standard Drawings for Sewers and Watermains
-

W3 Adopted OPS Specifications for Sewers and Watermains
-

W4 Adopted OPS Drawings for Sewers and Watermains
-

Sewer Rehabilitation Specification
b)

Sewer and Waterniain Material Specifications

April 2011

Capital Works Project Procurement & Administration Procedures Manual

September 2011

http://insideto.toronto. caltechserv/cwp/cwp_manual_sep2Ol 1. pdf
c)

Field Services Manual

2
n
d

Edition, May 2009

1
s
t

Edition, June 2010

http:/linsideto.toronto.caltechserv/spqa/fsm/pdf/binder.pdf
d) Contract Administration Manual

http://insideto.toronto.caltechserv/spqalcam/pdf/contract_administration_manual_full_download. pdf
e)

DES

—

1st Edition, July 2010

CADD Specification Manual

http://insideto.toronto.ca/techserv/spqalcaddlpdf/des-cadd_specification_man ual-binder. pdf

Development Engineering
a)

Municipal Infrastructure Agreement

—

Sample

MIA_Nov 16
2010.dotx

b)

Standard Subdivision Agreement

crrv SUBDIVISION
AGREEMENT Nov 7_
Toronto Water
a)

1
s
t

Design Criteria for Sewers & Watermains

Edition, November 2009

http://insidetoioronto.caltechserv/spqa/dcsw/pdf/toronto_sewer_watermain_design_manuaLpdf
b)

Basement Flooding General Information
http://www.toronto.ca/water/pdflbasementflooding_generalinformation pdf
DRAFT Page 3
-

(information only)

C)

Wet Weather Flow Management Guidelines

November 2006

http://www.toronto.ca/water/protecting_quality/wfmmp/pdffwwfmguidelines2006-1 1. pdf
d) Wet Weather Flow Management Policy

August 2003

http:f/www.toronto.ca/water/protecti ng_quality/wwfmmp_guidelines/pdf/wwfmmp_policy. pdf
e) City of Toronto Wet Weather Flow Management Master Plan

Area 1
ExecutiveSurmry fi,

f)

Area 2 Section 1.pdf

Area 3 Executive
surrnry.pdf

Area 4 Executive
Area 5 Wet weather
Sunnry July 2003.p flow rmnagennt rr

List of Combinded Sewer Overflow (CSO)/Stormwater Control Alternatives

July 2003

http://www.torontoca/involved/projects/archived/wwfmmp_archive/pdf/cso/comptete_report.pdf
g) Storm Water Management Options for Roadway Reconstruction Projects

Draft, June 2005

SWM GUI1.pdf

h) Water Supply By-law (Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 851)

July, 2010

By-Law
1184_851.pdf

i)

Sewers By-law (Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 681)

July, 2010

By-Law
1 184_681. pdf

j)

st
1

Water Servicing and Metering Manual

Edition, September 2011

http://insideto.toronto.ca/techserv/spqa/wsmm/pdf/meter_manualjortfolio. pdf

Transportation Services
a)

b)

City of Toronto Municipal Consent Requirements
http://wwwtoronto.ca/engineering/mcr/

July 2012

Pavement Structural Design Guideline Summary

November 30, 2006

http://insideto.toronto.ca/techserv/spqalpavementlpavementstructural_design_summary.pdf
c)

Specifications for Traffic Control Devices

January 2012

http://www.toronto.calcalldocuments/tcd/index. htm
d) Accessibility Design Guidelines

April 2004

http://www.toronto.ca/diversity/pdf/accessibility_design_guidelines. pdf

Parks, Forestry & Recreation
a) Tree By-law (Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 813, City Street Tree & Private Tree)
http://www.torontoca/legdocs/municode/1 1 84_81 3.pdf

January 2008

b) Tree Protection Policy and Specifications for Construction Near Trees
http:f/wwwtoronto.ca/trees/pdfs/TreeProtSpecs. pdf
c)

July 2010

Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-law (Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 658)
DRAFT Page 4
-

http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/municode/1 1 84_658.pdf
d)

Filling and Grading By-law (former City of Toronto, Chapter 184)
http://www.toronto.ca/trees/pdfs/municipalcodechapterl 84. pdf

e)

March 1995

Filling and Grading By-law (former City of Etobicoke)
http://www.toronto. ca/trees/pdfs/municipalcodechapterl 84. pdf

f)

May 2007

March 1995

Parks By-law
http:/Iwww.toronto.callegdocs/municode/1 1 84_608.pdf

August 2010

g) Tree Protection Policy and Specifications for Construction near Trees
http://www.toronto.ca/trees/pdfs/TreeProtSpecs. pdf
h)

July 2010

Information About: The Agreement for Contractors to Perform Arboricultural services on City Owned Street
Streets
June2010
http://www.toronto.caltrees/pdfs/contractor_services_agreement_information pdf

I)

Removal of Crab Apple Trees that are Situated on City Road Allowance Policy
http://www.toronto.ca/trees/pdfslCrabappleRemovalPolicy.pdf

April 2009

j)

Maintenance of Street Trees which are less than 50% on City Property (City/Private Boundary Line Trees)
Policy

k)

Bees, Wasps and Hornets Nests In Trees Policy
http://www.toronto.ca/trees/pdfs/BeesWaspsHornetsPolicy. pdf

I)

July 2010

Termite Policy
http://www.toronto.ca/trees/pdfsfTermitepolicy.pdf

March 2006

m) Tree Azin Injection Policy
http://www.toronto.ca/trees/pdfs/TreeAzinl njectionPolicy. pdf

Public Consultation Unit
a)

Notification Guide for Design and Construction Projects

notification_guide_in
terim. pdf

DRAFT Page 5
-

January 2011

APPENDIX 3
SUBMISSIONS CHECKLIST
[To be appended when finalizedi
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SCHEDULE C
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PROTOCOL

I
I
I
I

SCHEDULE C
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PROTOCOL
GENERAL

Metrolinx is responsible for developing and delivering four LRT transit projects in the City of
Toronto: Eglinton-Scarborough Crosstown, Scarborough RT replacement, Sheppard East and
Finch West. The scope of this protocol is restricted to the four LRT transit projects described in
Schedule E (the “LRT Projects”)
•

Metrolinx is responsible for all communications related to the LRT Projects, with the exception
of communications dealing with (i) the interaction of the LRT Projects and existing transit
operations, facilities and services, which will be managed jointly with the City and TTC, and
(ii) the provision of City Infrastructure which will be managed with the City,

•

Metrolinx, the City and the TTC will create a positive, constructive working relationship and
will deliver communications products and public engagement services and activities that will:
•

Provide for timely, open, transparent, effective, consistent and pro-active
communications with the public and elected officials;

•

Foster and maintain positive and constructive relationships with communities,
agencies and businesses that may be impacted by decisions regarding the scope of
each transit project and its construction;

•

Build trust and maximize public understanding and support for these transit
initiatives; and

•

Promote effective consultation with one another, with local councillors, and with
all others that may have an interest in, or be affected by the LRT Projects (the
“stakeholders”).

PRINCIPLES
•

Metrolinx will ensure that local councillors, residents, businesses and all other stakeholders
receive timely and accurate information.

•

Metrolinx will retain appropriately trained staff to provide detailed information about the LRT
Projects using all communications media including the internet, print, mail and advertising.

•

Metrolinx will maintain, at its own expense, at least one store-front community liaison office
along each of the LRT Project routes, which offices will be open sufficient hours and will be
adequately staffed to meet the needs of the communities affected by each LRT Project.

•

Metrolinx will develop a detailed communications and community engagement plan and
program designed to mitigate disruption to affected local communities and maximize public
support for the LRT Projects.

•

The timely sharing and exchange of accurate information and routine consultation between
Metrolinx, the City and the TTC are essential to providing effective public communications
and public engagement opportunities.

•

Metrolinx will ensure that it works with the City to ensure that comments and complaints
received by Toronto 311 can be directed to Metrolinx, and that Metrolinx will respond to them,
without delay.

•

Metrolinx works that impact TTC operations and customer service will require TTC approval
of communications plans to inform the public and customers of the disruption as specified in
Schedule H TTC Processes and Approvals Protocol.

•

Federal, Provincial or Municipal elections will not cause any impact on the scope or schedule
of communications, public engagement and/or consultative work directly related to the
construction of the LRT Projects. Such work will continue to be carried out by
Metrolinx,notwithstanding any changes in Federal, Provincial or Municipal government.

•

Nothing contained in this Protocol will restrict the ability of the City or the TTC to
communicate independently from Metrolinx about the LRT Projects.

SIGNAGE
•

All signage that is displayed during the construction period of each LRT Project will conform
to the signage standards applied by the City. Furthermore, all signage that is displayed in or on
City or TTC property will be approved in writing in advance by the City or the TTC as
applicable.

•

City and TTC corporate identification, including logos, will not be included in communications
issued by Metrolnx except with the prior written approval of the City or TTC.

JOINT METROLINX-CITY COMMUNICATIONS GROUP

•

Metrolinx and the City will each appoint one representative, and other staff as required, to a
Metrolinx-City Communications Group.

•

The Metrolinx-City Communications Group will meet monthly or more frequently if requested
by any party, to share information, discuss community relations updates, communications
milestones, construction schedules and updates, new and emerging issues, and opportunities for
collaboration with respect to communications and consultation.

•

TTC will participate in the program communications for issues relating to TTC operation of the
new projects.

COMMUNICATIONS MATERIAL
•

Metrolinx will develop communications material including brochures, fact sheets,
presentations, website and social media content to inform local councillors, the public and all
other stakeholders about its progress in planning and constructing the LRT Projects These
materials and methods of communication will be maintained exclusively by Metrolinx, and be
copyright or otherwise identified as the product of Metro linx.

•

Any information that is derived from the communications material may be used by the City
and the TTC without permission from Metrolinx.

•

Communications material shall be in both official languages, and other languages as required.
It must use clear and easy to understand language and meet AODA requirements.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

•

Metrolinx community liaison staff will be proactive in providing up-to-date information and in
identifying and responding to concerns of businesses and residents directly affected by
construction of the LRT Projects. In this regard, Metrolinx will establish and maintain a
process to record and track the response to inquiries received from local councillors, the
public, residents, local businesses and other stakeholders.Metrolinx will:

•

Maintain accessible and transparent communications and engagement processes on all matters
pertaining to the LRT Projects,, and will comply with best-practices for seeking public
comments, including where such best practices exceed the minimum standard prescribed for an
amendment to the approved Environmental Assessment report (if applicable).

•

Seek community feedback at key design milestones and incorporate such feedback into plans
where feasible.

•

Develop and use websites devoted to providing up-to-date information to all stakeholders on
the development of each LRT Project, including information on all opportunities for further
public engagement and providing opportunities for feedback directly through the website.

•

Use and monitor social media as additional communications tools to reach stakeholders and
address questions and concerns.

•

Continue to work and communicate with community groups, local councillors, BIAs and other
stakeholders. Form construction liaison groups, including community representatives, local
business and local councillors and other stakeholders, to discuss construction timing, impacts
and mitigation measures as required throughout the progress of each LRT Project

•

Hold regular briefings for local councillors and their staff.
MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENTS/EVENTS

•

The Metrolinx-City Communications Group will develop a protocol for issues management
and crisis communications to share information and coordinate messaging to ensure the public
is properly informed. The protocol will be reviewed periodically to ensure it is effective in
meeting the needs of all stakeholders. TTC will be involved in issues management and crisis
communications related to issues involving the interchange stations and impacts on TTC
operations.

•

Metrolinx will be responsible for the coordination of major announcements and media events
related to the LRT projects and will adhere to established protocols with Provincial partners.
Metrolinx will collaborate with the City and the TTC in scheduling all major announcements
and media events.

•

When Metrolinx and the City agree to develop joint communications for major
announcements, all communications to the public should be prepared on letterhead identifiing
the parties and include all logos. Metrolinx and the City shall receive equal prominence in all
joint releases.
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SCHEDULE D
DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROTOCOL

1.

Definitions:

In this Dispute Resolution Protocol, words with initial capitals shall have the following meanings:
“Dispute” means any dispute between any Parties to this Agreement pertaining to Incremental
Costs, if any, resulting from the interpretation of the City Standard and the TTC Standard to be
resolved by this Dispute Resolution Protocol in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.7 of
the Master Agreement.
“Dispute Review Board” means collectively, the individuals selected by the Parties from the
Panel.

“Notice of Referral” means a notice in writing from a Party to each member of the Program
Committee with a copy to each other Party specifying the nature of the Dispute with reasonable
particularity and the relief or remedy sought.
“Panel” means the individuals shown on the attached Exhibit 1, as such list of individuals is
amended from time to time with the consent of the Parties.

2.

Principles:

(a)
The Parties will endeavour to remedy or resolve Disputes in good faith by amicable
negotiations and to facilitate a resolution. Each Party shall provide frank, candid and timely
disclosure of relevant facts, information and documents. The Parties agree that all Disputes will be
resolved in accordance with this Dispute Resolution Protocol, subject to the provisions of Section
2.7 of the Master Agreement, and that they will not have recourse to the courts or to any other form
of dispute resolution in respect of any such Dispute.
(b)
No action or failure to act by a Party shall constitute a waiver by such Party of a Dispute
nor shall any such action or failure to act constitute an approval or acquiescence in respect of a
Dispute except as agreed to in writing or resolved in accordance with this Dispute Resolution
Protocol.
(c)
Construction and other work and activities shall continue during the subsistence and
pending the resolution of a Dispute.
(d)
The Parties agree that timely resolution of any Dispute is mutually beneficial and that,
accordingly, the time limits set out herein will be strictly enforced unless otherwise agreed to by all
Parties.
3.

The Panel and the Dispute Review Board:

(a)
Attached as Exhibit I is a list of individuals, each of whom is an independent, impartial,
neutral, qualified and experienced professional, knowledgeable and experienced in the design and
construction matters pertaining to the Program, has either technical, legal, contractual or procedural

1

skills and expertise, and who has provided the Parties with a written statement that he/she has no
interest, financial or otherwise, in the Program or in the business and affairs of any of the Parties or
in any contractor or consultant retained by or on behalf of Metrolinx in respect of the Program.
Any Party may add or delete an individual from the Panel from time to time with the consent of the
other Parties.
(b)
Upon execution of the Master Agreement, Metrolinx shall select one individual from the
Panel, the City and the TTC shall select one individual from the Panel, and the two individuals so
selected shall select a third individual from the Panel, which three individuals collectively shall
constitute the Dispute Review Board. If within a reasonable time after execution of the Master
Agreement, a Party fails to select an individual, as required, any Party may request a judge of the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice to select such individual from the Panel, and the individuals so
selected collectively shall constitute the Dispute Review Board. Such individuals shall constitute
the Dispute Review Board provided however that:
(i)
any Party may replace the individual selected by it with another individual selected
from the Panel or otherwise agreed to by the Parties, with the consent of the other Parties;
and
if an individual resigns, is unavailable or fails to carry out his/her duties and
(ii)
responsibilities as required, the Party who selected such individual will replace him/her
with another individual selected from the Panel.
(c)
Each individual so selected from time to time and constituting the Dispute Review Board
shall enter into an agreement substantially in the form of the agreement attached as Exhibit 2.
(d)
The Dispute Review Board is intended to be knowledgeable about the progress of design,
construction and other pertinent matters including major developments regarding the Program and
for such purpose will be provided with such documents, material and information from time to time
and on an on-going basis in order to keep it informed and up-to-date and better able to deal with
Disputes when they arise expeditiously and effectively. In addition to the foregoing, brief status
meetings and site tours will be held on a regular basis.
(e)
In addition to the primary function of the Dispute Review Board as set out in Section 5, the
Dispute Review Board, at the request of the Parties, may provide informal advice and solutions on
potential disputes.
4.

Referral to Program Committee:

Disputes shall be referred to the Program Committee by any Party delivering a Notice of Referral
to the Program Committee, and the Parties shall not have recourse to the courts or otherwise in
respect of Disputes. The Program Committee shall meet within 3 Business Days of receipt of a
Notice of Referral to it and attempt to negotiate a resolution of the Dispute within 10 days (unless a
Party notifies the members of the Program Committee and the other Parties that the Dispute must
be dealt with on an urgent basis, in which case the Program Committee shall endeavour to resolve
the Dispute on an expedited basis). If the Program Committee is unable to resolve the Dispute
within the time stipulated above, the Program Committee shall refer the Dispute to the Executive
Committee. Deliberations of the Program Committee shall be on an entirely without prejudice
basis in any subsequent proceedings, including before the Executive Committee and the Dispute
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Review Board. During the subsistence of a Dispute the construction and other work on the
Program shall continue uninterrupted.
5.

Referral to Executive Committee:

The Executive Committee shall meet as soon as possible after the Dispute has been referred to and
will attempt to negotiate a resolution of the Dispute within 10 days of the Dispute being referred to
it (unless a Party notifies the Executive Committee and the other Parties that the Dispute must be
dealt with on an urgent basis, in which case the Executive Committee shall endeavour to resolve
the Dispute on an expedited basis). Deliberations of the Executive Committee shall be on an
entirely without prejudice basis in any subsequent proceedings, including before the Dispute
Review Board. During the subsistence of a Dispute the construction and other work on the
Program shall continue uninterrupted.
6.

Referral to Dispute Review Board:

If the Executive Committee is unable to resolve the Dispute within the time stipulated in Section 5
above, Metrolinx, in its discretion, may refer the Dispute to the Dispute Review Board. The
Dispute Review Board shall meet as soon as possible after the Dispute has been referred to it and
shall make a determination in respect of the Dispute as quickly as possible but in any event within
30 days and the Dispute being referred to it. The decision of the Dispute Review Board shall be
immediately implemented and final and binding upon the Parties, with no appeal or recourse to the
courts or to any other dispute resolution process in respect of any such decision. Each Party shall
be conclusively deemed to have accepted the decision of the Dispute Review Board and to have
expressly waived and released each other Party from any claims in respect of the Dispute.
7.

Procedures and Procedural Matters:

The following procedures and procedural matters shall apply to the Dispute Review Board and the
Parties:
Jurisdiction: The Dispute Review Board may rule on its jurisdiction to hear the Dispute
(a)
(including the scope of the Dispute);

(b)
Date, Time, Place: The Dispute Review Board shall select the date, time and place of the
meetings, with regard to the objective of resolution of the Dispute on an immediate and urgent
basis;
(c)
Conduct of Proceedings: The Dispute Review Board may conduct its investigation and
meetings in any manner that it reasonably considers to be appropriate (the rules of evidence are not
necessarily applicable), including meeting privately with any Party, but will treat each Party fairly
and give each Party an opportunity to present its views regarding the Dispute. Each Party is
expected to participate fully and to make full and frank disclosure to the Dispute Review Board,
and to provide all relevant information and documents, including information and documents in the
possession or control of a Party, as specifically requested by the Dispute Review Board
(information and documents may and shall on request be disclosed by the Dispute Review Board to
the other Parties);
(d)
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Findings of Program Committee:

The determinations and discussions of the Program

Committee in respect of the Dispute shall be disclosed and made available to the Dispute Review
Board;
(e)
Legal Representation: Any Party may be accompanied by legal counsel at meetings
between such Party and the Dispute Review Board;
(f)
Expert Witnesses: The Dispute Review Board may ask questions of any witness or expert
witness to assist in and facilitate the resolution of the Dispute but shall not retain any experts unless
the Parties consent in writing in advance, and if the Parties so consent and an expert is retained,
such expert shall be required to provide a written report/summary of its evidence, which shall be
made available to all Parties;
Interim Decisions: The Dispute Review Board may make interim decisions pending final
(g)
resolution of the Dispute;
Transcripts: The Dispute Review Board shall determine whether or not its meetings and
(h)
proceedings shall be transcribed, but if transcribed, copies of the transcripts shall be made available
to the Parties;

(i)
Confidentiality: Unless agreed to in writing by all Parties, the Parties and the Dispute
Review Board shall keep confidential all matters, hearings, information and documents disclosed in
connection with resolution of the Dispute except where disclosure is necessary to implement a
decision or required by law.
(j)
Failure to Cooperate: If a Party fails to co-operate or comply with the requirements of the
Dispute Review Board following written notice of non-compliance by the Dispute Review Board,
the Dispute Review Board may make its determination without regard to the evidence of or
participation by such Party; and
(k)
Determination: The decision or determination regarding resolution of a Dispute shall
require agreement by a majority of the members of the Dispute Review Board. Any such
determination or decision shall be in writing, shall state the reasons upon which it is based, and
shall be signed and dated by each member of the Dispute Review Board.
(1)
Costs: All costs of the Dispute Review Board, including without limitation, expert witness
called by it, shall be borne and paid for by the Parties to the Dispute equally.
(m)
Implementation: A decision or determination of the Dispute Review Board shall be
effective and implemented immediately.
(n)
Release: The Parties will agree to release and save harmless any member of the Dispute
Review Board from any liability arising from his/her actions made in good faith in carrying out the
prescribed duties, if required.
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Exhibit 1
Panel
NOTE: It is intended that each Party initially choose 3 individuals (acceptable to the other Parties)
to be on the Panel. Individuals on the Panel may be removed or added from time to time with the
consent of the other Parties. The Dispute Review Board will consist of 3 persons (1 chosen by
each Party).
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Exhibit 2
DISPUTE REVIEW BOARD AGREEMENT
Made the • day of •, 20•.
BETWEEN:
METROLINX
(“Metrolinx”)
and
CITY OF TORONTO
(the “City”)
and
TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION
(the “TTC”)

and
THE MEMBERS OF THE DISPUTE REVIEW BOARD,
WHO ARE SIGNATORIES TO THIS AGREEMENT
(each a “Member” and collectively the “Members” or the “DRB”)

RECITALS:
A.
Metrolinx, City and TTC have entered into a Master Agreement dated (the agreement
including the schedules to it, as amended from time to time, the “Master Agreement”) to provide
for, inter alia, certain matters pertaining to the design, construction and development of the
Projects.
B.
In accordance with the provisions of the Master Agreement, a Dispute Resolution Board
(“DRB”) to assist in and facilitate the avoidance of disputes and the timely and impartial
resolution of disputes that are referred to it is required to be constituted from time to time.
C.
Each member of the DRB is required to enter into this Dispute Resolution Board
Agreement.
D.
All terms with initial capitals, unless otherwise defined herein, shall have the meanings
ascribed to such terms in the Master Agreement.
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the Parties covenant and agree as follows:
1.

SCOPE OF WORK

(a)

General: The DRB shall:(i) stay abreast of developments with respect to the Projects by
means of periodic meetings and site visits, review progress reports, meeting minutes and

other job documents and materials provided to it and by other means as mutually agreed
by the Parties; and (ii).examine site conditions or specific construction problems relating
to an existing or potential dispute, unless such examination is not practical, or, in the
judgment of the Parties, would result in delay to the Projects.
(b)

DRB Operating Procedures: The individual selected jointly by the Metrolinx appointee
and by the City and TTC appointee shall serve as Chair. At its first meeting, the DRB
shall establish operating procedures mutually agreeable to the Parties, including
administrative duties, content and format of information which may be presented at DRB
hearings, conduct of hearings, and invoicing details and procedures. The DRB shall
initiate new procedures or modify existing procedures as mutually agreed to by the
Parties from time to time in order to facilitate the efficient and expeditious conduct of its
work, and shall provide Metrolinx, City and TTC with the operating procedures,
including all modified procedures, in written form.

(c)

Resolution of Disputes: Upon referral of a dispute to it, the DRB shall schedule and
conduct a hearing within the time required by the Master Agreement. When proper
evaluation of the dispute requires expertise that is not within the collective experience of
the DRB, the DRB shall engage the services of one or more outside consultants as needed
to advise it. The DRB shall convene internal meetings as needed to review and discuss
the dispute, and to formulate its report, and when the DRB has made a determination in
respect of a dispute, the DRB shall issue a timely written report specifying the reasons for
its determination (and shall include the report and rationale for any dissenting view). The
report shall be signed by each member of the DRB.

2.

SERVICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

(a).

Responsibilities of the Members: Each Member is required:
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(i)

to maintain impartiality, avoid conflicts of interest and promptly advise
Metrolinx, City, TTC and other members of the DRB upon becoming aware of
any development that could be perceived as a conflict of interest;

(ii)

to keep confidential and not discuss, individually or collectively, issues with
Metrolinx, City and TTC, that could possibly be constructed as compromising
the DRB’s ability to impartially resolve future disputes, such as the conduct of
work and the resolution of construction problems;

(iii)

not to express individually or collectively, opinion(s) of merit, in whole or in
part, for any potential or other dispute at any time prior to the issue of a report
except if an advisory opinion is sought by Metrolinx, City and TTC;

(iv)

except as required when performing the duties of the Chair or conducting a
hearing which any of Metrolinx, City or TTC does not attend, not to
communicate with Metrolinx, City or TTC in the absence of the others unless
agreed to by Metrolinx, City and TIC;

(v)

to consider the facts and conditions forming the basis for a referred dispute
impartially, and independently and to evaluate the merits based on careful
consideration of all circumstances of the dispute and not to: (i) ignore or
undermine the clear intent of the Master Agreement, or disregard or alter any

requirements of the Master Agreement or allocation of risk specified therein, or
(ii) supplant or otherwise interfere with the respective rights, authority, duties,
and obligations of Metrolinx, City and TTC as set forth in the Master Agreement;
and
(vi)

(b).

3.

to make every effort to reach unanimous recommendations but if this cannot be
accomplished, to include written minority recommendations and supporting
rationale with its determination.

Responsiblities of Metrolinx, City and TTC: Metrolinx, the City and TTC are required
to:
(i)

except for participation in the DRB’s activities as provided in the Master
Agreement and this DRB Agreement, not to solicit advice or consultation from
the DRB or its members on matters that might compromise the DRB’s ability to
impartially resolve future disputes;

(ii)

to furnish to each DRB member, one copy of all pertinent documents; and

(iii)

to cooperate with the DRB to facilitate prevention of disputes and the timely and
impartial resolution of disputes.

COMMENCEMENT AND COMPLETING DRB ACTIVITIES:

The DRB’s jurisdiction under this Agreement shall commence when Metrolinx, the City, the TTC
and each Member has executed this Agreement and shall continue until Substantial Completion
of the last of the Projects, unless terminated earlier by mutual agreement of Metrolinx, City and
ETC. The DRB is required to perform its duties within the time prescribed by and otherwise in
accordance with the Master Agreement and the provisions of this Agreement. This Agreement
shall survive the termination, resignation or death of any of its members, and on the happening of
any such event, a new Member shall be chosen by the Party which selected the Member who
resigned, died or is no longer able to act, who shall execute a counterpart of this Agreement and
thereby be bound by it. In addition to the foregoing, any of Metrolinx, the City and TTC
terminate and replace the member appointed by it, and replace such Member with a new member,
in which case the new member so appointed will execute a counterparty of this Agreement and
thereby be bound by it.
4.

PAYMENT:

The following provisions shall apply to payments to the Members for services hereunder:
(a)

Payments made to the Members shall constitute full compensation for work performed,
travel time and services rendered, and for all materials, supplies and incidentals necessary
to serve on the DRB.

(b)

Payment for services rendered by the Members shall be at the rate and conditions agreed
to between Metrolinx, City, TTC and each Member.

(c)

Members shall be reimbursed for actual direct, non-salary expenses which may include
automobile mileage, parking, travel expenses from point of departure to the initial point
of arrival, automobile rental, taxi fares, food and lodging, printing long distance
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telephone, postage and courier delivery, as determined by the Parties.
(d)

Payment made to Members in the form of bonus, commission, or consideration of any
nature other than that specified above for performance and service provided under this
Agreement, before, during or after the period that this Agreement is in effect, is
prohibited.

(e)

Members shall individually submit invoices for work completed to Metrolinx, City and
TTC: (i) not more often than once per month, (ii) based on the agreed billing rate and
conditions and on the number of hours expended or other agreed upon method, together
with direct, non-salary expenses including an itemized listing supported by copies of
original bills, invoices and expense accounts, and (iii) accompanied by a description of
activitits performed daily during that period.

(f)

Metrolinx shall pay approved invoices within 90 days of receipt.

(g)

Each of the City and T’TC shall reimburse Metrolinx for its share of the payments made
by Metrolinx to Members on the basis that all such payments are to be shared equally by
Metrolinx, the City and the TTC.

5.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND RECORD KEEPING:

No Member shall divulge information identified as confidential that has been acquired during
DRB activities or made available to him/her by Metrolinx, City or TTC or anyone acting on their
behalf without obtaining the consent of Metrolinx, City and TTC in writing. Members shall
maintain cost records pertaining to this Agreement for inspection by Metrolinx, City and ITC for
a period of six years following the termination of this Agreement.
6.

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS:

This Agreement enures to the benefit of the parties to it and their respective successors and
permitted assigns. This Agreement is not assignable by any party to it without the consent of the
other parties save and except that any of Metrolinx, City and TTC may assign it only in
conjunction with an assignment of the Master Agreement.
7.

LEGAL RELATIONSHIP:

The parties to this Agreement expressly acknowledge that each Member in the performance of
his/her duties on the DRB, is acting in the capacity of an independent contractor and not as
employee or agent of the party that appointed him/her. Member shall be precluded from
participating in subsequent proceedings regarding disputes in respect of the Projects or pertaining
to the Master Agreement.
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8.

GOVERNING LAW AND ATTORNMENT:

This Agreement is an Ontario contract, governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario and the
federal laws of Canada applicable therein. Each party consents and attorns to the jurisdiction of
the courts of Ontario and acknowledges and agrees that any right or obligation under this
Agreement shall be initiated and brought in the Courts of Ontario.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement.
METROLINX

CITY OF TORONTO

By:
Name:
Title:

By:
Name:
Title:

By:

Name:
Title:
We have the authority to bind the corporation

By:
Name:
Title:
We have the authority to bind the corporation

TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION
By:

Name:
Title:
By:

Name:
Title:
We have the authority to bind the corporation
IMEMBERI

Name:

Witness:

jMEMBERj

Name:

Witness:

IMEMBERI

Name:
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Witness:

SCHEDULE E
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
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SCHEDULE E
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS
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Map of Metrolinx LRT projects in Toronto:
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•

Use PRESTO for fare collection

•

Have Automatic Train Protection

•

Use international standard gauge track of 1435mm

•

Have crossovers approximately every 4 km

•

Be compliant with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA)

•

Use 100% low floor Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs) as negotiated by Metrolinx with
Bombardier

Operation Control Centre:

j
j

•

Co-located in the existing TTC Control Centre at Hillcrest
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•

Backup facility to be located at the Crosstown Maintenance and Storage Facility
(MSF)

Eglinton Crosstown LRT

Project Scope: Alignment along Eglinton Avenue from Kennedy Station to Mount Dennis/Weston
Station 19 kilometres and up to 25 stops and stations
—

•

At-grade dedicated median from Kennedy Station to east portal located east of
Brentcliff Road approximately 9 kilometres and up to 12 stops
—

o

•

Underground from the east portal located east of Brentcliffe Road to the west portal
located west of Keele Street— approximately 10 kilometres and up to 12 stations
o

•

Stops include an underground station at Don Mills Road and underground terminal
at Kennedy Station

ATO employed on underground section

Grade separated from the west portal located west of Keele Street to Mount
Dennis/Weston Station approximately 1 kilometres and 1 station
—

•

Convenient passenger interchange at Allen Road-Eglinton West Station and Yonge
Eglinton Station to TTC subway services

•

Convenient passenger interchange at Weston Station and future Caledonia Station to
GO Rail services

•

Connection at Kennedy Station that allows for potential through running with
Scarborough RT

•

Elevated connection to the Eglinton Crosstown MSF located west of Black Creek
Drive

•

Designed for 3-car LRV trains

All as described in that portion of the Eglinton Crosstown Light Rail Transit, Transit Project
Assessment Study, March 2010 from Jane Street to Kennedy Station.
Scarborough RT

Project Scope: Conversion of existing alignment from Kennedy Station to McCowan Station and
extension to Sheppard Avenue 10 kilometres and up to 8 stations
—

•

Conversion of existing structure and stations to accommodate Metrolinx LRVs
kilometres and up to 6 stations

•

Grade separated extension from McCowan to Sheppard Avenue
up to 2 new stations

—

—

6.5

3.7 kilometres and
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•

ATO employed along entire route

•

Connection at Kennedy Station that allows for through running with Eglinton
Crosstown LRT

•

Convenient passenger interchange with Sheppard East LRT at Sheppard Avenue

•

Connection to the Scarborough RT/Sheppard East LRT MSF located at Conlins Road

•

Designed for 3-car LRV trains

All as described in that portion of the Scarborough Rapid Transit Environmental Project Report,
Transit Project Assessment Study, August, 2010, updated October 2010, from Kennedy Station to
Sheppard Avenue.
Finch LRT
Project Scope: Alignment along Finch Avenue from Humber College to Finch West Station on the
Toronto-York Spadina Subway extension 11 kilometres and up to 19 stops
—

•

At-grade dedicated median from Humber College to Finch West Station on the
Toronto-York Spadina Subway Extension

•

Convenient passenger interchange with the future Finch West Station on the TorontoYork Spadina Subway Extension

•

Convenient passenger interchange at possible future station at Weston Road to future
GO Rail service

•

Connection to Finch West LRT MSF between Norfinch Drive and York Gate
Boulevard.

•

Designed for 2-car LRV trains

All as described in that portion of the Etobicoke-Finch West Light Rail Transit, Transit Project
Assessment, Environmental Project Report, March 2010 from the Spadina Subway extension to
Humber College.
Sheppard East LRT
Full Scope:

Alignment along Sheppard Avenue from Don Mills Station to the Scarborough
RT/Sheppard East LRT MSF located at Conlins Road
13 kilometres and up to 26
stops
—

•

Underground from Don Mills Station to Consumers Road with a subway level
connection at Don Mills Station
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•

At-grade dedicated median from Consumers road to Morningside Road

•

Convenient transfer to GO Rail services at Agincourt GO station

•

Convenient passenger interchange to Scarborough RT station at Sheppard Avenue

•

Connection to the Scarborough RT/Sheppard East LRT MSF located at Conlins
Road

•

Designed for 2-car trains

All as described in that portion of the Sheppard East Light Rail Transit Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment, December 2008 from Don Mills Road to Morningside Avenue.
Metrolinx Light Rail Vehicles
182 Bombardier Flexity Light Rail vehicles for the four LRT projects in Toronto
•
•

Full fleet delivered by 2020
100% low floor, double-ended, air-conditioned

Project

Number of LRVs

Sheppard East LRT Phase 1

35

Eglinton Crosstown LRT Phase 1

76

Finch West LRT Phase 1

23

Scarborough RT Phase 1

48

Scarborough RT/Sheppard East LRT Maintenance and Storage Facility
Located at Conlins Road and Sheppard Avenue East.
•

Initial capacity for 100 vehicles

•

Facility servicing the Sheppard East LRT and the Scarborough RT

•

Capacity expansion available up to a total capacity of 135’vehicles
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Eglinton Crosstown Maintenance and Storage Facility
Located at Black Creek Drive and Eglinton.
•

Initial Capacity for 76 vehicles

•

Facility servicing the Eglinton Crosstown LRT

•

Capacity expansion available up to a total capacity of 130 vehicles

•

Operations Control Centre Facility

Finch West LRT Maintenance and Storage Facility
Finch Avenue West between Norfinch Drive and York Gate Boulevard.
•

Initial Capacity for 30 vehicles

•

Facility servicing the Finch West LRT

•

Capacity expansion available up to a total capacity of 60 vehicles

SCHEDULE F
REAL ESTATE PROTOCOL

[REDACTED TO REMOVE FINANCIAL INFORMATION WHICH
WOULD PREJUDICE THE ECONOMIC AND OTHER INTERESTS OF THE PARTIES]

SCHEDULE F
REAL ESTATE PROTOCOL FOR PROPERTY ACQUISTIONS RELATING TO THE
LRT TRANSIT PROJECTS IN THE CITY OF TORONTO

1.

Principles

(1)

The purpose of this Real Estate Protocol is to:
(a)

provide a clear process for the Parties to follow relating to the acquisition,
ownership and disposition of real property required for the Projects; and

(b)

provide Metrolinx with clear responsibility and control over capital related
decisions.

(2)
The Real Estate Protocol is designed to ensure effective and cost efficient acquisition and
disposition of Lands, to optimize the use of the Parties’ respective staff resources and expertise,
while respecting the asset ownership and control requirements of Metrolinx.
(3)
The Parties agree to review the effectiveness of the Real Estate Protocol from time to time
to ensure that it is sufficient to allow Metrolinx to undertake or oversee the development,
construction, and operation of the Projects.
2.

Definitions:

All capitalized terms unless otherwise defined in this Real Estate Protocol shall have the meaning
as ascribed in the Master Agreement. The following definitions shall apply to this Real Estate
Protocol:
(a)

‘Approval Package” has the meaning described in subsection 5(3) below;

(b)

“CFO” means the Chief Financial Officer of Metrolinx;

(c)

“City Required Lands” means the Lands to be acquired from Toronto, or any of its
agencies, boards, commissions or corporations, for a Project, which Lands are
required in order to construct and operate LRT transit infrastructure elements
including stations (above and below ground), or part thereof, entrances,
substations, tunnels and emergency exit buildings and other station elements as
further identified and defined at the time of detailed design;

(d)

“Excess Lands” means Lands that are not directly required for a Project but the
acquisition of which is determined by Metrolinx as desirable in order to provide
efficiencies or other benefits in Project implementation;

(e)

“Lands” means an interest in land including an estate in fee simple, leasehold
estate, servient tenement by way of easement and license, and includes temporary
interests in land;
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3.

(f)

“LRT” means light rail transit;

(g)

“MSF Lands” means the Lands acquired by Metrolinx for a maintenance and
storage facility, or facilities, for the LRT vehicles that are part of the Projects
assets;

(h)

“Owner” shall have the meaning as set out in section 1 of the Expropriations Act;

(i)

“Program Manager” shall mean the Program Manager (as identified by
Metrolinx);

(j)

“Project” shall have the meaning as set out in Article I of the Master Agreement;

(k)

“Projects” shall have the meaning as set out in Article I of the Master Agreement;

(1)

“Project Specific Requirements” shall have the meaning described in subsection
9(1);

(m)

“Property Requisition Form” shall have the meaning described in subsection 4(3)
and Appendix I below;

(n)

“Right-of-Way Lands” or “ROW Lands” means the portions of Toronto highway in,
under or through which a rail transit right-of-way will be constructed and operated
and through which Toronto agrees to transfer a stratified perpetual easement to
Metrolinx as more particularly set out in subsection 8(2) and Appendix 2;

(o)

“Underground ROW Lands” means the portions of Toronto highway under which a
rail transit right-of-way will be constructed and operated and through which
Toronto agrees to transfer a stratified perpetual easement to Metrolinx as more
particularly set out in subsection 8(3) and Appendix 3; and

(p)

“VP. Rapid Transit Implementation” means the Vice President of Rapid Transit
Implementation for Metrolinx;

Financial Controls and Funding

(1)
All necessary approvals from Metrolinx and Toronto shall be secured prior to Toronto
making any binding commitments in relation to a property acquisition.
(2)
Subject to the requirements of subsection 3(5) below, Metrolinx shall be responsible to pay
for all property acquisition costs in respect of properties that it has authorized Toronto to acquire
on its behalf; and reasonably incurred by Toronto relating to a Project, provided such costs fall
within the upset limit of the Project budget, as approved by Metrolinx, and subject to compliance
with the provisions of this protocol and in particular section 7 below and all applicable protocols.
For greater certainty, Metrolinx’s costs to acquire land, to search titles, to obtain independent
appraisals of value and to pay for independent legal services required to acquire lands directly by
Metrolinx will be funded by the Project budget.
(3)

Metrolinx may provide front end working funds to Toronto based on expenditure
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projections estimated on construction schedules, in order to enable Toronto to pay property
acquisition costs directly.
Toronto shall provide to Metrolinx a detailed accounting of the expenditures of the
(4)
working funds set out in subsection 3(3) above and the direct costs set out in subsection 3(6)
below, in a form satisfactory to the VP. Rapid Transit Implementation. The detailed accounting
will be provided to Metrolinx on a regular basis (i.e. at least once every 3 months) in accordance
with the accounting control requirements determined by the CFO, from time to time. Toronto will
take all necessary steps required to obtain and provide copies of any and all additional information
reasonably required or requested by the CFO to enable Metrolinx or Metrolinx’s auditors to
validate expenditure of the working funds and to justify reimbursement of direct costs incurred by
Toronto, as applicable.

(6)

Metrolinx agrees to pay to Toronto all direct costs incurred to undertake the required
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property acquisitions for the Projects in accordance with this Real Estate Protocol, which costs
may include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

staff costs (salaries and benefits), including but not limited to lawyers, negotiators,
appraisers, surveyors, clerks, conveyancers and support staff/administrative
assistants, such staff to be dedicated exclusively to provide services to the Projects,
subject to exceptional circumstances as pre-approved by Metrolinx, in which
circumstances Metrolinx will pay for services based on tracked or docketed staff
time;
rental and office costs directly attributable to the identified staff, including base
rent (not to exceed market rents for comparable space), tenant improvements and
fixturing costs to existing Toronto standards, utility charges including taxes,
training and supplies, as invoiced by Toronto to the Projects;
furniture and equipment, including computers, phones, printers, copiers and fax
machines;
Teraview licences; and
Law Society of Upper Canada fees and Lawyers Professional Insurance for
lawyers dedicated to the Projects,

in relation to which Toronto shall invoice Metrolinx directly, on a regular basis (i.e. at least once
every 3 months).

4.

Request to Acquire Lands

(1)
Toronto shall provide surveying services to the Projects, as required for property
acquisitions, expropriations and easements to be granted to Metrolinx.
(2)
The Program Manager shall be responsible to identify all Lands required for the Projects
and shall advise Toronto of such requirements. The land acquisitions required for each Project
shall be identified at no later than the 30% design stage.
(3)
The Program Manager will submit to Toronto a property requisition form, in the form as
set out in Schedule “A” attached to this Protocol (“Property Requisition Form”), identifying the
following information:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the Lands that are required;
the property address or legal description;
the size and nature of the requirement;
a draft plan of survey or other plan sufficient to identify the required Lands where
only a portion of the property is required;
the date possession of the Lands is required; and
the proposed use of the required Lands.

(4)
Excess Lands shall not be acquired without prior express written approval of Metrolinx. A
detailed rationale and justification for the proposed acquisition of any Excess Lands shall be
submitted in a confidential document to the VP. Rapid Transit Implementation. Metrolinx will
make the determination of whether the proposed acquisition of Excess Lands is justified (or
appropriate) and will advise Toronto within ten (10) business days if Metrolinx consents to the

proposed acquisition.
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If Lands that were pre-approved for acquisition by Metrolinx are acquired through direct
(5)
negotiations, rather than expropriation, reasonable terms and conditions equivalent to
compensation that would have otherwise been paid to the owner had the Lands been expropriated
will be funded by Metrolinx. Metrolinx shall have the right to review the supporting documentation
relied on by Toronto upon request.
(6)
The Parties acknowledge that certain Lands may have been acquired by Toronto for the
Projects prior to completion of this Real Estate Protocol. Metrolinx shall reimburse Toronto for
costs incurred in connection with these transactions, as previously agreed between Toronto and
Metrolinx, notwithstanding that the terms of such funding may not be consistent with this Real
Estate Protocol.

5.

Appraisals

(1)
Toronto shall commission either
value ofL
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(2)
Each appraisal or opinion of value shall be peer-reviewed and approved by either a Toronto
in-house or Toronto contract review appraiser.
(3)
A copy of each appraisal report or opinion of value, together with the confirmation of
approval by Toronto’s review appraiser (the “Approval Package”), shall be provided to Metrolinx
prior to making any binding commitment to acquire Lands, subject to the requirements sets out in
subsection (4) below.
(4)

(a) For Lands with an appraised value in excess of
within ten (10) business
days of receiving the appraisal report, the VP. Rapid Transit Implementation shall
advise Toronto if in Metrolinx’ s sole opinion, either a further peer review or an
independent appraisal at the expense of the Project is required.
(b) For Lands with an appraised value in excess of
a second independent
appraisal will, unless otherwise determined by Metrolinx, be undertaken.
(c) Metrolinx will arrange directly for such additional independent appraisals and peer
reviews to be undertaken if requested.

6.

Negotiations

(1)
In order to ensure consistency across the Projects, Toronto shall undertake and perform
property acquisition negotiations (both for purchases and expropriations) for Lands, subject to
compliance with all other directions and approvals required by this Real Estate Protocol. In the
case of Lands that are intended to be conveyed directly to Metrolinx, Metrolinx will determine on a
case by case basis if it intends to undertake the purchase negotiations and/or expropriation of such
Lands directly, without the assistance of Toronto.
(2)
Toronto, or Metrolinx, if applicable, may retain, in accordance with Metrolinx’s
procurement policies, the services of real estate consultants as required to assist with property
acquisitions for the Projects, including, but not limited to, appraisers, property negotiators and
business consultants.
(3)

Environmental due diligence shall be undertaken for all property acquisitions, the intention
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being that, wherever possible, Lands shall either be remediated prior to transfer to Toronto or
Metrolinx, or an appropriate abatement in purchase price or compensation shall be established to
address the environmental condition of the Lands. The decision whether to remediate and extent of
the remediation to be undertaken, including the amount of the abatement if any, shall be made by
the VP. Rapid Transit Implementation, in consultation with Toronto for lands to be owned by
Toronto. Consultants retained to undertake environmental due diligence and environmental
remediation will be retained by Metrolinx and the contract with the environmental consultant will
include a requirement that, where the Lands are intended to be owned by Toronto, the
environmental consultant will provide a letter of reliance to Toronto, at no additional cost to
Toronto.
7.

Financial Commitments

(1)
All financial commitments by Toronto to acquire Lands require prior approval from
Metrolinx.

(2)
Metrolinx shall make best efforts to provide its decision to Toronto whether or not to
approve the financial commitment within ten (10) business days of receiving the request from
Toronto, (unless further approval from Metrolinx’ s Chief Executive Officer or its Board of
Directors is required, in accordance with the Metrolinx’s Approval Authority limits).
The foregoing rules may be subject to revision from time to time as agreed by all the
(3)
Parties, acting reasonably.

(5)
Toronto agrees to advise the VP. Rapid Transit Implementation of any Notices of
Arbitration and Statements of Claim received relating to Lands that have been expropriated by
Toronto or any other claims relating to the Project and to provide regular status reports on progress
of the arbitration. Toronto agrees to advise the VP. Rapid Transit Implementation of all proposed
settlements of expropriation compensation proceedings and will provide a summary of settlement
discussions and will seek prior written approval of Metrolinx before entering into any final
settlement negotiations which are intended to be funded directly or indirectly by a Project,
provided that no prior approval is required if the total compensation (comprised of the settlement
amount plus any previous compensation paid to the owner) is within the stipulated limits set out in
subsections (1) and (2) above. Metrolinx shall make best efforts to provide its decision whether or
not to approve the settlement to Toronto within ten (10) business days of receiving the request from
Toronto, (unless further approval from Metrolinx’ s Chief Executive Officer or its Board of
Directors is required, in accordance with the Metrolinx’s Approval Authority limits).
8.

Ownership

(1)

Metrolinx shall take title to Lands required for the Project from Third Parties.

(2)
Notwithstanding subsection (1), Lands required for the widening of the City highway will
be acquired directly by the City or, if acquired by Metrolinx, Metrolinx will direct/transfer title to
the City at no cost to the City.
(3)

Where City Required Lands are required for the Project, Metrolinx shall acquire those
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Lands on the following terms:
a.
vacant City Required Lands, not required for City purposes or identified for
redevelopment, shall be transferred to Metrolinx by the City at nominal cost for both
temporary and permanent use;
all other City Required Lands shall be transferred to Metrolinx at market value and
b.
where applicable:
(i)

at no net operating cost to the City, which would include relocation costs,
lost revenues or other out of pocket costs, except where the City has already
identified a relocation or reconstruction of the required property in its five year
capital plan; and

(ii)in accordance with City policies with respect to parkland;
c.

Where City lands are required for the relocation of City Infrastructure or third
party utilities, or road widenings, these lands will remain in City ownership at no
cost to Metrolinx.

Market value of the lands shall be determined by independent appraisal based on
d.
the highest and best use, ignoring the Project.

-

(4)
For nominal consideration, and at no additional cost, charge or fee, Toronto shall transfer
the Right-oj Way Lands to Metrolinx by way of a stratified easement in perpetuity, for the
construction, operation and maintenance of the transit facilities and such other ancillary or
associated uses and activities conducted from time to time by Metrolinx on its transit properties, to
be used exclusively by Metrolinx, subject to a reservation for use by emergency service vehicles,
such easement to be agreed between the parties acting reasonably, which when finalized and agreed
upon, will be appended as Appendix 2 to this Protocol. The limits of the easement shall be
confirmed by a strata reference plan, which limits will be agreed upon by Metrolinx and Toronto,
the upper and lower limits and width of which will be adequate to contain, support and maintain
the rail transit infrastructure and future technology changes, such limits to be determined as the
detailed design progresses. The said easement will be transferred immediately following
completion of construction of the Project or earlier, as agreed between the Parties. The City shall
not encumber or grant any new interest therein other than to public utilities, unless prior to transfer
to Metrolinx, the City discharges such encumbrances or interests in full from the Right-oJ Way
Lands, at the City’s expense. Prior to registration of the transfer of the easement, Toronto shall
provide notice in writing to Metrolinx summarizing the particulars of any registered and
unregistered interest or claims of any third parties against the ROW Lands that it is aware of,
provided that Metrolinx shall not rely on such notice as a legal opinion as to title. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, Metrolinx will take title to the easement subject only to existing City Infrastructure
and encumbrances existing on the Effective Date of the Master Agreement that run with the Rightof-Way Lands. Toronto shall not be required to undertake a title search of the ROW Lands.

(5)
For nominal consideration, and at no additional cost, charge or fee, Toronto shall transfer
the Underground ROW Lands to Metrolinx by way of an exclusive stratified easement in
perpetuity, for the construction, operation and maintenance of the transit facilities and such other
ancillary and associated uses and activities conducted from time to time by Metrolinx on its transit
properties, Such easement to be agreed between the parties acting reasonably, which when
finalized and agreed upon, will be appended as Appendix 3 to this Protocol. The lower limit of the
easement shall be to the centre of the earth and the upper limits of the easement shall be confirmed
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by a strata reference plan, which limits will be agreed upon by Metrolinx and Toronto, and will be
adequate to contain, support and maintain the rail transit infrastructure and future technology
changes, to be determined as the detailed design progresses. The said easement will be transferred
immediately following completion of construction of the Project or earlier, as agreed between the
Parties. The City shall not encumber or grant any new interest therein other than to public utilities,
unless prior to transfer to Metrolinx, the City discharges such encumbrances or interests in full
from the Underground ROW Lands, at the City’s expense. Prior to registration of the transfer of
the easement, Toronto shall provide notice in writing to Metrolinx summarizing the particulars of
any registered and unregistered interest or claims of any third parties against the Underground
ROW Lands that it is aware of, provided that Metrolinx shall not rely on such notice as a legal
opinion as to title. Toronto shall not be required to undertake a title search of the Underground
ROW Lands.
(6)
The abovementioned easements (“Easements”) may not be assigned in whole or in part by
Metrolinx without the written consent of the other Parties, except that Metrolinx may, without the
consent of the City or the TTC, transfer or assign the Easements to the Government of Ontario or to
a Crown Agency as defined by the Crown Agencies Act, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter C.48 or to a third
party acquiring Metrolinx’s interest in all or part of the Program provided such third party owns
and/or operates the LRTs, but, on any transfer or assignment to a third party who acquires
Metrolinx’s interest in all or part of the Program, Metrolinx: (i) may not transfer or assign the
Easements or any real property interest therein without the consent of the City, not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed, and (ii) may grant contractual rights and licences to use the
Easements without the consent of the City. Subject to the foregoing, there are no restrictions on
Metrolinx’s right to deal in any manner with the Program assets and rights.
(7)
With regard to any City Required Lands, after receiving a Property Requisition, the City
shall not encumber or grant any new interest therein other than to public utilities unless prior to
transfer of such City Required Lands to Metrolinx, the City discharges such encumbrances or
interests in full from the City Required Lands, at the City’s expense.
(8)
Metrolinx may in its sole discretion also take title to Excess Lands, subject to compliance
with the requirements of the Expropriations Act, including sections 41 and 42.
(9)
The Parties agree to enter into such other agreements, including without limitation,
operating agreements, as may be reasonably required to deal with roles and responsibilities for
maintenance and operation of infrastructure, such as light, standards, traffic signals and. shared
services, if any, and to provide reciprocal access rights (by Metrolinx in favour of the City through,
on and/or over the Easements to enable the City to access its infrastructure, and by the City in
favour of Metrolinx through, on and/or over City lands to access Metrolinx’ s infrastructure), at no
cost to either Party on terms mutually acceptable to the Parties, acting reasonably.
9.

Project Specflc Requirements

(1)
The parties acknowledge and agree that notwithstanding any provision of this Real Estate
Protocol, the parties may require specific provisions relating to property acquisitions and/or
ownership for a Project, or part thereof, which specific requirements shall be set out in Appendix 5
(“Project Specific Requirements”). Any Project Specific Requirement once agreed upon from time
to time by the parties shall be signed by each of the parties and incorporated into Appendix 5. The
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revised Project SpecfIc Requirements shall be deemed to replace and supersede any previous
versions of the Project Specific Requirements.
10.

Legal Services

(1) Where Toronto has performed acquisition negotiations for the Lands, the title to which is to
be taken by Metrolinx, Toronto will provide all information in its possession relating to the
acquisition of such property to Metrolinx.
(2) Where Toronto provides legal services in relation to the acquisition by Toronto of the Lands,
upon agreement of the parties as to the relevant legal description, Toronto may provide either a
Direction re Title or a Transfer to ensure that title to such property vests in Metrolinx, such vesting
to be implemented for nominal consideration, at Metrolinx’s expense. Toronto shall provide, in a
reasonable period of time following closing, a title opinion and reporting letter in a form
satisfactory to Metrolinx, acting reasonably.
(3) Metroiinx and Toronto shall enter into a Service Level Agreement for the City’s Property
Acquisition Unit to provide legal and other property acquisition services to Metrolinx.
11.

Land Transfer Tax

Metrolinx, as a Crown Agency, is not required to pay municipal or provincial Land Transfer Tax.
12.

Communication

The designated contacts for each Party are as follows:
Toronto:

Patricia Simpson
Director, Transit Expansion Unit
Tel:
416-392-8057
Fax:
416-397-5624
E-mail:psimpson@toronto.ca

Metrolinx:

Mary Martin
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
Tel:
416-874-5915
Fax:
416-874-5901
E-mail: mary.martinmetrolinx.com

With a copy to:
Jack Collins
Executive Vice President, Rapid Transit Implementation
Tel: 416-874-5904
Fax: 416-874-5901
E-mail: jack.collins@metrolinx.com

Any changes to the designated cOntacts must be provided within one (1) week to the other Parties.
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APPENDIX 1 —PROPERTY REOUISITION FORM

Reoujsition for Prooertv Services
Project Information
Property Information
Project Name:
Request No;
-

Re’ision No:
Poperty Address,

Project No.;
Project Manager;
Ptione:
Included in Caphal Budget:
Budget Category;
Budget Page Reference:
Type of Property Taking

Property Description:
Owner
pli;
Property Ama Required:
Type of Property
Requirements

Easement

Fee Taking
Partial
Subsurface Fee
Taking
Takingj

Full
Taking

Surface

j

Aerial

Subsurface

Permanent
:0r5’

-

—

Intended Use of Property (Check as appropriate)
StatiorrlBus Facility:
Trackway ROW-

Workspace/Staging Area; Temporary taking for
traffic staging/detour
Access Rød
Duration of Occupancy:

—

Utility Relocation:
Parking/Passenger Pick-Up and Drop-Off:
Other (Specify);

—

—

Construction Commencing:

Acreement Required by:
Cpndition of Site on Posssion:
Description of Requirementfl<e-y Issues:

Information Attached
Ste Map:
Property Map:
Other (Specifyl. Property Sketches

Draft R Plan:
Ft Plan:

-

Recommended for Acquisition by:
1- Slevek Strzemieczny, Project Manager
2 Mike Poskin, Project Coordinator
ApprOred by:
3 Stephanie Rice, Manager- Third Party, Planning and
—
Property
4 Ruperr McNav, Manager Controls
S. Mark Ciavarro, Director Program Management
6 Pat’icia Simpson, Director Transit Expansion
-

—

-

Property_Acquisition_Unit,_City_of_Toronto

Sharepoint No. 0306-000087819

-

-

—

Sre

-

-

-

Date

Name of LRT Line
Requisition For Property Services - Multiple Properties

-
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APPENDIX 3
•

•

FORM OF EASEMENT FOR UNDERGROUND ROW LANDS

TO BE APPENDED

-
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-

APPENDIX 4
PRINCIPLES FOR TRANSFER OF CITY PARKLAND FOR TRANSIT PROJECTS

TO BE APPENDED

-

15

-

APPENDIX 5
PROJECT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

TO BE APPENDED

SCHEDULE G
TTC OPERJTING AND MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT PRINCIPLES

1
J
a

-

Agreement in Principle
This is to confirm and outline an agreement in principle between the Toronto Transit
Commission (TTC) and Metrolinx for the delivery of the Toronto transit projects that are
receiving 100% of their capital funding from the Province, and are owned and controlled by
Metrolinx the Eglinton Crosstown LRT, the Scarborough RT conversion to LRT, the Sheppard
East LRT and the Finch West LRT.
—

As previously announced, Metrolinx will use the Alternative Financing and Procurement (AFP)
framework managed by Infrastructure Ontario (10) to deliver the projects, subject to the
completion of positive value for money analysis. The purpose of using the AFP model will be to
achieve maximum value for the Province’s investment, while delivering safe, effective and
integrated transit services for the people of the City of Toronto and the broader region. It is
agreed that Metrolinx and the TIC share the same objectives of delivering safe, effective and
integrated transit services, and that the Metrolinx projects will need to be operated in a fashion
that provides a seamless customer experience with the TIC system.
In applying the AFP approach, Metrolinx and 10 will adopt a Design Build Finance Maintain
(DBFM) model to deliver efficient and effective Light Rail Transit (LRT) services. Operations will
be delivered by the TTC, on behalf of Metrolinx, over an initial 10 year operating agreement,
which could be extended by mutual agreement. Under this arrangement, the TIC will, under
contract with Metrolinx, operate the four LRT lines, while Metrolinx’s agent maintains the
assets. The maintenance of these assets will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

car houses/maintenance facilities,
vehicles/rolling stock,
stations and station facilities,
offices and other facilities,
tunnel sections, and
critical systems, such as transit signalling, trackage and communications systems
within the LRT right-of-way.

Maintenance
All maintenance activities will be undertaken by Metrolinx’s agent to agreed standards and in
line with agreed safety principles and procedures, which will be documented as part of the
process in developing the procurement documents.
Qualified personnel will prepare rolling stock to agreed levels of reliability,
ambience/presentation and to meet service requirements to enable the operator to operate a
safe, efficient and reliable service.
Critical systems and station facilities will be maintained to agreed levels of quality and integrity
to ensure full compliance with safety, reliability and customer amenity standards.

-2A performance regime will be drawn up and implemented to identify and meet standards of
safety and performance, and to enable appropriate management of planned and unplanned
events in day-to-day service.
Operations
An operating agreement will be prepared between Metrolinx and the TTC that will set out the
terms of the contract, provisions for renewal, system performance requirements, unit costs to
operate the LRT system, and procedures/processes to manage the interface between the TTC’s
operational responsibilities and the maintenance activities performed by Metrolinx’s agent, all
of which will be on commercial terms.
Over the term of the contract, the TTC will operate LRT vehicle and station services and will
provide sufficient trained personnel to:
•
•
•

drive vehicles,
provide security and revenue control, and
staff stations to achieve high levels of customer satisfaction.

The existing TTC Control Centre at Hillcrest will oversee and control all aspects of vehicle
movement on running lines and to/from maintenance facilities. Transit Control will control
critical safety systems and will control and authorise any access to the rights-of-way and
tunnels, and will be the single controlling authority for management of normal, degraded and
emergency incidents.
In discharging this responsibility, TTC Transit Control will liaise with Metrolinx Maintenance and
Storage facilities, including the provision of appropriate maintenance staff located within TTC
Transit Control), to facilitate good decision-making and a cooperative, efficient partnership
approach.
At the same time, TTC Transit Control will have final authority for vehicle movement and rightof-way/tunnel access to ensure safety of operations and personnel.
Next Steps
Metrolinx, TTC and 10 will establish a dedicated team to document standards and requirements
for the purposes of including appropriate provisions in the AFP procurement documents. This
will include provisions to manage the interface between the maintainer (Metrolinx’s agent) and
the operator (TTC), to minimize the risk of any lack of coordination between the TTC and the
maintainer. The agreement will include mechanism to ensure expeditious resolution of
Interface issues during operations. The objective will be to deliver clear and specific direction
on the roles and responsibilities of the parties in maintenance and operations, the interaction
between these activities and the ultimate oversight by Metrolinx. The objective will be to have
these standards and requirements in place by the end of 2012 in order to inform subsequent
procurement activities.
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Over the longer term, it will also be required that Metrolinx, the City of Toronto and the TTC
enter into a second operating agreement under the Master Agreement. This second operating
agreement will include:
•

•
•
•
•

a methodology to estimate the number of riders that board the four Metrolinx
transit lines and transfer onto the TTC, and board the TTC and transfer onto the
four Metrolinx transit lines, in order to appropriately share fare box revenue,
description of the broader commercial arrangements,
the treatment of any savings in the provision of existing TTC services along the four
Metrolinx transit lines,
the setting of fares, and
the treatment of any required operating subsidies on the four Metrolinx transit
lines.

The terms of the second operating agreement will be finalized at least two years in advance of
the launch of revenue service for any of the Metrolinx projects.
The undersigned endorse this agreement in principle to facilitate the finalization of a Master
Agreement between the parties in November 2012, and to support progress in the delivery of
important new transit services to the people of the City of Toronto and the broader region.
Dated this

rd
3

day of October, 2012.

¶Y\Aew4
Bruce c€uaig
President and Chief Execitive Officer
Metrolinx

Andy Byford
Chief Executive Officer
Toronto Transit Commission

SCHEDULE H
TTC PROCESSES AND APPROVALS PROTOCOL

I

I

-

SCHEDULE H
TTC PROCESSES AND APPROVAL PROTOCOL
(FOR DBFM PROJECT DELIVERY MODEL)

This Schedule H has been developed to set out the various TTC processes and approvals required
to construct the Program in and around TTC Infrastructure based on Metrolinx’s decision to deliver
the Program using a Design/Build/Finance/Maintain delivery model. The required processes and
approvals as set out in this Schedule H have been developed in order to ensure that existing TTC
Infrastructure is properly protected, that New TTC Infrastructure is properly constructed and in
order to ensure a seamless customer experience as between the TIC’s current transit system and
the new transit infrastructure both during construction and as constructed as part of the Program.
This Schedule H is intended to establish a protocol to be followed by Metrolinx, Project Co and the
TFC for the following purposes: (i) to identify the scope of work for construction of any portion of
the Program which requires review and approval by the TTC, including TTC Infrastructure, New
TTC Infrastructure and Bus Terminals; (ii) to review and approve the design at various stages of
the Interchange Stations, New TTC Infrastructure and Bus Terminals; (iii) to review and approve
any planned construction work related to the Program within the Zone of Influence; (iv) to monitor
and inspect construction of the Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals, New TTC Infrastructure and
any other construction within the Zone of Influence, and (v) to facilitate work on the Program that
must be carried out by Metrolinx within lands owned or occupied by the TTC.
Metrolinx shall require Project Co to perform and to be bound by its covenants and obligations
under this Schedule H and TIC acknowledges and agrees that performance by Project Co of any
such covenant and obligation shall satisfy Metrolinx’s obligations in respect thereof.
1.

Definitions:

For the purposes of this Schedule H TTC Processes and Approval Protocol, words with initial
capital have the meanings ascribed to them in the Master Agreement or are as defined below.
-

“Bus Terminals” means new TTC bus facilities for the Projects to be constructed as part of a
Project by or on behalf of Metrolinx. For purposes of this Schedule H, Bus Terminals are not New
TTC Infrastructure. Bus Terminal designs shall be subject to a Technical Review as set out in this
Schedule H to ensure design functionality.

“Design Change” for purposes of this Schedule H means a material change to the design,
construction plans or construction methodology of New TTC Infrastructure and Interchange
Stations, which design, construction plan or methodology was previously reviewed and approved
by the TTC as part of a Technical Review required in accordance with this Schedule H;
“Commission”
criteria of New
Terminals and
operational, and

means the process of achieving and verifying the functional and operational
TTC Infrastructure and of systematically bringing the Interchange Stations, Bus
New TTC Infrastructure into an operational mode as required to be fully
“Commissioning” has a corresponding meaning;

“Contaminant” has the same meaning as that contained in the EPA, and shall include any
substance designated as a “contaminant” in any guidelines or policies issued by the Ministry of the
Environment or the Ministry of Labour.
“Environmental Law” includes, but is not limited to, all applicable federal and provincial statutes,
municipal and local laws, common law, all deed restrictions, all by-laws, regulations, codes,
licenses, permits, judgements, orders, directives, guidelines and decisions which are legally binding
and which are rendered by any governmental authority relating to the protection of the
environment, natural resources, occupational health and safety or the manufacture, processing,
distribution, use, treatment, storage, disposal, packaging, transport, handling, containment, clean
up or other remediation or corrective action of any Hazardous Material, in each case having the
force of law.

“EPA” means the Environmental Protection Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.19, as amended from time to
time.
“Final Inspection” means an inspection performed by or on behalf of the TTC within thirty (30)
days following completion of the Project Agreement or a component thereof pertaining to, among
other things, (a) the construction of the Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals and New TTC
Infrastructure, or (b) any construction within the Zone of Influence, for the purpose of ensuring that
such construction is in accordance with the designs, drawings, specifications and Design Change, if
any, approved by the TTC.
“Hazardous Material” means any Contaminant, pollutant, dangerous substance, noxious
substance, toxic substance, deleterious substance, hazardous waste, biological materials and
organisms (including, without limitation, viral agents, mould, fungus and bacteria), flammable
material, explosive material, radioactive material, ureaformaldehyde foam insulation, asbestos,
poly-chlorinated biphenyls and radiation, in each case as regulated under any Environmental Law,
whether natural or man-made, and whether dangerous to public health, crops, water supplies or soil
quality, and including, without limitation, any quantity or concentration of any substances declared
to be hazardous or toxic and any other substance defined to be hazardous, toxic or a pollutant in or
pursuant to any Environmental Law.
“Interim Inspection” means on-going monitoring and an inspection performed by or on behalf of
the TTC while work is being undertaken pursuant to a Project Agreement relating to: (a) the
construction of the Interchange Stations (including both the current portion of the Interchange
Station and the newly constructed portion of the Interchange Station), Bus Terminals or New TTC
Infrastructure, or (b) construction within the Zone of Influence, for the purpose of ensuring that
such construction is in accordance with the designs, drawings, specifications and Design Change, if
any, approved by the TTC.

“Risk Registry and Risk Mitigation Plan” is a plan developed as part of the design for each part
of the Program involving TTC Infrastructure, addressing potential risks related to the construction
of such part and how the risks will be mitigated, and any such Risk Registry and Risk Mitigation
Plan will be updated from time to time to reflect a Design Change to New TTC Infrastructure and
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at each design milestone. The Risk Registry and Risk Mitigation Plan shall include risks
associated with environmental issues, safety and customer impacts.
“Technical Review” is the technical design review and approval process established by the TTC
as more particularly set out in the TTC Technical Review Submission Requirements required to
review and approve the design of portions of a the Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals, New TTC
Infrastructure and construction within the Zone of Influence, in each case at certain milestones.
“TTC Design Standard” means the TTC Design Manual, Master Specifications Manual,

Standards & Directives Drawing Manual and CADD Standards and Procedure establishing,
acceptable standards as developed by the TTC relating to the construction and operation of transit
facilities and systems, a copy of which has been provided to Metrolinx by the TTC.
“TIC Review Requirements” means the design portions of the Program which require TTC
review and approval as set out in subsection 5(a) below.
“TTC Technical Review Submission Requirements” means the design review and approval
requirements established by the TTC, a copy of which was provided to Metrolinx by the TIC on
November 22, 2012 and receipt of which was acknowledged by Metrolinx.
“Warranty Inspection” means an inspection performed by Metrolinx and the City in the final

warranty month following completion of a Project Agreement or component thereof, for the
purpose of identification of all defects and deficiencies in the New TTC Infrastructure to be
corrected before such New TIC Infrastructure becomes operational.
“Zone of Influence” means an area that is within 60 metres of any TIC Infrastructure.
2.

Contacts:

TIC: All communication with the TIC in respect of matters dealt with in this TIC
(a)
Processes and Approval Protocol, including inquiries for information pertaining to permits,
approvals and general information related to TTC Infrastructure; lands owned by the TTC, and
notices submitted under Notice and Reporting sections shall be sent to the following TTC
designate: Head of Engineering. All requests for other agreements related to the Projects, and a
copy of notices under the Notice and Reporting sections shall be sent to the following TIC
designate: Head of Capital Programming.
(b)
Metrolinx:
All inquiries shall be sent to the following Metrolinx designate: Director,
Design and Construction, Rapid Transit Implementation, or such other individual or individuals
that Metrolinx may specifS’ by notice in writing to TIC, from time to time.
3.

Staff:

The TIC and Metrolinx shall each make its staff available and shall take all other appropriate steps

and actions to ensure that all deliverables, reviews, decisions and approvals required to be
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provided, delivered or made by it are provided, delivered and made in a timely manner, including
under Project Agreements.
4.

Compliance:

Metrolinx is responsible for ensuring that: (i) all work on TTC Infrastructure and work on lands
owned or occupied by the ETC are in accordance with Applicable Laws, and (ii) the New TTC
Infrastructure is in accordance with TTC Design Standards and all other requirements as set out in
this Schedule H.
5.

General Principles:

The following general principles shall apply to the design and construction of the Program:
(a)
Metrolinx shall submit and the TTC agrees to perform a Technical Review, at the various
stages as set out in subsection 5(e) and the TTC Technical Submission Requirements, with respect
to: (i) every Interchange Station; (ii) every Bus Terminal; and (iii) any New TTC Infrastructure,
(iv) any other area in which construction will occur within the Zone of Influence; (collectively
“TTC Review Requirements”).
(b)
All Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals, and New TTC Infrastructure shall be constructed
in accordance with TTC Design Standards and approved by the TTC, acting reasonably. prior to
construction. In addition, all construction work within the Zone of Influence shall be constructed
in accordance with the TTC Design Standards and approved by the TTC, acting reasonably, prior
to construction.
(c)
Any proposed Design Change shall be re-submitted to the TTC for further approval of such
change. Proposed Changes in Scope, including alternative methods or interim mitigation to TTC
services, systems or TTC Infrastructure shall besupported with complete detailed designs, staging
sequences, schedules and operating plans.
All design submissions as part of the TTC Review Requirements which are, or shall be,
(d)
submitted for Technical Review shall include a Risk Registry and Risk Mitigation Plan.
Subsequent design submissions shall not require a new Risk Registry and Risk Mitigation Plan, but
the applicable Risk Registry and Risk Mitigation Plan shall be kept up-to-date from time to time to
reflect and incorporate such Design Change.
(e)

Metrolinx shall submit to the TTC as part of the TTC Review Requirements a design
submission for Technical Review (as required in accordance with this Schedule H) at the
following stages of design:
(i)

10%;

(ii)

30%;

(iii)

60%;
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(iv)

90%

‘ETC shall also sign-off on the complete construction design package (100%).

(f)
All designs submitted for TTC Technical Review shall comply with the requirements as set
out in this Section 5 and the TTC Technical Review Submission Requirements,
On lands owned or occupied by the TTC, no work shall be performed until the TTC has
(g)
signed off on the application for a building permit..
(h)
Proposed construction methods, including construction staging plans, and schedule for
work within the Zone of Influence or any other work in respect of New TTC Infrastructure or
which may affect ‘ETC Infrastructure shall include details of any planned service impacts, including
duration, type of service impact, service alternatives and communication plan. The proposed
construction methods as set out in this subsection 5(h) shall be included in each design submission
as set out in subsection 5(e) of this Schedule H and shall be approved by the ‘ETC prior to the
commencement of the construction work.
(i)
The Interchange Stations (existing TTC stations and new stations, or parts thereof, to be
constructed by Metrolinx) shall be designed to ensure that during normal working hours of the
stations, an integrated and seamless customer experience and free movement between the existing
TFC station and the new station will be achieved.
6.

Review by the TTC

(a)

Design Plans

Metrolinx shall provide to the TTC the detailed design submission at the intervals set out in
subsection 5(e) above for any and all TTC Review Requirements, which design plans shall be in
accordance with the requirements as set out in, Section 5 of this Schedule H and the TTC Technical
Review Submissions Requirements and shall provide sufficient detail and with all ancillary
materials in order to enable the TTC to perform a complete Technical Review.
(b)

Approvals

‘ETC covenants not to unreasonably withhold any approval sought by Metrolinx or required to be
obtained by it from the ‘CrC, and not to impose on Metrolinx requirements that are more onerous
or less favourable than the terms and requirements imposed on third partys seeking similar
approvals from the TTC in respect of construction matters pertaining to the TTC Infrastructure.

(c)

Staff and Contacts

‘FTC and Metrolinx shall each make its staff available in accordance with the Master Agreement
and shall take all other appropriate steps and actions to ensure that all deliverables, reviews,
decisions and approvals required to be provided, delivered or made by it are provided, delivered
and made in a timely manner. TTC and Metrolinx will establish or continue a series of staff
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working groups to deal with review, approvals, communications and consultation, operational and
financial matters arising out of the Master Agreement and this TTC Processes and Approvals
Protocol. All requests and communications in respect of matters dealt with in this TTC Processes
and Approval Protocol shall be sent to the following designated persons:
(d)

Timelines:

Metrolinx will endeavor to provide TIC with notice one year in advance of major reviews and
approvals that it will seek in the ensuing year so that TTC has sufficient time to hire if necessary,
and dedicate staff to such review process. TTC will not commence its review until a complete
submission package having reference• to the requirements in the TTC Design Standards has been
provided to it. Within 3 business days of receipt of a submission package ETC shall notify
Metrolinx either that the submission package is complete or that it is incomplete, in which case
TTC will specify the missing items. Within 30 business days (or such longer period as may
reasonably be required having regard to the nature of the submissions and the approvals sought) of
receipt of a complete submission package, the TIC will either provide its approval, or provide
Metrolinx with detailed comments regarding why it is not providing approval. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, TTC will consider any reasonable request by Metrolinx to expedite the timelines set out
above.
(e)

Liability:

The review and approval of designs, plans, reports, records or any other matter, including but not
limited to any Technical Review, by the TIC relating to the Master Agreement and/or this
Schedule H shall not have the effect of waiving or transferring any liability or obligation in respect
of the design and construction of the Program from Metrolinx to the TTC.
7.

Construction

(a)

Metrolinx Responsibilities

Metrolinx shall be responsible for managing and supervising all construction activity related to the
Program, including all construction activity relating to Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals and
New TTC Infrastructure. In connection therewith:
(i)
Metrolinx shall at all times provide oversight and support for all work relating to
ETC Infrastructure and New TIC Infrastructure and any other work carried out on TTC
lands (owned or occupied) by it or by Project Co;
(ii)
Metrolinx shall use all reasonable efforts to secure the timely and complete
performance by Project Co and/or by Metrolinx’s consultants, of Metrolinx’s obligations as
set out in this Schedule H relating to the TIC Infrastructure, Bus Terminals, New TTC
Infrastructure or other work relating to the Program carried out within the Zone of
Influence or on TTC lands (owned or occupied);
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(iii)
Metrolinx shall be responsible for developing and monitoring a safety and security
plan for all work within the Zone of Influence to ensure the safety of the TTC
Infrastructure, TTC systems, TTC employees and customers;
Metrolinx shall be responsible for developing and monitoring a quality assurance
(iv)
plan and for correcting non-conforming work related to TTC Infrastructure or work within
the Zone of Influence;
Provided that the necessary TTC approvals have been provided in accordance with
(v)
the Master Agreement and this Schedule I-I, Metrolinx shall have the right to access,
occupy and use such TTC lands (owned or occupied) as may be reasonably required to
facilitate the construction of the Projects, subject to Metrolinx also obtaining such permits
and approvals from the City as Metrolinx is legally required to obtain and otherwise upon
such terms as may be reasonably required by the TIC, and upon termination or expiration
of such right, Metrolinx shall repair any damage caused by its occupation and use of such
TTC lands and shall restore such TTC lands (owned or occupied) to the condition they
were in immediately prior to entry by Metrolinx;
Metrolinx shall endeavour to co-ordinate all construction activities relating to TTC
(vi)
Infrastructure, New TIC Infrastructure, Interchange Stations and Bus Terminals in order to
minimize the impact on TTC customers, services and operations having regard to the effect
on the Program completion schedules and costs. Metrolinx shall also ensure that the
construction activities are in compliance with all site specific or work specific conditions
included in the TTC’s Technical Review comments or approval of any design, in any other
approval or agreement provided by the TTC;
Metrolinx shall, in advance of any work being carried out, provide to the TTC for
(vii)
review and approval particulars of and plans relating to any Design Change;
(viii) The TIC shall be entitled to attend all pre-construction and construction site
meetings relating to work on the Program which impacts TTC Infrastructure, New TTC
Infrastructure, Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals or is within the Zone of Influence;
(ix)
The TTC shall have the right to perform Interim Inspections and a Final Inspection
related to any construction activity within the Zone of Influence and for this purpose
Metrolinx shall at all reasonable times, and upon reasonable notice, allow the TIC, its
representatives, agents, advisors and consultants to have access to the construction site,
provided the City and its representatives, agents, advisors and consultants comply with the
requirements set out in Subsection xi below;
(x)
The TTC shall notify Metrolinx of any defects and deficiencies it identifies in any
Interim Inspection conducted by it within 2 weeks following such Interim Inspection, and
Metrolinx shall be responsible for correcting all identified defects and deficiencies to the
satisfaction of the T’TC, acting reasonably;
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(xi)
All TIC inspectors and site visitors will adhere to the security and safety
requirements imposed by Metrolinx at each specific job site and/or any other work being
carried out by Metrolinx for purposes of the Projects and will sign in at the site
construction office;
(xii)
All construction staging plans which impact or may impact in any way TTC
Infrastructure and/or TIC’s operations shall be reviewed and approved by the TIC. Any
modifications to a TIC approved construction staging plan shall also be reviewed and
approved by the TTC. For greater certainty, TIC will not approve any construction
staging plan which compromises or may compromise, in any way, any TTC life, fire,
safety system or transit operations save and except that the TTC will consider requests for
evening and weekend shutdowns to accommodate major work; and
(xiii) Any Interim Inspections, Final Inspections or Warranty Inspections carried out by
the T’TC shall not have the effect of waiving or transferring any liability or obligation under
this Agreement from Metrolinx to the TIC.
8.

Suspension of Work

(a)
If the TTC, acting reasonably, has reason to believe that work on the Program is having a
significant and material detrimental impact on the provision of a safe and reliable transit service,
then upon receipt of notice from the TTC, Metrolinx shall temporarily suspend any work which is
interfering with the provision of a safe and reliable transit service for a reasonable time as may be
necessary to protect or restore the provision of a safe and reliable transit service, to the satisfaction
of the TIC, acting reasonably. The TIC agrees to work diligently with Metrolinx to resolve the
TTC’s concerns having regard to scheduled completion date(s) of the Program. Metrolinx shall be
responsible for all direct costs incurred by it or by Project Co arising from the suspension of work
pursuant to this Section.
(b)
Notwithstanding the above, in the case of a situation in which there is an immediate safety
risk to TTC Infrastructure, TIC systems or the health and safety of a TTC employee or customer,
the TTC shall be able to immediately order Metrolinx or Project Co to immediately stop any work
activity which has caused the immediate safety risk. The TTC agrees to work diligently with
Metrolinx and/or Project Co to resolve the TIC’s concerns having regard to scheduled completion
date(s) of the Program. Metrolinx shall be responsible for all direct costs incurred by it or by
Project Co arising from the suspension of work pursuant to this Section.
9.

Environmental Matters

Metrolinx shall not use, store or deposit upon TTC lands any Hazardous Material other than in
strict compliance with Environmental Law. Any environmental contamination of TTC lands
contrary to all applicable Environmental Laws including, but not limited to, soil or ground water
contamination, directly resulting from the use or occupation by Metrolinx of such TIC lands, shall
be remediated as soon as practically possible at the sole expense of Metrolinx and to the
satisfaction of the TIC, acting reasonably. If Metrolinx fails to comply with its obligations under
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this Section 9, the TTC may carry out such measures and may recover from Metrolinx the
reasonable costs incurred by the TTC in doing so. Metrolinx and the TTC shall immediately
notify each other of all notices, orders or requirements of governmental or administrative
authorities or other third parties which Metrolinx or the TTC, as the case may be, is or becomes
aware with respect to TTC lands or TTC Infrastructure on which work is conducted for the
Program and Metrolinx shall advise the TTC of any environmental contamination on TTC lands
caused or discovered by Metrolinx while undertaking work on the Program
10.

Commissioning and Acceptance

The TTC and Metrolinx shall conduct a joint Final Inspection and Commissioning of the
Interchange Stations, Bus Terminals and New TIC Infrastructure. Metrolinx shall be responsible
for correcting all defects and deficiencies identified in the Final Inspection to the satisfaction of
TIC, acting reasonably. Metrolinx shall Commission the New TTC Infrastructure in accordance
with a commissioning process developed by the TCC in consultation with Metrolinx.
11.

Warranties

Metrolinx shall provide the TTC with warranties for New TTC Infrastructure for a period of not
less than two (2) years from the date such New Infrastructure becomes operational, except as
otherwise required by the TTC. Joint TTC and Metrolinx Warranty Inspections shall be conducted
prior to the expiry of the applicable warranty period. Metrolinx shall rectify or caused to be
rectified all defects and deficiencies identified in any Warranty Inspection conducted pursuant
hereto to the satisfaction of the TIC, acting reasonably. For the purposes of this Section 11,
“becomes operational” means the date that the New Infrastructure is used.
12.

Notices and Reporting

Each of Metrolinx and the TTC shall as soon as it becomes aware of same, notify the other of the
following: any injuries to persons on TTC lands or damage to TIC Infrastructure or TTC lands that
occurs in the course of Metrolinx undertaking work on the Projects; any extension to or other
variation of the schedule for the Projects that materially varies the time contemplated in the tender
documents or the Project Agreement for work within the Zone of Influence; all significant
developments; and any proposed decision where the effect thereof may reasonably be expected to
materially affect the functionality, safety or integrity of any part of the TIC Infrastructure, TTC
systems or the operation of a safe and reliable transit service.

13.

Metrolinx Insurance

In respect of the Projects and unless the parties agree to otherwise amend the provisions set forth
below, Metrolinx will obtain and maintain or cause to be obtained and maintained from the
commencement date of construction of any component of a Project and until the substantial
completion date of such component the insurance for the minimum coverage specified below, and
all such policies shall be primary and not in excess to, or contributing with, any insurance
maintained by the TTC:
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(1)

Commercial General Liability or Wrap-Up General Liability Insurance:

(a)

General Provisions

Commercial General Liability or Wrap-Up General Liability insurance coverage for a combined
single limit in accordance with the requirements of Subsection (i)(c) below (as applicable) per
occurrence and in the aggregate with respect to products and completed operations, against claims
for bodily injury (including death), personal injury, property damage (including loss of use). The
policy shall contain the standard sub-limits and exclusions. Such policy shall include the following
coverages:
•

extended products and completed operations liability for a period of not less than twentyfour (24) months from the date of substantial completion of the applicable component. The
provision of this element of coverage can be provided by the subsequent renewal of an
annual liability policy for two (2) policy periods post substantial completion of a
component of the work;

•

written contractual liability;

•

owner’s and contractor’s protective liability;

•

contingent employer’s liability;

•

employer’s liability (as applicable);

•

non-owned automobile liability including legal liability for damage to hired autos (SEF
#94) and contractual liability (SEF #96);

•

cross liability/severability of interests;

•

no XCU exclusion (explosion, collapse and underground)(if applicable);

•

contingent incidental medical malpractice;

•

broad form property damage;

•

sudden & accidental pollution liability subject to a minimum scope equal to IBC 2313,
time element pollution; and

•

tenants legal liability.
If coverage is placed on a Wrap-up basis, such policy shall include as insureds, Project Co,
the Contractor, any other contractors, subcontractors, consultants, sub-consultants,
engineers and architects (but not for professional liability purposes) working on a Project
and suppliers to a Project who provide materials or perform construction or installation
work or other services at a Project site.

(b)

Term of Policy
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The commercial general liability policy or wrap-up general liability policy shall be effective from
the date of the commencement of construction on a Project until the date of substantial completion
of such Project or from the commencement date of construction of any component of a Project
until the substantial completion date of such component.
(c)

Limits to Coverage

If the work for any component of a Project involves or is defined under a specific contract or
contracts as pertaining to tunnelling and related construction or construction of Interchange
Stations, either below, at or above grade, coverage shall be placed on a wrap-up basis and the limit
shall be Two Hundred Million Dollars ($200,000,000) per occurrence and in the aggregate with
respect to completed operations.
If the work for any component of a Project does not involve, or is not defined under a specific
contract or contracts as pertaining to tunnelling and related construction or construction of
Interchange Stations, either below, at or above grade, coverage shall be placed on a Wrap-up basis
and the limit shall be One Hundred Million Dollars ($100,000,000) per occurrence and in the
aggregate with respect to completed operations.
If the work for any component of a Project involves neither of the above, and is limited only to
non-construction service operations such as geotech studies, soil testing, architecture and
engineering services and similar activities, coverage shall be placed on Commercial General
Liability policy basis and the limit shall be Fifty Million Dollars ($50,000,000) per occurrence and
in the aggregate with respect to completed operations.
(ii)

Builders’ Course of Construction Insurance

(a)

General Provisions

Course of construction insurance including boiler and machinery (if applicable) in the form of an
“all risks” builders risk policy written on a replacement cost basis with a limit equal to the
replacement value of the work. Such policy shall provide coverage for direct physical loss of or
damage to property in course of construction while at the location of the construction site and
owned by the insured and used or to be used as part of the construction. Such policy shall contain
the standard sub-limits and exclusions.
(b)

Term of Policy

For each component of a Project, if applicable, a Builders’ all risk course of construction insurance
policy shall be effective from the date of the commencement of construction work for such
component of the Project until the date of substantial completion of the construction work for such
component of the Project and acceptance by Metrolinx (in respect construction work being
perfomed on infrastructure that will be owned by the TTC, such insurance shall be maintained until
the date of acceptance by the TTC).
(iii)

Automobile Liability Insurance

Third party liability insurance coverage for bodily injury, death, damage to property and statutory
accident benefits coverage with respect to all vehicles owned, licensed or leased by the Insured
with limits of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) inclusive per occurrence. If the
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policy is issued pursuant to a government-operated automobile insurance system, the Insured shall
provide the parties with confirmation of automobile insurance coverage for all automobiles
registered in the name of the Insured.
Any deductibles or self-insured retentions under any insurance policies required to be maintained’
by Metrolinx shall be the responsibility of Metrolinx. In respect of the wrap-up general liability
insurance required under (i) and the builders’ all risks course of construction insurance under (ii)
above, the TTC shall be included as an additional named insured and such policies shall provide a
waiver of subrogation in favour of the TTC. In respect of the commercial general liability
insurance required under (I) above, if maintained, the TTC shall be included as an additional
insured. Each of the insurance policies required to be maintained hereunder shall be subject to
reasonable deductibles, payable by Metrolinx in the event of an insurance claim.
Metrolinx shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the TTC evidence of the insurance required to be
maintained pursuant to the above prior to the commencement of construction of any component of
a Project and thereafter within 15 business days following the renewal or replacement of such
policy(ies), until substantial completion of construction of such component, without notice or
demand. If Metrolinx fails to provide or maintain or cause to provided and maintained insurance as
required following 30 business days’ notice in writing to Metrolinx, the TTC shall have the right to
provide and maintain such insurance at Metrolinx’s cost and Metrolinx shall pay the cost thereof on
demand
All owner-controlled project-specific insurance policies acquired by Metrolinx or Project Co for
construction of the Projects shall be placed with insurers licensed to underwrite insurance in the
jurisdiction of the Province of Ontario and have affirmed a Best Financial Strength Rating of at
least A- at the time of placement of such insurance. The policies required in (i) and (ii) above shall
contain an endorsement requiring the insurer(s) to notify the TTC in writing, by registered mail, at
least sixty (60) days, (fifteen (15) days if cancellation is due to non-payment of premium), prior to
any cancellation of the insurance stated herein.
(iv)

Professional Liability (Errors & Omissions) Insurance

Metrolinx will cause Project Co, the Contractor or other contractors, subcontractors, consultants,
subconsultants and others engaged in the design and engineering work for a Project to obtain and
maintain professional liability (Errors & Omissions) insurance for claims alleging from an error,
omission or negligent act in the performance of a professional service. Such insurance will have a
limit of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per claim limit and in the policy
aggregate, and shall continue in force for a period of not less than twenty-four (24) months from
the date of the substantial completion of the work. Such policy shall contain the standard sub
limits and exclusions.
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